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A series organization is generally created to: (1) segregate the entity into separate “series” or “cells” between which an internal liability shield can be established; (2) minimize legal, regulatory, account, transfer and recordation/registration fees that would result upon the formation of a new limited liability entity or transferring assets between or among two or more entities; and (3) minimize regulatory delays required to approve a new entity versus supplemental filings for an existing entity that would result when forming a new limited liability entity. A series organization may exist within a limited liability company (“LLC”), limited partnership or statutory trust.

After formation each series may, separate and apart from the series organization, hold or have associated assets, incur or have associated liabilities, have separate management, and have separate members associated with the series. There are internal liability shields with respect to each series which shield the assets associated with each such series from the liabilities of the other series or the series organization and vice versa.

1. Existing Series Legislation

The series organization has been adopted in one form or another in twelve states – adoptions include thirteen series LLCs, five statutory/business trust acts and one limited partnership act. Series are provided for in the Uniform Statutory Trust Entity Act and the Revised Prototype Limited Liability Company Act. The National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State Laws ("NCCUSL") created a committee for “Series of Unincorporated Business Entities” to work on a uniform law, the draft of which was presented this summer at the NCCUSL Annual Meeting. Included with this memorandum is a chart representing which states have adopted series organization provisions.

---


2. Federal and State Tax Classification

The U.S. Treasury Department issued proposed regulations in September 2010, under which it explained how a series LLC would be treated for federal income tax purposes. Under the proposed regulations each series will be classified as a distinct eligible entity and apply the check-the-box entity classification provisions of Treas. Reg. §§ 301.7701-1 through -5 to each series. The proposed regulations have not yet been finalized, though some expect that to happen this summer.

A few states have issued regulations or policy statements regarding how series will be classified for state tax purposes, but many have not. A series organization conducting business in any of those jurisdictions that have not will face uncertainty as to its treatment in that jurisdiction. Included in today’s materials is a BNA Multistate Tax Report article update on series LLCs state legislative and taxation developments. This article discusses in depth both federal and state tax treatment, including a table of state responses to the ABA Section of Taxation Task Force’s survey of tax treatment of series LLCs and protected series.

3. Choice of Law

While the series LLC is attractive for some business owners, the legal separation of assets and liabilities of each series has largely been untested in court. The question still remains that if a series’ creditor sues the series in a state other than the state of the series LLC’s formation, what happens if the laws in the creditor’s state make no provision for series LLCs? That’s the principal question in a case handed down from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. Alphonse v. Arch Bay Holdings, L.L.C. centered around the foreclosure of Glenn Alphonse’s home mortgage. Series 2010B, a series in the Delaware series LLC Arch Bay Holdings LLC (“Arch Bay”), held the note on Alphonse’s Louisiana home. When Alphonse defaulted on the mortgage, Series 2010B foreclosed in Louisiana state court.

Alphonse did not intervene and object in the state court executor proceedings, but later brought suit in the U.S. District Court alleging the foreclosure was fraudulent because it was based on robo-signed supporting documentation. Alphonse named both Series 2010B and Arch Bay as defendants. Arch Bay argued it was the wrong party because the entity that foreclosed was Series 2010B. Arch Bay’s contention, which prevailed in the district court, was that Delaware law determined its liability, and under Delaware law, Series 2010B was the real party in interest and was a separate legal entity from Arch Bay. The U.S. District Court dismissed the suit on three grounds: (1) a subject-matter jurisdiction issue (which was determined to be erroneous because of the intervening Fifth Circuit decision); (2) that Alphonse sued the wrong party; and (3) res judicata.

After considering Louisiana’s conflict-of-laws statute, the district court concluded that liability of Arch Bay or Series 2010B was determined by Delaware law under the internal affairs doctrine. However,

---

4 See http://www.ca5.uscourts.gov/opinions%5Cunpub%5C13-30154.0.pdf. This opinion is unpublished and therefore its precedential value is limited, but it is a first look at an appellate court’s analysis of a series LLC issue.
5 Louisiana’s conflict-of-laws statute provides the laws of the state under which a foreign LLC is organized shall govern its organization, internal affairs, and liability of its managers and members arising out of their positions as managers and members. La. Rev. Stat. § 12:1342.
the Fifth Circuit pointed out that different conflict-of-laws principles apply when the rights of third parties outside the entity are involved, citing to *First Nat’l City Bank v. Banco Para El Comercio Exterior de Cuba*, 462 U.S. 611, 621 (1983). It did not appear to the Fifth Circuit that the district court considered whether liability between a third-party plaintiff and a holding company LLC or its series constituted internal or external affairs. It concluded that the district court had not developed enough facts and had not adequately considered the internal affairs conflict-of-laws question under Louisiana law.

Because Alphonse could have raised his robo-signing issue in the state foreclosure action, Arch Bay argued res judicata precluded him from bringing it up in the later lawsuit. In order for the second lawsuit to be precluded, Louisiana’s res judicata statute requires that the parties in the two lawsuits must be the same. The Fifth Circuit reversed the district court’s finding on this issue, concluding that there were not enough facts in the record to determine whether Series 2010B had sufficient identity with Arch Bay for res judicata purposes, and that the issue should be considered together with whether Series 2010B was a separate legal entity. The district court’s conclusions were reversed and remanded for further consideration consistent with the Fifth Circuit’s opinion. The *Alphonse* court’s discussion that the internal-affairs doctrine is inapplicable to disputes including people or entities that are not part of the LLC does not bode well for the enforceability of the series LLC liability shield when claims are brought in courts of states that have not authorized series LLCs. If the internal affairs doctrine does not apply to series LLCs, presumably both entire series, both the series LLC and each of its series will be liable for debts incurred by a series.
SERIES ORGANIZATIONS FACT SHEET

13 Jurisdictions that Allow for the Formation of Series LLCs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alabama</th>
<th>Kansas</th>
<th>Oklahoma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Jurisdictions have provisions in their LLC statues permitting the series or concept of a series LLC, but each does not explicitly provide for the segregation of assets and liabilities or otherwise provide for the internal liability protection among series, classes or cells:

| California | North Dakota |
| Minnesota | Wisconsin |

5 Jurisdictions Allow for the Formation of Series Trusts:

| Delaware | Kentucky |
| District of Columbia | Virginia |
| Connecticut |

1 Jurisdiction Allows for the Formation of Series Limited Partnerships:

| Delaware |
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WHAT IS A SERIES LLC?

A series limited liability company (“Series LLC”) is an innovative choice of entity that is generally created for three primary reasons: (1) to essentially segregate the entity into separate “series” between which an internal liability shield can be established; (2) to minimize legal, regulatory, accounting, transfer and recordation/registration fees that might otherwise result when forming a new limited liability entity or transferring assets between or among two or more entities; and (3) to minimize regulatory time delays required to approve a new entity versus supplemental filings for an existing entity that might otherwise result when forming a new limited liability entity. As of the end of 2013, 11 states plus Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia had enacted legislation permitting the creation of Series LLCs with the internal liability shields for each series within the Series LLC.

For most of us who have practiced law for an extended period of time, the Series LLC is a bit difficult to envision. It is a single state law entity with separate cells, divisions, or “series” within the limited liability company each with limited liability. Each series may, separate and apart from the limited liability company, hold or have associated assets, incur or have associated liabilities, have separate management, and have separate members associated with the series. There are internal liability shields with respect to each series which shields the assets associated with each such series from the liabilities of the other series or the limited liability company and any assets associated with the Series LLC from the liabilities associated with each of the series. Under some state statutes, the assets may be titled in the name of a series as opposed to the Series LLC. Although somewhat alien, the concept of segregating a pool of assets and liabilities from that of other assets and liabilities in a single legal entity for many is easier to grasp than the concept that each series may have different owners and business purposes, and the Series LLC itself (exclusive of the various series within the Series LLC) may have no economic interest with respect to one or more or even all of the series within it.

Various articulations of what is a “Series LLC” include:

1. The preamble to Proposed Treasury Regulations [REG-119921-09] providing proposed guidance for the federal income taxation of Series LLCs describes a Series LLC in the following manner:

   In general, series LLC statutes provide that a limited liability company may establish separate series. Although series of a series LLC generally are not treated as separate entities for state law purposes and, thus, cannot have members, each series has ‘associated’ with it specified members, assets, rights, obligations, and investment objectives or business purposes. Members’ association with one or more particular series is comparable to direct ownership by the members in such series, in that their rights, duties, and powers with respect to the series are direct and specifically identified. If the conditions enumerated in the relevant statute are satisfied, the debts, liabilities, and obligations of one series generally are enforceable only against the assets of that series and not against assets of other series or of the series LLC.

2. The Prefatory Note in which the Reporters describe the reasons the Revised Uniform Limited Liability Company Act (2006) developed by the Na-
tional Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws ("NCCUSL") did not authorize Series LLC states:

Under a series approach, a single limited liability company may establish and contain within itself separate series. Each series is treated as an enterprise separate from each other and from the LLC itself. Each series has associated with it specified members, assets, and obligations, and — due to what have been called ‘internal shields’ — the obligations of one series are not the obligation of any other series or of the LLC.

The Series LLC began in Delaware. The present Delaware law, 6 Del. Code §18-215(a) more or less defines its Series LLC as follows:

A limited liability company agreement may establish or provide for the establishment of 1 or more designated series of members, managers, limited liability company interests or assets. Any such series may have separate rights, powers or duties with respect to specified property or obligations of the limited liability company or profits and losses associated with specified property or obligations, and any such series may have a separate business purpose or investment objective.

Many analogize a Series LLC with the separate series to a parent and its subsidiaries. This analogy is not necessarily accurate as the Series LLC itself apart from some or all of its aggregate owners may or may not have an economic interest in one or more (or even any) of the series as it may not be “associated” with the series. Only those persons “associated” with each specific series have an economic interest in such specific series. In addition, the Series LLC may or may not have extensive governance control with respect to one or more series. If there is one set of owners in the Series LLC who has proportionate ownership in all of the series of the Series LLC, this conceptualization may be useful and somewhat accurate. However, in the authors’ experience, there are usually a different mix of owners associated with the different series and/or ownership in different proportions. Although the purposes of each series within a Series LLC are generally similar, the purposes may be entirely different and often even possible to have a non-profit purpose for one series and for profit purpose for another. Therefore, the visualization of parent and subsidiary does not apply in such situations. Another analogy to the Series LLC is the legal entity “wrapper” in which the series exist with separate rights, powers or duties with respect to specified property or obligations of the limited liability company or profits and losses associated with specified property or obligations and may have different business purposes from other series. The legal entity “wrapper” is consistent with the concept that the Series LLC contains within itself the series and is agnostic as to whether the members associated with a series and the relative economic and control rights are identical, similar, or totally different from series to series.

While the concept is sufficiently difficult for many to immediately grasp, the lack of uniform terminology of what the Series LLC itself is called and what the series within the Series LLC is called perhaps makes it more confusing. The NCCUSL drafting committee of the “Series of Unincorporated Business Entities Act” ("Drafting Committee") grappled with the terminology confusion and with their draft Series of Unincorporated Business Entities Act prepared Sept. 27–28, 2013, began utilizing the terminology of “Series LLC” and “protected series.”

In the Drafting Committee’s terminology, “Series LLC” is the term to describe the form of legal LLC entity with internal funds, portfolios, cells, series, or divisions each with an internal liability shield and each of which may have separate members, managers, assets and liabilities, and business purpose or investment objectives. They note that other terms presently used for what they refer to as the Series LLC include “series organization” (see for example Prop. Regs. §301.7701-1(a)(5)(viii)(A) and “master LLC” (see SEC Letter in Section VI.D and Cal. Tax News, p. 4 Oct. 2011, and FTB 1123, Guide to Forms of Ownership, 17 (2013)).

In the Drafting Committee’s terminology, the “protected series” is the term for the internal funds, portfolios, cells, series, or divisions within the Series LLC. They note the series concept is also found in the insurance arena with “protected cell companies” and with trust containing cells. Series are sometimes referred to as cells. The principal distinguishing characteristic is the internal liability shield for each protected series of the Series LLC.

The remainder of this paper will use the term “protected series” when referring to a series within the Series LLC except where a quote contains a different term.

**WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OR USE OF A SERIES LLC?**

Many see the Series LLC as a gimmick or a solution looking for a problem. They question what a Series LLC can accomplish that a number of traditional LLCs cannot accomplish? The concept of a single legal entity having protected series which are each fire-
walled from the others and from the Series LLC itself causes some conceptual confusion and also concerns as to nefarious activities and secrecy. One commentator has colorfully stated:

The series LLC may turn out to be a heaven-sent planning tool, or an attractive nuisance that will lure clients and advisors to economic disaster. Anyone involved with series LLCs should proceed with caution. Cuff, “Delaware Series LLCs and Transactional Practice — Part 2,” 38 Real Estate Tax’n 170 (2011).

In choosing to not include a provision for series in the Revised Uniform Limited Liability Company Act (2006), NCCUSL cited the conceptual difficulties with Series LLCs as one of the reasons in the Preface, stating:

How can a series be — and expect to be treated as — a separate legal person for liability and other purposes if the series is defined as part of another legal person?

One report of the debate of the NCCUSL Commissioners summed up the concerns of many when it stated:

Originally devised by sophisticated Delaware lawyers for their ‘funds’ clients, series are now being (mis)used to subdivide assets of operating businesses and to provide unwarrented hopes of low cost ‘asset protection’. What’s good for Delaware and highly sophisticated deals is not necessarily good for the LLC law of other states.


This “unease” continues and, as described under state legislative developments, has probably caused certain states to forego enacting Series LLC legislation or the drafting committee of state LLC laws to forego inserting a Series LLC provision in legislation to be introduced in the respective state legislature.

Nevertheless, in addition to the sophisticated “funds” (mutual funds are commonly organized as a series entity for regulatory reasons so that funds within a family of funds can be created quickly and efficiently with a minimum of regulatory delay and expense to focus on niche investment markets) the Series LLC is being used for multiple real estate projects with a common sponsor, for certain financings, and to separate functions of an integrated business such as manufacturing, distribution and sales. Montana specifically provides for a Professional Series LLC. Proponents of the Series LLC often advocate reduced filing fees, reduced registered agent fees, fewer annual reports, and other reduced costs to promote Series LLCs. These cost reductions may or may not be meaningful. California, which has a flat tax of $800 per LLC taxable as a partnership with a LLC fee of zero to $11,790 based on gross California receipts, treats each protected series as a separate taxable entity so there are no state fee/tax savings in that State. Currently many believe the best or most compelling use for Series LLC is found in regulated industries where the creation of a new entity entails extensive regulatory filings, delays and costs, whereas the addition of protected series would require only supplemental filings which are much quicker to be effective and less expensive. Many believe that the uses for Series LLCs will only become fully recognized with the passage of time and the ability to be formed and operated in more states. Certainly many of today’s common uses of LLCs and single-member LLCs were not foreseen 20 years ago.

In a number of states with enabling statutes, the Series LLC seems to be used extensively (or at least written about for use extensively) for real estate developers and investors. The ease of formation of series, the relatively simplicity of accounting for real estate income and expenses and titling the real estate would seem to lend itself to this utilization, particularly when the developer/sponsor is active, participates and has control over all of the real estate anyway. A typical structure appears to involve a separate real estate development entity in which investors do not have an interest which contracts with each of the series to provide construction, repair, and perhaps leasing, etc., services for a fee. The Series LLC then has a number of protected series with each holding title to a specific property or project. The “sponsor” and key executives may be members in the Series LLC itself or in one or more separate protected series which in turn are members of the real estate holding protected series. For example, Tennessee Department of Revenue Letter Ruling 11-42 describes the Tennessee tax treatment of a Series LLC with a number (the author understands over 30) of separate real estate projects, each in a separate protected series. However, Tennessee’s unique taxing structure whereby a sale of membership interests in an LLC avoids Tennessee’s excise tax whereas a sale of assets by an LLC is subject to the 6.5% excise tax on the gain may make this Series LLC real estate structure less attractive than having a number of LLCs wherein 100% of the LLC
interests can be sold in lieu of the real property being sold and the 6.5% tax avoided. Many third-party purchasers may be leery of purchasing all of the interests in a protected series of a Series LLC in which the third party does not control the Series LLC itself but appropriate exit strategies are available. Tennessee has an anti-abuse rule that makes a sale of property distributed within 12 months of the sale taxable as if the assets were sold by the prior LLC which limits last-minute structuring. The collateral consequences of operations and dispositions will need to be carefully considered in the context of each state’s tax environment.

There are several significant hurdles for Series LLCs before they will be widely used across the country. These include clarity as to the state law recognition of the internal limited liability shields in most (preferably all) states and clear rules as to how one or more protected series of a Series LLC will qualify to do business in jurisdictions other than the jurisdiction of formation and preserve its internal limited liability shields. Clarity is needed as to how security interests are given and filed with respect to the property of protected series and borrowings by protected series. The Uniform Laws Commission effort is an attempt to address these aspects. A finalization of the federal income tax rules applicable to Series LLCs and the protected series, employment taxes and state taxes is something that is ultimately needed, although most tax practitioners appear to be comfortable relying on the proposed regulations. Finally, whether and how a protected series can seek state and federal protection from its creditors (i.e., receiverships or bankruptcy) without involving the other protected series of the Series LLC itself is a major item on which there is presently not certainty.

As the federal and state tax treatment of Series LLCs become clearer and more states enact enabling statutes permitting the series or classes concept of a Series LLC, but each does not explicitly provide for the segregation of assets and liabilities or otherwise provide for the internal liability protection among series, classes or cells. These pseudo series LLCs may cause a great deal of confusion and may well result in a surprise sharing of liabilities. Series LLCs formed in states that permit the protected series should not do business in those states and anticipate that the internal liability shields will be honored if there is a problem. Indeed, it is most likely that such shields will not be honored as the express provision permitting series but not providing for the internal limited liability shields may well be an indication of public policy that a single legal entity will not have internal liability shields. As discussed later herein, a Series LLC doing business in a state that does not statutorily recognize Series LLCs is risky for the protected series as the internal shield protection may or may not exist with respect to claims arising in such state.

It should be noted that the legislative drafting committees of a few states considered adding Series LLC provisions to their law and determined not to do so. California Bill SB 323, introduced in 2011, to adopt RULLCA, included provisions for the creation of a Series LLC (Article 12), but those provisions were dropped from the bill at the request of the Secretary of State on the grounds that the series provide “additional veils of secrecy to the LLC assets and liabilities,” which “could create an avenue for an LLC to avoid legitimate responsibilities to third parties and/or members.” Senate Judiciary Committee, CA 2012 legislative law case history re: series 01981859, p. 7 (1/4/12).

Maine revised its LLC statute with a new Act that took effect July 1, 2011, and decided not to include the series concept. See Deckelman, McLoon and Pratt, “Maine’s New Limited Liability Company Act,” Maine Bar J. 181, 185–86 (Fall 2010). (“The uncertainties surrounding the series LLC, the fact that the most suitable uses of a series LLC are not common in Maine, and the fact that Delaware has the series LLC available in its LLC Act for those who want a series LLC all lead the Drafting Committee to decide against including the series concept in the New Act.”). See also McLoon and Callahan, “The Dangerous Charm of the Series LLC,” Maine Bar J. 226 (Fall 2009).

A Florida bar committee considered but decided not to recommend Series LLC legislation, but Florida law provides that each individual series or cell of a foreign series LLC that transacts business in Florida may be required to make a separate application for certificate of authority, and to make such other filings as may be required for purposes of complying with Chapter 605.9020 requirements as if each series or cell were a separate foreign limited liability company. The ramification of this foreign Series LLC registration is unknown. Does the fact that each protected series must qualify to do business in Florida indicate that Florida may recognize the internal liability shields of
foreign Series LLCs, or is this simply a registration requirement with no particular liability inference?

The North Carolina bar committee working on 2013 amendments to the North Carolina Limited Liability Company Act considered but decided not to recommend providing for Series LLCs in such amendments.

The Partnership Committee of the ABA Business Law Section has produced a draft of the Revised Prototype Limited Liability Company Act that includes series provisions. 67 Bus. Law 117, 122–123 (2011). After rejecting the development of Series LLCs in its Revised Uniform Limited Liability Company Act (2006), NCCUSL reconsidered their stance. There is now a Drafting Committee on “Series of Unincorporated Business Entities” working on a Uniform Law, a draft of which is scheduled to be presented in the summer of 2014. Interested readers should visit NCCUSL’s web site www.uniformlaws.org, locate and click on “Drafting.” A list of projects will then be shown. Clicking on the “Series of Unincorporated Business Entities” will link the reader to the materials produced by the drafting committee and issues it is wrestling with.

**FORMATION OF SERIES LLCs**

Searching the internet and reading “bulletins” produced by various law firms and registered agent services, one would think there is a tidal wave of Series LLCs sweeping the country (or at least sweeping Delaware, Illinois, Nevada and Texas). While there is indeed a meaningful amount of activity in those and some other jurisdictions, at this point it does not appear to be a flood, but it is more than a trickle.

In November 2013, a phone and email survey of the offices of the Secretary of State of each of the 11 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico that have passed Series LLC legislation was undertaken. Some Secretaries of State did not respond with Series LLC data as their systems do not track Series LLC versus regular LLCs, others provided current year data but not aggregate data, etc. The only state that provided protected series information was Illinois. The table below summarizes the reported results of this survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State/District/Territory</th>
<th>Series LLC Formed in State</th>
<th>Series LLC Formed in State in 2012</th>
<th>Foreign Series LLC Qualified to Do Business in State</th>
<th>Number of Protected Series formed in State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>8,068</td>
<td>1,631 (2011)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>9,819</td>
<td>1,289</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>19,865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Started in 2013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Started 10/2013</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>17,920</td>
<td>1,935</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>362 (323 Active)</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>14 Active</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>660 (2011)</td>
<td>660 (2011)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Delaware did not respond to the request for information. The information on Series activity is from Donn, Ely, Keatinge and Schippel, Using Series LLCs in Real Estate, ALI CLE, Oct. 2, 2013 reporting 2012 information.

2 In a somewhat cryptic conversation a representative of Iowa SOS indicated that they only recognized Series LLCs created under Iowa law referring to Section 489. They apparently are not tracking the number of filings.

3 Oklahoma Secretary of State Office does not currently differentiate between Series LLCs and regular LLCs. No Series data available.

4 Unable to reach.

5 Texas Secretary of State does not track series LLCs. They stated that a lot of data was run for someone to figure out the number of Series (Series have to file d/b/a).
It appears that over 36,000 Series LLCs have been formed with an unknown number of protected series for each. In 2012, an estimated 5,600 Series LLCs were formed (uses some 2011 information). While this is a relatively small number of entities, data information from Utah and Tennessee which track a large variety of entity formations permit a limited comparison of Series LLCs to Limited Partnerships. In Utah, in 2012 there were 808 Limited Partnerships formed and 94 Series LLCs, and in Tennessee there were 118 Series LLCs formed and 211 Limited Partnerships. In Tennessee, there were more Series LLCs formed in 2012 than LLPs (118 vs. 60). While the number of Series LLCs formed is a relatively small number, it is a surprising percentage of the LPs that were formed. In Utah, the number of Series LLCs formed represented 11% of the Limited Partnerships formed, and in Tennessee, the Series LLC percentage was 56%. The large number of Series LLCs formed in Nevada may be misleading. The Nevada Secretary of State’s form for the formation of LLCs has a box to check if the LLC is a Series LLC. It may well be that a significant percentage of the Nevada LLCs are Series LLCs due to businessmen forming their own LLCs, using the Secretary of State form, and checking a box for which they have no understanding and in fact have no intention of forming protected series.

It appears that the recent statutory trend is to require the name of each protected series be filed in a manner that creates a public record of the existence of each protected series. Although some states require a certificate of designation or other papers identifying the protected series be filed prior to the protected existence of the protected series (or such protected series having internal limited liability shields), others simply require a filing on public record of the existence of a protected series, but the protected series may be created prior to such filing. This trend offers a level of transparency and public notice and may well be in response to the uneasiness felt by many for the abusive potential of Series LLCs and their various protected series. It is hard to argue with the logic that third parties dealing with a protected series should have the same sort of notice as to whom they are dealing as would a third party dealing with a juridical entity. If a certificate of designation is required before the internal liability shields apply, does that failure only expose the Series LLC itself to the debts and obligations of the series for which the certificate of designation has not been filed?

**UNIFORM LAW**

An important development in the life of Series LLCs occurred in 2011 when NCCUSL authorized the creation of the Drafting Committee for “Series of Unincorporated Business Entities Act.” As the name implies, this effort is not limited to Series LLCs but would be applicable to other forms of business entities such as limited partnerships and limited liability limited partnerships. It is envisioned that the series provisions could be added to some or all of the other uniform unincorporated business organization acts other than the Uniform Statutory Trust Entity Act. This Committee has met several times and has started working on a draft of such act.

The draftsmen are considering a number of issues and policy concerns, including, as discussed above, terminology. From a policy perspective, the identified issues include:

1. The degree to which a protected series should constitute or have the characteristics of a separate legal entity and exactly what “separate” means;

2. May a protected series secede from the Series LLC? May a Series LLC force a separation of a protected series from the Series LLC? If so, what are the mechanics?

3. What public disclosure of the protected series and the members associated with each protected series should be required?

   a. Should there be at least one natural person or other person publicly identified that, when lawfully required, identifies all members and assignees (holder of financial rights) of each protected series?

   b. Should this identified person be at the Series LLC level or at each protected series level?

4. Should the Series LLC have a default level of management or other authority vis-à-vis each of the protected series of the Series LLC and should there be a required minimum level of governance control concerning each protected series of the Series LLC?

5. What is the default management of a protected series? This involves both management and powers of the members associated with the protected series and the residual or minimum management authority of the

---

2 The Prefatory Note to the draft Act considered by the Drafting Committee in September of 2013 states in part “Series provisions will scrupulously avoid stating that a protected series is an entity or a person in its own right, even though a series will have many of the most important powers of a legal entity/person.”

3 This is a broader concept than merely the historic “separate” meaning “separate from its owners”; this has a horizontal aspect of separateness from the activities of the other protected series and those of the Series LLC itself.
Series LLC with respect to each protected series of the Series LLC.

6. What are the default duties applicable to those who manage a protected series (loyalty, care, obligation of good faith and fair dealing), and what are the minimum levels of such duties? Since adequate and accurate books and records are often required to maintain the internal limited liability shields, should special information rights and/or inspection rights be provided (i) with respect to the protected series of which a member is associated and (ii) with respect to other protected series?4

7. May a protected series “merge” with another protected series of the same Series LLC, different Series LLCs, other business entities?

8. How is a derivative action with respect to a protected series undertaken and against whom is it undertaken?

9. What should the UCC filing requirements be with respect to assets associated with a protected series if (i) assets are titled in the name of the protected series and (ii) assets are titled in the name of the Series LLC itself? What filings should be required with respect to a transfer of property between two or more protected series?

10. With respect to the issuance of securities, who is the issuer — the protected series, the Series LLC or both?

The drafting committee is open to input as they address policy matters and develop technical language. The LLC and LLP Subcommittee of the Partnership Committee of the American Bar Association Tax Section discussed some of the issues at the Tax Section’s Midwinter Meeting in January of 2014 and provided informal thoughts and comments on some of the issues to the draftsmen.

As mentioned previously herein, parties interested in the progress of the drafting committee can find materials and follow the process on the Uniform Law Commission’s web site uniformlaws.org looking under “Drafting” and “Series of Unincorporated Business Entities.” It is anticipated that the drafting committee will submit their effort for a first reading at the NCCUSL Annual Meeting in July 2014. A uniform law from which states may base their Series LLC legislation should be extremely helpful and may solve some of the concerns that legislators and some advocacy groups have expressed. Some very knowledgeable and experienced practitioners are involved with that effort, and the end result is likely to have been well thought out.

FEDERAL TAXATION OF SERIES LLCs

The principal federal income tax question facing Series LLCs was whether each protected series would be treated as a separate business entity for purposes of Regs. §301.7701-2(a) and be permitted/required to file its own tax return and to elect its own tax classification under the check-the-box regulations. The alternative would be a single tax classification and, if treated as a partnership, all of the activities of the collective protected series and the members would appear on one federal tax return. In such case, special allocations would be required to maintain the profit and loss allocations and capital accounts of the members.

The Proposed Treasury Regulations, REG-119921-09, issued on September 14, 2010 (the “Proposed Regulations”), seem to provide a favorable and workable solution. Each protected series and the Series LLC itself is a separate tax-reporting entity for federal income tax purposes if created under an appropriate statute, regardless if the protected series or Series LLC successfully meets the state statutory requirements to achieve the separateness of liabilities between and among the series and Series LLC.5

The Proposed Regulations define a “series organization” [Series LLC] as a juridical person6 that establishes and maintains, or under which is established and maintained, a series. A series organization includes a series limited liability company . . .” Prop. Regs. §301.7701-1(a)(5)(viii)(A). A “series” [protected series] is defined as a segregated group of assets and liabilities that is established pursuant to a series statute by agreement of a series organization. A series includes a series, cell, segregated account, or segregated portfolio that is formed under the insurance code of a jurisdiction or is engaged in an insurance business. However, the term “series” does not include a segregated asset account of a life insurance company. Prop. Regs. §301.7701-1(a)(5)(viii)(C).

The Proposed Regulations seek to define the separate reporting entity for tax purposes with reference to the enabling statute rather than by indicia of ownership of a separate entity under local law. Indeed, the


5 This material largely ignores Series LLCs and their equivalent created under the laws of a foreign (non-U.S. jurisdiction) although the Proposed Regulations do address certain foreign created Series LLCs involved in the insurance, annuity or reinsurance business.

6 Entity (such as a firm) other than a natural person (human being) created by law and recognized as a legal entity having distinct identity, legal personality, and duties and rights. BusinessDictionary.com.
preamble identifies the states that had series laws when the Proposed Regulations were issued. Clearly, the draftsmen had reviewed those statutes and designed the Proposed Regulations around their parameters. The preamble to the Proposed Regulations clarifies that a failure to comply with any recordkeeping or other requirements for the limitation of liability under the applicable series statute or an agreement permitting one series to be liable for the liability of another series or the Series LLC would not prevent a purported series from satisfying the “series” definition. The federal tax determination as to whether a segregation of assets, liabilities and rights in a series is independent of whether the series effectively qualifies for the liability limitations under the series statute. Presumably, the IRS did not want a change of tax reporting “entity” based on whether the statutory requirements for limited liability were met from year to year.

The Proposed Regulations require each protected series and Series LLC to file a statement for each taxable year which contains the identifying information to be prescribed by the IRS for this purpose and shall include the information required by the statement and its instructions. Prop. Regs. §301.6011-6(a). The required statement is to be filed on or before March 15 of the year following the period for which a return is made. Prop. Regs. §301.6071-2(a). Tentatively the information being considered to be required includes:

1. Name, address and taxpayer identification number of the Series LLC and each of its series and the status of each as a series of the Series LLC or the Series LLC itself.
2. Jurisdiction in which the Series LLC was formed.
3. Indication of whether a series holds title to its assets or whether the title is held by another series or the Series LLC and, if held by another series or the Series LLC, the name, address, and taxpayer identification number of the Series LLC and each series holding title to any of its assets.

The effective date of Proposed Regulations was stated to be September 14, 2010. A transition rule was provided if certain requirements are met as many Series LLCs filed a single return including all of the series and the Series LLC and perhaps other variations in the past. Given the passage of time, it is possible that the effective date will be revised and delayed and/or transition rules modified.

The Proposed Regulations, however, do not address how a protected series should be treated with respect to employment taxes. There are a number of issues raised concerning the employment taxes, and the IRS requested comments on the employment tax situation.

Who is the employer (the series or the Series LLC) is an open question if there are employees. Some of the issues reflect the current provisions of the state Series LLC statutes. For example, if employees perform services under the direction and supervision of a protected series but the protected series does not have the legal authority to enter into contracts or to sue or be sued on its own behalf, who is the employer? What if the Series LLC pays the employee who performs services under the supervision of a protected series? How is the wage base of an employee to be determined if the employee works for more than one protected series? How would the common paymaster rules apply? Who is authorized to designate an agent under Code §3504 for reporting and payment of employment taxes, and how is authorization accomplished? Which entity is eligible for the credits that go to the employer base on hiring the employee such as the Work Opportunity Credit? Depending on the identity of the employer, a member of a series could be self-employed or an employee.

Given the issues surrounding the employment taxes and who is the employer, there are related issues surrounding employee benefits. Do the aggregation rules under various subsections of Code §414 apply, and if so how? It is certainly anticipated that the IRS and Treasury will issue regulations to prevent avoidance of employee benefit plan requirements through the use of separate entity status of a series. This is another area in which the preamble to the Proposed Regulations requested comments.

The preamble to the Proposed Regulations does discuss the impact of common ownership and whether common ownership creates a single entity for federal income tax purposes. According to the preamble, some commentators relying on Rev. Rul. 93-4 suggested that if two wholly owned subsidiaries of a common parent were the owners of an organization, those owners would not be recognized as bona fide owners, and the organization would be treated as having only one owner (the common parent) and therefore be a disregarded entity. The preamble indicates that the determination of whether an organization has more than one owner is based on facts and circumstances. The fact that some or all of the owners of an organization are under common control does not require the common parent to be treated as the sole owner for federal income tax purposes.

The appropriate treatment of a protected series that does not terminate for local law purposes when it has no members associated with it is another area in which the preamble to the Proposed Regulations requests comments. In addition, the preamble requests comments as to how protected series and Series LLCs will be related for state employment tax purposes,
other state employment-related purposes, and how that treatment should affect the federal employment tax treatment of series and Series LLCs.

Although it is now unclear as to when the Proposed Regulations will be finalized, it should be noted that their finalization continues to be on the Internal Revenue Service’s business plan. A recent informal inquiry to the IRS person in charge of finalizing the Proposed Regulations did not result in an estimated timetable for completion.

STATE TAXATION OF SERIES LLCs

The state taxation of Series LLCs, the protected series and transactions between and among them has a great degree of uncertainty. Over the last few years, the available guidance regarding the state tax treatment of Series LLCs — especially the state income tax treatment — has slowly evolved with only a few published and unpublished rulings by a handful of states. Summaries of the applicable state guidance and the recent efforts of an ABA Section of Taxation Joint Task Force to obtain additional guidance are set forth below:

California

The California Franchise Tax Board has indicated that each series in a Delaware Series LLC that is registered or is doing business in California should be considered a separate LLC for purposes of the LLC franchise and gross receipts-based fees. Therefore, each protected series must file its own Form 568, Limited Liability Company Return of Income, and pay its own separate LLC annual tax and fee.7

While California does not allow Series LLCs to be formed in the state, it does recognize them. A Series LLC formed under the laws of another state may register with the California Secretary of State and transact business in California. The California Franchise Tax Board has provided a list of six features of Series LLCs. If an entity has the six features under the laws of the state in which it was formed, the Franchise Tax Board takes the position that each unit will be treated as a separate entity for filing and tax purposes. Thus, the same filing guidelines and estimated taxes that apply to LLCs will also apply to each series of a Series LLC.8

Delaware

On September 16, 2002, the Delaware Department of Finance issued an informal ruling to one of the authors’ law firm confirming that the status of a Series LLC for Delaware state tax purposes would be governed by the federal check-the-box regulations. The entity under consideration in the ruling was an SMLLC that did not elect to be classified as a corporation for federal tax purposes. The SMLLC was disregarded for Delaware tax purposes as was each of the protected series as there was only the single associated member.

Florida

The Florida Department of Revenue has indicated that it will follow the federal income tax treatment of each protected series in an LLC, unless that treatment conflicts with Florida law.9 It is unclear how the federal tax treatment of each protected series would conflict with Florida law.

Massachusetts

The Massachusetts Department of Revenue has ruled that a Delaware Series LLC that will be a successor entity to a trust will be classified as a separate entity for Massachusetts income and corporate excise tax purposes.10 The Department further ruled that each LLC series [protected series] and any additional protected series established by the LLC in the future will be classified for Massachusetts income and corporate excise tax purposes in accordance with its federal classification. Since the Department concluded that the Massachusetts rules for classifying an LLC extend to a series established and governed pursuant to the Delaware LLC statutes, it was unnecessary to rule that each series of the LLC is itself a separate LLC.

New York

In a 1998 Advisory Opinion, the New York Department of Taxation and Finance found that a nonresident member-manager of an investment portfolio, which included entities organized as Series LLCs, was not subject to New York personal income tax because the investment portfolio was not carrying on a trade or business within the state. The Department held that the Series LLCs would be treated like partnerships because, under New York law, LLCs treated as partnerships for federal income tax purposes are also treated as partnerships for state personal income tax purposes. Personal income tax would be due if the investment portfolio was found to be conducting a trade or

---

8 California Franchise Tax Board, Tax News (10/1/11).
9 See Florida Technical Assistance Advisement, No. 02(M)-009 (11/27/02).
10 Massachusetts Dep’t. of Rev. Ltr. Rul. 08-2 (2/15/08).
business within New York. After discussing two New York cases, the Department found that the portfolio was not conducting a trade or business within New York because the portfolio and the Series LLCs were trading for their own accounts. Thus, the distributive share of income received by the member-manager was not deemed to be attributable to a trade or business carried on in the State of New York.11

**Tennessee**

Under the facts considered by the Tennessee Department of Revenue (“DOR”) in Letter Ruling 11-42, the Tennessee Series LLC (“SLLC”) was wholly owned by a limited partnership (“LP”). Each series of the SLLC was also wholly owned by the LP, and each series was anticipated to own a separate piece of rental property. The question presented by the taxpayer was whether the SLLC could file one Tennessee franchise and excise tax return, including all the activities of the SLLC and each of the Series LLCs.

A major factor in the Tennessee DOR’s consideration of this issue was the proposed federal income tax regulations, which concluded that each series is considered as a separate entity for purposes of determining income tax classification. Thus, for federal tax purposes, a series with one owner is treated either as a corporation or as disregarded to its owner, and a series with two or more owners is treated either as a corporation or as a partnership.

Based on the proposed federal regulations, the Tennessee DOR concluded that each series would be treated as a separate entity for determining tax classification for Tennessee franchise and excise tax purposes.12 However, Tennessee’s franchise and excise tax law departs from federal income tax law on the question of whether single-member LLCs are disregarded for Tennessee franchise and excise tax purposes. To be disregarded in Tennessee, a series must be a single-member LLC that is disregarded for federal purposes and whose single member is a corporation. Under the facts of the ruling, the single member of the series was a limited partnership and the series would, therefore, not be disregarded for Tennessee franchise and excise tax purposes despite being disregarded for federal income tax purposes. Accordingly, the SLLC and each series were required to file separate Tennessee franchise and excise tax returns.

Significantly, the conclusions set forth in this ruling were limited to Tennessee’s franchise and excise tax, because for all other Tennessee taxes (sales and use tax, property tax, business tax), the classification of LLCs is determined based on federal income tax law.13 Accordingly, under the facts of the ruling, the SLLC and each series would be disregarded for all other Tennessee taxes, unless the entity checked the box to be treated as a separate corporate taxpayer.

**Texas**

For Texas margin tax purposes, a Series LLC is considered a single taxpayer and thus the Series LLC and each of the protected series must be included in a single margin tax report. One series of the Series LLC cannot file a margin tax report separate from the entire Series LLC. The entity will also pay one filing fee and register as one entity with the Texas Secretary of State.14

**State Survey by ABA Section of Taxation Task Force**

Partly in response to the Proposed Regulations, the American Bar Association Section of Taxation through a joint effort of the State and Local Committee and the Partnership Committee undertook an extensive effort to obtain the position of the Department of Revenue (or similar agency) of each state as to the tax treatment of Series LLCs and protected series with respect to the various taxes each such tax imposed.

The initial responses from 31 states were summarized by the task force and delivered to the Treasury Department on April 30, 2013, in the form of written comments by the ABA Section of Taxation (the “Comments”).15 After the Comments were submitted, members of the task force provided a copy to all states and solicited further comments or any clarification.

---


12 The Tennessee franchise tax is based on the modified net worth of a limited liability entity while the excise tax is an income tax on a limited liability entity. See TENN. CODE ANN. §§67-4-2006(a)(1); 67-4-2106(a).

13 See TENN. CODE ANN. §48-249-1003. Technically, TENN. CODE ANN. §48-249-1003 states: “... LLC shall be treated as a partnership or an association taxable as a corporation, as such classification is determined for Federal income tax purposes.” This section does not specifically address entities which are treated as disregarded for federal income tax purposes. However, TENN. CODE ANN. §67-4-2007(d) provides in part: “Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, entities that are disregarded for federal income tax purposes, except for limited liability companies whose single member is a corporation, shall not be disregarded for Tennessee excise tax purposes.”


15 See Rudolph R. Ramelli, ABA Tax Section Submits Comments on Series Entities, 2013 State Tax Today 89-9 (4/30/13).
tions to the states’ initial response. Thankfully, the American Institute of CPA’s Tax Resource Panel (“TRP”) recently joined us in the effort to solicit responses to the task force questionnaire from the remaining states.

As of early December 2013, 23 states have affirmatively responded that they would follow the Proposed Regulations by classifying each series as a separate entity for income tax purposes that can make its own tax election. Of the 32 states substantively responding to the survey so far, no state has indicated that it would not follow the federal rules, although six states were undecided (Alabama, Hawaii, Indiana, Maryland, Minnesota and Ohio). Alabama noted that while the federal treatment may not necessarily control, it will be considered a significant factor. Of the known 11 states plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico that have enacted Series LLC legislation to date, nine of those states and the District of Columbia have either responded or published guidance on their intent to conform to the federal regulations for income tax purposes (Delaware and Oklahoma have not responded to the survey).

Texas (although not responding to the survey) is the sole outlier in the group of responding or published guidance states so far, indicating that for purposes of its margin tax, Texas will not follow the federal treatment and will instead treat all series as one taxpayer. This unique approach may present problems for the collection of “income” taxes from one series when the income or activities are attributable to another series. Because the Series LLC is a single legal entity, interesting constitutional issues may arise from Texas’ approach. Assuming that under the laws of the jurisdiction of formation of the Series LLC (other than Texas), each series has internal limited liability shields, and thus Texas law would recognize the validity of such internal shields for all purposes except margin taxes (despite the seemingly strong public policy in favor of internal liability shields). There may be constitutional problems for Texas to collect tax from a series that is not actually doing business in Texas, or for Texas to impose its margin tax on a series attributable to activities and income of another series with no connection to Texas. This could also frustrate the intent of the members of the various series with respect to the insulation of each series from the liabilities of the other series.

The states were also fairly uniform in their responses to the survey regarding nexus of nonresident members and composite returns. With few exceptions, most of the states indicated that they would attempt to impose their income taxes on non-resident owners of a Series LLC, even if the nonresident owners’ only contact with the state was their ownership of the membership interest in the Series LLC. In furtherance of this goal, 20 of the 23 states with composite return or nonresident withholding requirements stated that they will require each series to file a separate composite or withholding return for its nonresident members (the other three states were undecided). However, if the Series LLC elected to be taxed as a C corporation, most of the state DORs said they would not attempt to assess the nonresident members of the Series LLC for their respective income tax (without any other contacts with the state).

With respect to transactional taxes (sales, use and rental/lease taxes), the responses to the survey revealed more uncertainty regarding the extent to which states will consider the Series LLC as single entity or follow the approach of the Proposed Regulations. The Tennessee Department of Revenue, for example, indicated it considers the Series LLC to constitute a single entity for sales tax purposes. Therefore, sales of tangible personal property among or between the series of a Series LLC would not be subject to sales tax because, under state law, there was no transfer of property as the Series LLC retains title and possess-

16 As of late November 2013, the task force has received additional or supplemental responses from the following states and District of Columbia: Alaska, Louisiana, Kansas, New Mexico, South Dakota, Virginia and Wisconsin.

17 North Dakota did not respond to this question; South Dakota and Nevada both checked “Not Applicable.”

18 See Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, Franchise Tax Frequently Asked Questions, available at http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/franchise/faq_tax_ent.html (“A series LLC is treated as a single legal entity. It pays one filing fee and registers as one entity with the Texas Secretary of State. It files one franchise tax report as a single entity, not as a combined group, under its main Texas taxpayer identification number. If one of the series has nexus in Texas, the entire series LLC has nexus in Texas.”); see also Tex. Policy Ltr. Rul. No. 201005184L (5/5/10).

19 The assertion of margin tax liability against a series or its owners that do not conduct any business activities in Texas may violate the Due Process and Commerce Clauses of the U.S. Constitution. It is a “fundamental requirement of both the Due Process and Commerce Clauses that there be ‘some definite link, some minimum connection between a state and the person, property, or transaction it seeks to tax.’” Allied-Signal, Inc. v. Director, Division of Taxation, 504 U.S. 768, 777 (1992) (quoting Miller Bros. v. Maryland, 347 U.S. 340, 344–345 (1954)). This so-called nexus requirement derives from the proposition that the exercise of a state’s taxing power over a taxpayer or its activities is justified by the “protection, opportunities and benefits” the state confers upon the taxpayer or its activities. If the state lacks the “definite link” or “minimum connection” with the taxpayer or its activities, it has not “given anything for which it can ask in return.” Wisconsin v. J.C. Penney Co., 311 U.S. 435, 444 (1940).

20 Kentucky and Tennessee responded that they would not impose income tax on a non-resident owner of a series, although the Tennessee DOR qualified its response that it was based on the assumption that the series was filing returns and remitting the appropriate tax.
This single-entity approach raises several questions, including whether nexus of one series thereby “taints” another series that does not have nexus to Tennessee for the imposition of the sales tax? Would Tennessee seek to collect the sales tax from whatever series of a Series LLC that it can reach? Although Texas did not respond to the questionnaire, given its view that the Series LLC and all of the series are taxable as a single entity, a sales tax should not apply to transfers between or among the series.

Exhibit 1 to this paper is the table of state responses to the survey (including any general comments or qualifications to their answers) provided in the Comments, as updated by the supplemental responses received in the interim. The ABA Tax Section task force, in cooperation with the AICPA’s TRP, will continue to collect responses from state DORs willing to participate and share their informal guidance regarding the tax classification of Series LLCs, which will hopefully enable taxpayers and practitioners to better understand the state tax consequences resulting from the use of a Series LLC in the applicable jurisdictions.
**EXHIBIT 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions Concerning Income Taxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question 1</strong> AL AK AR CA FL GA HI ID IL IN IA KY ME MA MD MN ND NE NV NJ NM NC ND OH OR PA RI SD TN TX UT VA WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Does your state levy a net-income-based tax on:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. C corporations Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. S. Corporations N Y Y N N N Y N N N N Y Y N N Y N N N N N N N N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. General P'ship N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Limited P'ship N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Limited Liability P'ship N N N N Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Business / Statutory Trust Y N N Y Y Y Y Y Y N N Y N N Y N N Y N N Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Segregated Portfolio Co. N Y N N D N Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Other NA N N A Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Business entities: a. Individuals Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Survey participants were provided with four answer choices to each question: “Y” (Yes); “N” (No); “NA” (Not Applicable); or “ND” (No Decision or Not Determined). If a state provided any additional commentary or clarification to their response, it is provided in the footnotes below.

2. S corporations are subject to Alaska income tax to same extent gain and income is subject to federal income tax.

3. Only for certain non-resident shareholders of S corporations.

4. Except built-in gains and excess net passive income.

5. Except for certain types of income such as net passive income, capital gains, and built-in capital gains.

6. Comment for Questions 1(b)-(e): For S corporations, partnerships and LLCs, income tax is imposed at the shareholder, partner or member level.

7. Comment for Questions 1(b)-(g): The entity itself is not subject to tax.

8. Comment for Question 1(b)-(e): Nebraska does not impose an income tax directly on an S corporation, general partnership, limited partnership, or limited liability partnership; rather Nebraska imposes an income tax on the shareholders’, partners’, or members’ share of income received from these flow-through entities.

9. Comment for Question 1(b)-(e): Ohio levies passthrough entity withholding taxes (paid on behalf of partners, members and shareholders), but does not levy an income tax on the entities themselves.

10. If the Segregated Portfolio Company is taxed as a corporation for federal income tax purposes, then the Segregated Portfolio Company will be taxed as a corporation for New Jersey Corporation Business Tax purposes.


13. New Jersey imposes a “gross income tax” on partners, S corporation shareholders, trusts and individuals.

14. Individuals are subject to Tennessee’s Hall income tax which applies only to certain dividend and interest income.
### Questions Concerning Income Taxes

| Question | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | HA | ID | IL | IN | IA | KY | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | NE | NV | NJ | NM | NC | ND | OH | OR | RI | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|----------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| b. Trusts | Y | N | Y | N | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | N | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | N | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y |
| c. Other | NA | N | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | N | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | N | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y |
| 1. Does your state's income tax parallel the Internal Revenue Code? | Y | N | Y | N | Y | N | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y |
| 2. Will your state conform to Proposed Series LLC Regulations by classifying each series as a separate entity that can make its own tax elections? | ND | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | ND | Y | Y | ND | Y | Y | Y | ND | Y | Y | Y | ND | Y | NA | Y | Y | ND | Y | Y | NA | Y | N | ND | Y | Y | Y | N | Y | Y | Y | Y |

15 Trusts are subject to Tennessee's Hall income tax which applies only to certain dividend and interest income.

16 Estates.

17 Estates.

18 The following entities are also subject to Tennessee's Hall income tax which applies only to certain dividend and interest income: 1. Estates; 2. Partnerships; 3. Limited liability companies; 4. Joint-stock companies; 5. Business trusts; and 6. Any form of organization receiving taxable dividend or interest income. See Tenn. Code Ann. §67-2-101(5).

19 Corporate income taxes only.

20 Nebraska's starting point for corporations, estates and trusts is federal taxable income. The starting point for partnerships and S corporations is ordinary business income and for individuals, federal adjusted gross income.

21 New Jersey Corporation Business Tax follows federal rules in that Line 28 of federal form 1120 is the starting point for entire net income, but then New Jersey applies its own rules and deductions to that income and generally disallows any special deductions that were permitted for federal purposes below line 28. However, the starting point for any non-corporate entities subject to New Jersey Gross Income Tax under N.J.S.A. 54A:1-1 et seq. is not federal AGI.

22 Federal adjusted gross income.

23 The issues involving Series LLCs are generally unsettled in Alabama. While the federal treatment of Series LLCs will not necessarily control the Alabama treatment, it will be a significant factor.

24 If the LLC has elected to be taxed as a corporation, it will follow California corporation filing guidelines and estimated tax requirements, and will be subject to the minimum franchise tax. See http://www.ftb.ca.gov/professionals/taxnews/2011/October/Article_4.shtml.

25 The Kansas Legislature recently passed, and the Governor has signed, Substitute for House Bill 2207. This bill enacts a new serial limited liability company law in Kansas. At present, the Department of Revenue is in the process of reviewing the new law to determine how it will affect Kansas. Our initial impression is that it will bring us into conformity with federal law and, by extension, the new federal regulations.

26 New Jersey is generally regarded as a “separate entity state” and its LLC statutes provide that it will follow the federal income tax determination.

27 Responses to survey based on Texas Franchise Tax FAQs, available at http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/franchise/faq_tax_ent.html#Tax_ent1 (“A series LLC is treated as a single legal entity. It pays one filing fee and registers as one entity with the Texas Secretary of State. It files one franchise tax report as a single entity, not as a combined group, under its Texas taxpayer identification number.”); see also Tex. Policy Lit. Rul. No. 201005184L (May 5, 2010). The Texas Comptroller did not respond to the survey and any responses noted herein are based on the public guidance published by the Comptroller’s Office regarding Series LLCs.
### Questions Concerning Income Taxes

| Question | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | HA | ID | IL | IN | IA | KA | KY | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | NE | NV | NJ | NM | NC | ND | OH | OR | RI | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|----------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 4. Does your state automatically classify a business entity based on its federal income tax classification (i.e., C corporation, S corporation, partnership, disregarded)? | Y Y Y Y Y20 | N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y NA Y20 | Y Y Y | Y Y Y NA Y31 | Y Y Y NA Y32 N | Y Y N |

20. A series LLC is a master LLC whose organizing document provides for separate sub-units (series), which operate as independent LLCs. Features include: (a) Each unit has its own owners (members) and may be managed separately from the master LLC and other units; (b) Each unit must maintain separate books and records; (c) As with a regularity-formed LLC, the owners (members) of each unit are not financially responsible for the unit’s debts and obligations; (d) A unit may conduct part of the business of the master LLC, or may conduct a wholly different business; (e) Each unit has its own assets and liabilities. The members of each unit are treated under the laws of the state where the master LLC is formed as owning an interest in only that unit, and have no rights as members of one unit in the assets or income of any other unit; and (f) Each unit is liable only for its own debts and obligations. In general, creditors of one unit may only make claims against the assets of that unit. We take the position that if each unit has the features listed above under the laws of the state where the series LLC was formed, then each unit will be treated as a separate entity for filing and tax purposes. See http://www.ftb.ca.gov/professionals/taxnews/2011/October/Article_4.shtml.

29. Generally, New Jersey will follow the federal definition of an LLC. However, a separate S corporation election is required in order for the LLC to be treated as an S corporation. LLCs can be treated as various business entities as set forth in N.J.S.A. 42:2B-69(a), which states that: “For all purposes of taxation under the laws of this State, a limited liability company formed under this act or qualified to do business in this state as a foreign limited liability company with two or more members shall be classified as a partnership unless classified otherwise for federal income tax purposes, in which case the limited liability company shall be classified in the same manner as it is classified for federal income tax purposes.” Therefore, in order for your business to be treated as an LLC and an S Corporation, you must first change your federal registration to that of an S Corporation. Once the federal registration is completed, you will need to make a separate S election with New Jersey using Form CBT-2553, http://www.state.nj.us/treasury/revenue/forms/cbt-2553-R.pdf. If the LLC was in existence prior to making the New Jersey S Election then you must file two separate returns for the LLC and the S Corporation that document the period that each entity was in existence during the taxable year.

30. This comment applies to questions 4–6. For Tennessee income-based excise tax purposes, a business entity is classified as a corporation, partnership or other type of business entity consistent with the way it is classified for federal income tax purposes. With the one exception of single-member LLCs whose single member is a corporation, all business entities subject to Tennessee’s income-based excise tax are considered separate entities that must file their own returns for excise tax purposes notwithstanding the fact that they may be disregarded for federal income tax purposes. See Tenn. Code Ann. §67-4-2007(d).

31. “The determination of responsibility for Texas franchise tax is based on the legal formation of an entity. An entity’s treatment for federal income tax purposes does not determine its responsibility for Texas franchise tax. Therefore, each taxable entity that is organized in Texas or doing business in Texas is subject to franchise tax, even if it is classified as a disregarded entity for federal income tax purposes. The entity is required to file a separate franchise tax report unless it is a member of a combined group. If the entity is a member of a combined group, the reporting entity may include the disregarded entity with the parent’s information; in that event, both entities are presumed to have nexus.” See Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, Franchise Tax Frequently Asked Questions, available at http://www.window.state.tx.us/tax/vms/franchise/faq_tax_ent.html.

32. Virginia generally conforms to the federal income tax classification of entities for Virginia income tax purposes.
| State | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | HI | ID | IL | IN | IA | KY | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | NE | NV | NJ | NM | NC | ND | OH | OR | RI | SC | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|-------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| Question 5 | if your state does not automatically classify based on federal income tax classification, does your state use the federal tax classification as a default? | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA |
| Question 6 | if your state does not use the federal classification to either control the state classification or as a default classification, do you have a mechanism for an election of business classification for state purposes? | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA |
| Question 7 | if your state recognizes each series as a separate tax reporting unit, will you impose your income tax on non-resident owners if the series elects to be classified as: | 
| a. Partnership | N | D | Y | Y | YY | N | D | YYYY | Y |

Comment for Questions 7(a), (c)–(e): During the 2012 Session the Kansas Legislature amended the Kansas income tax act. Some of these amendments, which are effective for tax year 2013 and later years, have the effect of excluding certain categories of income from Kansas income tax. These amendments, which are effective for tax year 2013 and later years, have the effect of excluding certain categories of income from Kansas income tax. This includes income that is properly reported on Federal Schedule C and reported on line 12 of the taxpayer’s Form 1040, on Federal Schedule E and reported on line 17 of the taxpayer’s Form 1040, and Federal Schedule F and reported on line 18 of the taxpayer’s Form 1040.

34 If the Series LLC is treated as a corporation then a nonresident shareholder of the corporation would be subject to tax in New Jersey under N.J.S.A. 54A:5-8. A nonresident owner of an S corporation, partnership, or other non-corporate entity would be subject to tax in New Jersey based on the New Jersey allocated income of that entity and the nonresident owner could also be subject to tax under N.J.S.A. 54A:5-8.

35 With the exception of disregarded single-member LLCs whose single member is a corporation, Tennessee’s income-based excise tax will not be imposed on the non-resident owner of a business entity that has no other contacts with Tennessee other than an ownership interest in a taxable business entity that is doing business in Tennessee; provided, that the business that is doing business in Tennessee is filing its tax returns and paying the excise tax. If a taxable business entity that is doing business in Tennessee fails to file tax returns and pay the tax, the Tennessee Department of Revenue may look to the out-of-state owner under N.J.S.A. 54A:5-8. A nonresident owner of an S corporation, partnership, or other non-corporate entity would be subject to tax in New Jersey under N.J.S.A. 54A:5-8. A nonresident owner of an S corporation, partnership, or other non-corporate entity would be subject to tax in New Jersey based on the New Jersey allocated income of that entity and the nonresident owner could also be subject to tax under N.J.S.A. 54A:5-8.
### Questions Concerning Income Taxes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>AK</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>HI</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>KS</th>
<th>KY</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>MN</th>
<th>MO</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>NV</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>NM</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>ND</th>
<th>OH</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>TX</th>
<th>UT</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>WI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. C Corporation</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. S Corporation</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Disregarded Entity</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Business Trust</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Other Trust</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. If your state does not recognize each series as a separate tax reporting unit, will you impose your income tax on non-resident owners if any series does business or derives income from your state:

| State | ND | ND | N | N | ND | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N | N |

36 Comment for Questions 7(b) & 7(f): A C corporation or a trust is a tax-paying entity in Kansas.
37 Depends on entity classification.
38 The corporation is subject to tax in New Jersey instead of the nonresident shareholder when the shareholder only owns stock or other intangibles unless the nonresident shareholder is otherwise subject to tax under N.J.S.A. 54A:5–8. The nonresident shareholder of the S corporation or partnership is subject to tax on its New Jersey allocated income.
40 To the extent each series elects.
41 Taxable business entities that are doing business in Tennessee through a general partnership will be held liable for the Tennessee excise tax. If Series LLC is a disregarded single member LLC whose single-member is a corporation, the Tennessee Department of Revenue will require the corporate single member to file returns and pay the excise tax.
| Question | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | ID | IL | IN | IA | KY | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | NE | NV | NJ | NM | NC | ND | OH | OR | RI | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|----------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 9. Do you impose a composite tax return or withholding obligation on partnerships and LLCs with non-resident partners/members? | Y | NA | Y | N | Y | N | Y | Y | Y | Y | N\(^{42}\) | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | NA | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | NA | N | Y | Y | Y |
| a. If so, will you require each series to file a separate composite tax return or separate withholding return and remittance? | ND | Y | Y | NA | Y | NA | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | N\(^{43}\) | Y | Y | Y | ND | Y | Y | NA | Y | Y | Y | ND | Y | Y | NA | Y | Y | Y |
| b. Will you apply your entity-level income tax apportionment rules at the: | ND | Y | Y | Y | Y | ND | Y | Y | Y | Y | N | Y | ND | Y | ND | ND | Y | Y | NA | Y | Y | Y | ND | Y | Y | NA | NA | Y | Y | ND |
| i. Level of each series of the Series LLC? | ND | N | N | N | ND | N\(^{45}\) | Y | N | Y | N | N | ND | Y | ND | ND | Y | NA | NA | N | ND | Y | ND | Y | Y | NA | NA | Y | ND | ND |

\(^{42}\) Composite filings are optional.

\(^{43}\) Comment for Questions 9(a)-(b): It will depend upon the articles of organization.

\(^{44}\) Yes, if a composite return is filed.

\(^{45}\) Unless it has its own income, deductions, or credits.
### Questions Concerning Employment Taxes

| Question                                                                 | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | HA | ID | IL | IN | IA | KY | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | NE | NV | NJ | NC | ND | OH | OR | RI | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|-------------------------------------------------------------------------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 10. Will your state treat such series as a separate employer?            | Y  | ND | Y  | ND | ND | NA | ND | ND | N  | N  | N  | ND | Y  | N  | ND | N  | N  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | ND | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  |
| 11. Are your state’s employment tax rules tied to or otherwise based on  | Y  | N  | Y  | Y  | NA | ND | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | N  | Y  | Y  | Y  | N  | Y  | N  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  |
| the federal definition of "employer"?                                    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 12. Even if a single-member LLC is disregarded for federal income tax    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| purposes, does your state currently treat the single-member LLC as a     |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| separate employer (as the IRS does now) if it hires employees or does    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| your state treat the member as the employer of record?                   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |

46 Georgia will follow the federal treatment.
47 Each LLC is an employer.
48 Answers to questions 10 through 13 relate to withholding only.
49 Inasmuch as Maryland Law does not provide for series LLCs, see Md. Code Ann., Corps & Ass’n §44A-101 et seq.
50 Where possible, the New Jersey Taxpayer Identification Number will be the same as the Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN). Employers with multiple divisions or locations having the same Federal Employer Identification Number must file combined unemployment, disability and income tax withholding returns for all locations under one number.
51 This comment applies to questions 10–13: The Tennessee Department of Revenue does not administer employment/SUI taxes.
52 "Employer" means a person . . . who employs at least 1 individual within the State. "Employing unit" means an employer who has at least 1 employee engaged in covered employment . . . LE, §8-101 (o), (p). Maryland law does not specifically define "employment"; rather, it uses the term "covered employment." Covered employment means service performed for an employing unit that is subject to unemployment insurance law. COMAR 09.32.01.01(2). MD Code Ann., Corps & Ass’n §4A-202 permits one person to form an LLC. Under Md. Code Ann. Tax’n §10-839 (which follows the federal standard), the LLC is ignored and is treated as if it were a sole proprietorship, etc. for state tax purposes. COMAR 09.32.01.18-IA. Members of a limited liability company are treated as partners and are not engaged in covered employment. COMAR 09.32.01.18-2 D.
53 Alabama is tied to the federal income tax classification of limited liability companies, even for non-income tax purposes, such as employers’ withholding.
## Questions Concerning Employment Taxes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>AK</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>KY</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>MN</th>
<th>MO</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>NV</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>ND</th>
<th>OH</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>TX</th>
<th>UT</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>WI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. If your state does not treat a disregarded single-member LLC as the employer of record, would your state treat the member/owner of the single-member LLC as the employer of record?</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Does your state currently give the member and the single-member LLC the option, as under IRS Notice 99-6, as to which will be the employer of record?</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Questions Concerning Gross Receipts or Net Worth Taxes

| Question                                                                 | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | HI | ID | IL | IN | IA | KS | KY | LA | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | MS | MT | NE | NV | NH | NJ | NM | NY | NC | ND | OH | OK | OR | PA | RI | SC | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|-------------------------------------------------------------------------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 14. Does your state levy a gross receipts-based or net worth-based tax on regular LLCs? | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | Y  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | Y  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  | N  |
| 15. Does your state intend to conform to the Proposed Series LLC Regulations by classifying a series as a separate entity that can make its own tax elections with respect to gross receipts-based or net worth-based tax? | ND | NA | NA | NA | ND | NA | ND | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | Y  | NA | ND | NA | NA | NA | NA | Y  | NA | NA | NA | Y  | NA | NA | Y  | ND | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA |
| a. If so, will your state impose its gross receipts tax or net worth tax on each series of a Series LLC? | ND | NA | NA | NA | ND | NA | ND | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | ND | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | Y  | NA | NA | NA | Y  | ND | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA |

- **Footnotes:**
  - 54 Not if classified as a partnership. Disregarded LLC would be included with owners and would depend if owner is a corporation.
  - 55 The Kansas franchise tax applies to the tax years commencing after December 31, 2003 but does not apply to any tax year commencing after December 31, 2010.
  - 56 This comment is applicable to questions 14-15. If it elects to be taxed as a C corporation for federal income tax purposes.
  - 57 Tennessee has a franchise tax based on the greater of net worth or the book value of real or tangible personal property owned or used in Tennessee. See Tenn. Code Ann. §67-4-2102 et seq. For Tennessee franchise tax purposes, a business entity is classified as a corporation, partnership or other type of business entity consistent with the way it is classified for federal income tax purposes. With the one exception of single-member LLCs whose single member is a corporation, all business entities subject to Tennessee’s franchise tax are considered separate entities that must file their own returns for franchise tax purposes notwithstanding the fact that they may be disregarded for federal purposes. See Tenn. Code Ann. §67-4-2306(c).
  - 58 Commercial Activity Tax’s definition of “person” is broad enough to include these entities.
  - 59 Tennessee also has a business tax based on the gross receipts of certain business entities. See Tenn. Code Ann. §67-4-701 et seq. Business entities subject to the Tennessee business tax file their business tax returns based on their location in the Tennessee city or county imposing the tax.
# Questions Concerning Gross Receipts or Net Worth Taxes

| Question                                                                 | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | HA | ID | IL | IN | IA | KA | KY | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | NE | NV | NJ | NC | ND | OH | OR | RI | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| b. If so, will your state impose its gross receipts tax or net worth tax on the Series LLC itself, if the Series LLC itself has gross receipts or a net worth independent of each series? | ND | NA | NA | NA | ND | NA | ND | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | ND | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | Y | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA |
| c. If so, will the Series LLC itself be required to file a state tax return if a series is associated with the Series LLC has gross receipts or net worth by the Series LLC itself (independent of the series) does not? | ND | NA | NA | NA | ND | NA | ND | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | ND | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | N | NA | NA | N | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA | NA |

60 The Commercial Activity Tax has mandatory combined reporting for those entities that meet certain ownership/control requirements.
### Questions Concerning Sales and Use Taxes

| Question                                                                 | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | IA | ID | IL | IN | KS | KY | LA | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | MS | MT | NC | ND | OH | OK | OR | PA | RI | SC | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 16. Does your state levy a traditional sales and use tax on tangible or mixed tangible/intangible personal property?1 | Y  | N  | Y  | Y  | Y  | N  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | N  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  |
| 17. For purposes of sales and use tax, will your state conform to the Proposed Series LLC Regulations by classifying each series as a separate reporting unit that can make its own sales and use tax elections? | ND | NA | Y  | ND | Y  | N  | ND | NA | ND | ND | ND | ND | ND | N  | Y  | Y  | ND | Y  | N  | Y  | Y  | Y  | N  | NA | Y  | ND | N  | N  | Y  | ND | N  | ND | Y  | Y  | Y  |
| a. If so, will you treat transfers of taxable property between two series or between a series and the Series LLC itself as a potential taxable transaction, unless there is a generally applicable exemption, e.g., wholesale sale or occasional sale? | ND | Y  | ND | Y  | Y  | NA | ND | NA | ND | ND | ND | NA | Y  | Y  | ND | Y  | NA | Y  | Y  | Y  | ND | Y  | NA | Y  | ND | N  | N  | Y  | Y  | NA | Y  | ND | N  | N  | Y  | Y  |

62 It will depend on the articles of organization, incorporation, and the circumstances. See K.S.A. 79-3302(b)(2).
63 This comment applies to questions 17–18: Tennessee sales and use tax returns are filed by each business location in Tennessee and are applicable to the taxable activities at that particular location. If a business entity has no Tennessee location but is still subject to sales and use taxes, it may pay the state tax rate plus the local tax rate of 2.25% or the local tax rate applicable in the jurisdiction to which the merchandise sold is shipped. Sales between or among various series of a Series LLC are not sales because the Series LLC still has title and possession of the property. Ultimately, the Series LLC itself would be responsible for the tax regardless of the type of entity or its classification for federal income tax purposes.
### Questions Concerning Sales and Use Taxes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>AK</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>HI</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>KY</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>MN</th>
<th>MO</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>NV</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>ND</th>
<th>OH</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>TX</th>
<th>UT</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>WI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. If so, will you treat the nexus-creating activities in your state of one series to be attributed to:</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Another series?</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. The Series LLC itself?</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. If so, will you treat the nexus-creating activities in your state of the Series LLC itself (independent of activities of any of the series within the Series LLC) to be attributed to each series within the Series LLC?</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. If your state does not conform to the Proposed Series LLC Regulations and treats the Series LLC and each series therein as a single sales and use tax reporting entity, will you treat transfers of taxable property between two series or between a series and the Series LLC itself as a potential taxable transaction, unless there is a generally applicable exemption?</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

64 Depends on facts and circumstances.
65 Generally, for sales tax purposes, each legal entity is treated separately.
66 It will depend on the circumstances and articles of incorporation.
### Questions Concerning Rental/Lease Taxes

| Question                                                                 | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | HI | IA | ID | IL | IN | IA | KY | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | NE | NV | NJ | NC | ND | OH | OR | RI | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 19. Does your state levy a sales tax or separate rental tax on leases of tangible personal property ("TPP")? | Y  | NA | Y  | Y  | Y  | N  | N  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | N  | N  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  | Y  |
| 20. Will your state treat each series as a separate reporting entity for purposes of the TPP leasing tax as opposed to the Series LLC itself? | ND | Y  | ND | Y  | Y  | NA | NA | ND | ND | ND | ND | ND | ND | ND | ND | N  | Y  | NA | NA | ND | Y  | Y  | ND | Y  | Y  | ND | ND | ND | Y  | ND | ND | ND | ND |
| a. If so, will your state impose its sales or rental tax on leases of TPP between two series? | ND | NA | Y  | ND | Y  | Y  | NA | NA | NA | NA | ND | ND | Y  | ND | ND | ND | ND | NA | Y  | Y  | Y  | ND | NA | Y  | ND | N  | Y  | ND | N  | Y  | ND | Y  | ND |

---

68 Yes, but limited.
69 Leases of tangible personal property are treated as sales.
70 Only sales and use tax provisions were considered in response to questions 19–22. With the exception of a 4% fee imposed on the lease or rental of motor vehicles, Nebraska does not impose any type of “rental tax” on the rental or lease of tangible personal property. The 4% fee is in lieu of property taxes.
71 This comment applies to questions 19–22. Tennessee sales and use tax returns are filed by each business location in Tennessee and are applicable to the taxable activities at that particular location. If a business entity has no Tennessee location but is subject to sales and use taxes, it may pay the state tax rate plus the local tax rate of 2.25% or the local tax rate applicable in the jurisdiction where the property is leased or rented. Leases or rentals between or among various series of a Series LLC are not leases or rentals because the Series LLC still has title and possession of the property. Ultimately, the Series LLC itself would be responsible for the tax regardless of the type of entity or its classification for federal income tax purposes.
72 Generally, for sales tax purposes, each legal entity is treated separately.
73 It will depend upon the articles of incorporation, and the circumstances.
74 Depends on facts and circumstances.
### Questions Concerning Rental/Lease Taxes

| Question | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | HI | ID | IL | IN | IA | KY | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | NE | NV | NJ | NC | ND | OH | OR | RI | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|----------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| b. If so, will the answer differ if the lease is between the Series LLC itself and one of its series? | ND | NA | N | ND | N | N | NA | NA | NA | ND | ND | N | N | ND | ND | ND | NA | N | N | Y | ND | NA | NA | N | ND | N | N | ND | ND |
| c. If so, will the TPP leasing actions of one series in your state be imputed to the other series of the Series LLC or to the Series LLC itself? | ND | NA | N | ND | N | N | NA | NA | NA | ND | ND | N | N | ND | ND | ND | NA | N | N | ND | NA | ND | ND | NA | N | ND | N | ND |
| d. If so, will the TPP leasing actions of the Series LLC itself be imputed to each of the series of the Series LLC? | ND | NA | N | ND | N | N | NA | NA | NA | ND | ND | N | N | ND | ND | ND | NA | N | N | ND | NA | ND | ND | NA | N | ND | N | ND |
| e. If not, will your state disregard rentals between or among the various series of the Series LLC? | ND | NA | N | ND | N | N | NA | NA | ND | ND | ND | N | N | ND | ND | ND | Y | N | NA | N | ND | NA | NA | N | ND | Y | NA | NA | NA |
| f. If not, will your state disregard rentals between a series of the Series LLC and the Series LLC itself? | ND | NA | N | ND | N | N | NA | NA | ND | ND | ND | N | N | ND | ND | ND | Y | N | NA | N | ND | NA | NA | N | ND | Y | NA | NA | NA |

---

75 Generally, for sales tax purposes, each legal entity is treated separately.
76 Generally, for sales tax purposes, each legal entity is treated separately.
| Question | AL | AK | AR | CA | FL | GA | HI | ID | IL | IN | IA | KS | KY | ME | MA | MD | MN | MO | NE | NV | NJ | NC | ND | OH | OK | OR | PA | RI | SD | TN | TX | UT | VA | WI |
|----------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 21. If your state does not treat each series as a separate reporting entity for purposes of the TPP leasing tax, will the series LLC be the reporting entity even if it has no activity in the state? ND NA ND NA NA NA NA Y ND ND ND NA NA ND NA ND ND ND ND Y NA NA NA NA NA ND Y Y Y ND NA NA |
| 22. If your state treats each series as a separate reporting entity for purposes of the TPP leasing tax, will the Series LLC itself be required to file a return if the Series LLC itself (independent of the series) does not have leasing activity in the state? ND NA N ND ND NA NA N ND ND ND NA NA ND NA ND ND ND ND NA N N N ND NA N N ND NA N N ND N |

77 It will depend upon the articles of incorporation, and the circumstances.
78 Response inferred based on the single-entity approach adopted for Margin Tax purposes.
79 It will depend upon the articles of incorporation, and the circumstances.
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Currentness

(a) A partnership agreement may establish or provide for the establishment of 1 or more designated series of limited partners, general partners, partnership interests or assets. Any such series may have separate rights, powers or duties with respect to specified property or obligations of the limited partnership or profits and losses associated with specified property or obligations, and any such series may have a separate business purpose or investment objective.

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this chapter or under other applicable law, in the event that a partnership agreement establishes or provides for the establishment of 1 or more series or states that the liabilities of a general partner are limited to the liabilities of a designated series, and if the records maintained for any such series account for the assets associated with such series separately from the other assets of the limited partnership, or any other series thereof, and if the partnership agreement so provides, and if notice of the limitation on liabilities of a series or a general partner as referenced in this subsection is set forth in the certificate of limited partnership, then the debts, liabilities, obligations and expenses incurred, contracted for or otherwise existing with respect to a particular series or general partner shall be enforceable only against the assets of such series or a general partner associated with such series and not against the assets of the limited partnership generally, any other series thereof, or any general partner not associated with such series, and, unless otherwise provided in the partnership agreement, none of the debts, liabilities, obligations and expenses incurred, contracted for or otherwise existing with respect to the limited partnership generally or any other series thereof shall be enforceable against the assets of such series or a general partner associated with such series. Assets associated with a series may be held directly or indirectly, including in the name of such series, in the name of the limited partnership, through a nominee or otherwise. Records maintained for a series that reasonably identify its assets, including by specific listing, category, type, quantity, computational or allocational formula or procedure (including a percentage or share of any asset or assets) or by any other method where the identity of such assets is objectively determinable, will be deemed to account for the assets associated with such series separately from the other assets of the limited partnership, or any other series thereof.

(c) A series established in accordance with subsection (b) of this section may carry on any lawful business, purpose or activity, whether or not for profit, with the exception of the business of banking as defined in § 126 of Title 8. Unless otherwise provided in a partnership agreement, a series established in accordance with subsection (b) of this section shall have the power and capacity to, in its own name, contract, hold title to assets (including real, personal and intangible property), grant liens and security interests, and sue and be sued.

(d) Notice in a certificate of limited partnership of the limitation on liabilities of a series as referenced in subsection (b) of this section shall be sufficient for all purposes of subsection (b) of this section whether or not the limited partnership has established any series when such notice is included in the certificate of limited partnership, and there shall be no requirement that any specific series of the limited partnership be referenced in such notice. The fact that a certificate of limited partnership that
contains the notice of the limitation on liabilities of a series or a general partner as referenced in subsection (b) of this section is on file in the office of the Secretary of State shall constitute notice of such limitation on liabilities.

(e) A limited partner may possess or exercise any of the rights and powers or act or attempt to act in 1 or more of the capacities as permitted under § 17-303 of this title, with respect to any series, without participating in the control of the business of the limited partnership or with respect to any series thereof within the meaning of § 17-303(a) of this title. A partnership agreement may provide for classes or groups of general partners or limited partners associated with a series having such relative rights, powers and duties as the partnership agreement may provide, and may make provision for the future creation in the manner provided in the partnership agreement of additional classes or groups of general partners or limited partners associated with the series having such relative rights, powers and duties as may from time to time be established, including rights, powers and duties senior to existing classes and groups of general partners or limited partners associated with the series. A partnership agreement may provide for the taking of an action, including the amendment of the partnership agreement, without the vote or approval of any general partner or limited partner or class or group of general partners or limited partners, including an action to create under the provisions of the partnership agreement a class or group of the series of partnership interests that was not previously outstanding.

(f) A partnership agreement may grant to all or certain identified general partners or limited partners or a specified class or group of the general partners or limited partners associated with a series the right to vote separately or with all or any class or group of the general partners or limited partners associated with the series, on any matter. Voting by general partners or limited partners associated with a series may be on a per capita, number, financial interest, class, group or any other basis.

(g) Section 17-603 of this title shall apply to a limited partner with respect to any series with which the limited partner is associated. Except as otherwise provided in a partnership agreement, any event under this subsection or in a partnership agreement that causes a limited partner to cease to be associated with a series shall not, in itself, cause such limited partner to cease to be associated with any other series or to be a limited partner of the limited partnership or cause the termination of the series, regardless of whether such limited partner was the last remaining limited partner associated with such series. A limited partner shall cease to be a limited partner with respect to a series and to have the power to exercise any rights or powers of a limited partner with respect to such series upon the happening of either of the following events:

1. The limited partner withdraws with respect to the series in accordance with § 17-603 of this title; or

2. Except as otherwise provided in the partnership agreement, the limited partner assigns all of his or her partnership interest with respect to the series.

(h) Section 17-602 of this title shall apply to a general partner with respect to any series with which the general partner is associated. A general partner shall cease to be a general partner with respect to a series and to have the power to exercise any rights or powers of a general partner with respect to such series upon an event of withdrawal of the general partner with respect to such series. Except as otherwise provided in a partnership agreement, either of the following events or any event in a partnership agreement that causes a general partner to cease to be associated with a series shall not, in itself, cause such general partner to cease to be associated with any other series or to be a general partner of the limited partnership:

1. The general partner withdraws with respect to the series in accordance with § 17-602 of this title; or
(2) The general partner assigns all of the general partner's partnership interest with respect to the series.

(i) Notwithstanding § 17-606 of this title, but subject to subsections (j) and (l) of this section, and unless otherwise provided in a partnership agreement, at the time a partner associated with a series that has been established in accordance with subsection (b) of this section becomes entitled to receive a distribution with respect to such series, the partner has the status of, and is entitled to all remedies available to, a creditor of the series, with respect to the distribution. A partnership agreement may provide for the establishment of a record date with respect to allocations and distributions with respect to a series.

(j) Notwithstanding § 17-607(a) of this title, a limited partnership may make a distribution with respect to a series that has been established in accordance with subsection (b) of this section. A limited partnership shall not make a distribution with respect to a series that has been established in accordance with subsection (b) of this section to a partner to the extent that at the time of the distribution, after giving effect to the distribution, all liabilities of such series, other than liabilities to partners on account of their partnership interests with respect to such series and liabilities for which the recourse of creditors is limited to specified property of such series, exceed the fair value of the assets associated with such series, except that the fair value of property of the series that is subject to a liability for which the recourse of creditors is limited shall be included in the assets associated with such series only to the extent that the fair value of that property exceeds that liability. For purposes of the immediately preceding sentence, the term “distribution” shall not include amounts constituting reasonable compensation for present or past services or reasonable payments made in the ordinary course of business pursuant to a bona fide retirement plan or other benefits program. A limited partner who receives a distribution in violation of this subsection, and who knew at the time of the distribution that the distribution violated this subsection, shall be liable to a series for the amount of the distribution. A limited partner who receives a distribution in violation of this subsection, and who did not know at the time of the distribution that the distribution violated this subsection, shall not be liable for the amount of the distribution. Subject to § 17-607(c) of this title, which shall apply to any distribution made with respect to a series under this subsection, this subsection shall not affect any obligation or liability of a limited partner under an agreement or other applicable law for the amount of a distribution.

(k) Subject to § 17-801 of this title, except to the extent otherwise provided in the partnership agreement, a series may be terminated and its affairs wound up without causing the dissolution of the limited partnership. The termination of a series established in accordance with subsection (b) of this section shall not affect the limitation on liabilities of such series provided by subsection (b) of this section. A series is terminated and its affairs shall be wound up upon the dissolution of the limited partnership under § 17-801 of this title or otherwise upon the first to occur of the following:

(1) At the time specified in the partnership agreement;

(2) Upon the happening of events specified in the partnership agreement;

(3) Unless otherwise provided in the partnership agreement, upon the affirmative vote or written consent of (i) all general partners associated with such series and (ii) the limited partners associated with such series or, if there is more than 1 class or group of limited partners associated with such series, then by each class or group of limited partners associated with such series, in either case, by limited partners associated with such series who own more than # of the then-current percentage or other interest in the profits of the limited partnership associated with such series owned by all of the limited partners associated with such series or by the limited partners in each class or group associated with such series, as appropriate;
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(4) An event of withdrawal of a general partner associated with the series unless at the time there is at least 1 other general partner associated with the series and the partnership agreement permits the business of the series to be carried on by the remaining general partner and that partner does so, but the series is not terminated and is not required to be wound up by reason of any event of withdrawal if (i) within 90 days or such other period as is provided for in the partnership agreement after the withdrawal either (A) if provided for in the partnership agreement, the then-current percentage or other interest in the profits of the series specified in the partnership agreement owned by the remaining partners associated with the series agree, in writing or vote, to continue the business of the series and to appoint, effective as of the date of withdrawal, 1 or more additional general partners for the series if necessary or desired, or (B) if no such right to agree or vote to continue the business of the series of the limited partnership and to appoint 1 or more additional general partners for such series is provided for in the partnership agreement, then more than 50% of the then-current percentage or other interest in the profits of the series owned by the remaining partners associated with the series or, if there is more than 1 class or group of remaining partners associated with the series, then more than 50% of the then-current percentage or other interest in the profits of the series owned by each class or classes or group or groups of remaining partners associated with the series agree, in writing or vote, to continue the business of the series and to appoint, effective as of the date of withdrawal, 1 or more additional general partners for the series if necessary or desired, or (ii) the business of the series is continued pursuant to a right to continue stated in the partnership agreement and the appointment, effective as of the date of withdrawal, of 1 or more additional general partners to be associated with the series if necessary or desired; or

(5) The termination of such series under subsection (m) of this section.

(l) Notwithstanding § 17-803(a) of this title, unless otherwise provided in the partnership agreement, a general partner associated with a series who has not wrongfully terminated the series or, if none, the limited partners associated with the series or a person approved by the limited partners associated with the series or, if there is more than 1 class or group of limited partners associated with the series, then by each class or group of limited partners associated with the series, in either case, by limited partners who own more than 50% of the then current percentage or other interest in the profits of the series owned by all of the limited partners associated with the series or by the limited partners in each class or group associated with the series, as appropriate, may wind up the affairs of the series; but, if the series has been established in accordance with subsection (b) of this section, the Court of Chancery, upon cause shown, may wind up the affairs of the series upon application of any partner associated with the series, the partner's personal representative or assignee, and in connection therewith, may appoint a liquidating trustee. The persons winding up the affairs of a series may, in the name of the limited partnership and for and on behalf of the limited partnership and such series, take all actions with respect to the series as are permitted under § 17-803(b) of this title. The persons winding up the affairs of a series shall provide for the claims and obligations of the series and distribute the assets of the series as provided in § 17-804 of this title, which section shall apply to the winding up and distribution of assets of a series. Actions taken in accordance with this subsection shall not affect the liability of limited partners and shall not impose liability on a liquidating trustee.

(m) On application by or for a partner associated with a series established in accordance with subsection (b) of this section, the Court of Chancery may decree termination of such series whenever it is not reasonably practicable to carry on the business of the series in conformity with a partnership agreement.

(n) If a foreign limited partnership that is registering to do business in the State of Delaware in accordance with § 17-902 of this title is governed by a partnership agreement that establishes or provides for the establishment of designated series of limited partners, general partners, partnership interests or assets having separate rights, powers or duties with respect to specified property or obligations of the foreign limited partnership or profits and losses associated with specified property or obligations, that fact shall be so stated on the application for registration as a foreign limited partnership. In addition, the foreign limited partnership shall state on such application whether the debts, liabilities and obligations incurred, contracted for or otherwise existing with respect to a particular series, if any, or general partner associated with such series shall be enforceable only
against the assets of such series or any general partner associated with such series and not against the assets of the foreign limited partnership generally, any other series thereof, or any general partner not associated with such series, and, whether any of the debts, liabilities, obligations and expenses incurred, contracted for or otherwise existing with respect to the foreign limited partnership generally or any other series thereof shall be enforceable against the assets of such series or a general partner associated with such series.
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ARTICLE 11

SERIES PROVISIONS

SECTION 1101. SERIES OF ASSETS.

(a) A limited liability company agreement may establish or provide for the establishment of one or more designated series of assets that has:

(1) (A) separate rights, powers, or duties with respect to specified property or obligations of the limited liability company or profits and losses associated with specified property or obligations; or

(B) a separate purpose or investment objective; and

(2) at least one member associated with each series.

(b) A series established in accordance with subsection (a) may carry on any activity, whether or not for profit.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Article 11 is new. Given the contractual flexibility provided by section 110, members would have the ability to establish series of assets of the types described in section 1101 without the explicit authorization of section 1101; however, compliance with the provisions of section 1102 is necessary to limit liabilities to the assets of a particular series. This “internal” liability shield and certain entity-like powers and characteristics are features of series that would not be available absent the provisions of the Act specifically addressing series.

The series provisions in Article 11 and throughout the Act are generally derived from and inspired by the Texas Limited Liability Company Law and the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act.
SECTION 1102. ENFORCEABILITY OF OBLIGATIONS AND EXPENSES OF SERIES AGAINST ASSETS.

(a) Subject to subsection (b):

(1) the debts, liabilities, obligations, and expenses incurred, contracted for, or otherwise existing with respect to a series shall be enforceable against the assets of that series only, and shall not be enforceable against the assets of the limited liability company generally or any other series thereof; and

(2) none of the debts, liabilities, obligations, and expenses incurred, contracted for, or otherwise existing with respect to the limited liability company generally or any other series thereof shall be enforceable against the assets of a series.

(b) Subsection (a) applies only if:

(1) the records maintained for that series account for the assets of that series separately from the other assets of the company or any other series;

(2) the limited liability company agreement contains a statement to the effect of the limitations provided in subsection (a); and

(3) the limited liability company's certificate of formation contains a statement that the limited liability company may have one or more series of assets subject to the limitations provided in subsection (a).

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is new.
SECTION 1103. ASSETS OF SERIES.

(a) Assets of a series may be held directly or indirectly, including being held in the name of the series, in the name of the limited liability company, through a nominee, or otherwise.

(b) If the records of a series are maintained in a manner so that the assets of the series can be reasonably identified by specific listing, category, type, quantity, or computational or allocational formula or procedure, including a percentage or share of any assets, or by any other method in which the identity of the assets can be objectively determined, the records are considered to satisfy the requirements of section 1102(b)(1).

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is new.

SECTION 1104. STATEMENT OF LIMITATION ON LIABILITIES OF SERIES.

The statement of limitation on liabilities of a series required by section 1102(b)(3) is sufficient regardless of whether:

(a) the limited liability company has established any series under this subchapter when the statement of limitations is contained in the certificate of formation; and

(b) the statement of limitations makes reference to a specific series of the limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is new.
SECTION 1105. MEMBER'S POWER TO DISSOCIATE AS A MEMBER ASSOCIATED WITH A SERIES; WRONGFUL DISSOCIATION.

(a) A person has the power to dissociate as a member associated with a series.

(b) A person’s dissociation from a series is wrongful only if:

(1) it is in breach of an express provision of the limited liability company agreement; or

(2) the person is expelled as a member associated with the series by judicial determination under section 1106(f); or

(3) the person is dissociated as a member associated with a series by becoming a debtor in bankruptcy or making a general assignment for the benefit of creditors.

(c) A person that wrongfully dissociates as a member associated with a series is liable to the series and, subject to section 901, to the other members associated with that series for damages caused by the dissociation. The liability is in addition to any other debt, obligation, or liability of the member associated with a series to the series or the other members associated with that series.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 601 of this Act.

SECTION 1106. EVENTS CAUSING DISSOCIATION OF A MEMBER ASSOCIATED WITH A SERIES. A person is dissociated as a member associated with a series when:

(a) the series has notice of the person’s express will to dissociate from the series, unless
the person specifies a dissociation date later than the date the series had notice, in which case the person is dissociated from the series on that later date;

(b) an event stated in the limited liability company agreement as causing the person’s dissociation from the series occurs;

(c) the person is dissociated as a member of the limited liability company pursuant to section 602;

(d) the person is expelled as a member associated with that series pursuant to the limited liability company agreement;

(e) the person is expelled as a member associated with the series by the unanimous consent of the other members associated with that series if:

(1) it is unlawful to carry on the series’ activities with the person as a member associated with that series;

(2) there has been an assignment of all of the person’s limited liability company interest other than an assignment for security purposes;

(3) the person is an organization and, within 90 days after the series notifies the person that it will be expelled as a member associated with that series because the person has filed a statement of dissolution or the equivalent, or its right to conduct activities has been suspended by its jurisdiction of formation, the statement of dissolution or the equivalent has not been revoked or its right to conduct activities has not been reinstated; or

(4) the person is an organization and, within 90 days after the series notifies the person that it will be expelled as a member associated with that series because the person has been dissolved and its activities are being wound up, the organization has not been reinstated or
the dissolution and winding up have not been revoked or cancelled;

(f) on application by the series, the person is expelled as a member associated with that series by judicial order because the person:

(1) has engaged, or is engaging, in wrongful conduct that has adversely and materially affected, or will adversely and materially affect, that series’ activities;

(2) has willfully or persistently committed, or is willfully and persistently committing, a material breach of the limited liability company agreement or the person’s duty or obligation under this Act or other applicable law; or

(3) has engaged, or is engaging, in conduct relating to that series’ activities that makes it not reasonably practicable to carry on the activities with the person as a member associated with that series;

(g) in the case of a person who is an individual, the person dies, there is appointed a guardian or general conservator for the person, or there is a judicial determination that the person has otherwise become incapable of performing the person’s duties as a member associated with a series under this Act or the limited liability company agreement,

(h) the person becomes a debtor in bankruptcy, executes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or seeks, consents, or acquiesces to the appointment of a trustee, receiver, or liquidator of the person or of all or substantially all of the person’s property but this subsection (h) shall not apply to a person who is the sole remaining member associated with a series;

(i) in the case of a person that is a trust or is acting as a member associated with a series by virtue of being a trustee of a trust, the trust’s entire limited liability company interest associated with the series is distributed, but not solely by reason of the substitution of a successor
trustee;

(j) in the case of a person that is an estate or is acting as a member associated with a series by virtue of being a personal representative of an estate, the estate’s entire limited liability company interest associated with the series is distributed, but not solely by reason of the substitution of a successor personal representative;

(k) in the case of a member associated with a series that is not an individual, the legal existence of the person otherwise terminates;

(l) the assignment by a member associated with a series of a member's entire remaining limited liability company interest associated with the series to another member associated with the series; or

(m) the assignment by a member associated with a series of the member’s entire remaining limited liability company interest associated with the series to an assignee upon the assignee’s becoming a member associated with the series.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 602 of this Act.

SECTION 1107. EFFECT OF PERSON’S DISSOCIATION AS A MEMBER

(a) A person who has dissociated as a member associated with a series shall have no right to participate in the activities and affairs of that series and is entitled only to receive the distributions to which that member would have been entitled if the member had not dissociated from that series.
(b) A person’s dissociation as a member associated with a series does not of itself discharge the person from any debt, obligation, or liability to that series, the limited liability company or the other members that the person incurred while a member associated with that series.

(c) A member’s dissociation from a series does not, in itself, cause the member to dissociate from any other series or require the winding up of the series.

(d) A member’s dissociation from a series does not, in itself, cause the member to dissociate from the limited liability company.

**Revised Prototype Act Comment**

Subsection (a) is derived from Colorado, § 7-80-603. Unlike ULPA § 602 and RUPA § 603(b)(3), which make express references to the effect of dissociation on the partner’s duties, this Act is silent as to the effect of dissociation on the duties of a member.

**SECTION 1108. DISSOLUTION AND WINDING UP OF SERIES.** A series may be dissolved and its activities and affairs may be wound up without causing the dissolution of the limited liability company. The dissolution and winding up of a series does not abate, suspend, or otherwise affect the limitation on liabilities of the series provided by section 1102.

**Revised Prototype Act Comment**

This section is new.

**SECTION 1109. EVENTS REQUIRING DISSOLUTION.** A series is dissolved and its activities and affairs shall be wound up upon the first to occur of the following:
(a) the dissolution of the limited liability company under section 706;

(b) an event or circumstance that the limited liability company agreement states causes dissolution of the series;

(c) the consent of all of the members associated with the series;

(d) the passage of 90 days after the occurrence of the dissociation of the last remaining member associated with the series; or

(e) on application by a member associated with the series, the entry by the [appropriate court] of an order dissolving the series on the grounds that it is not reasonably practicable to carry on the series’ activities in conformity with the limited liability company agreement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 706 of this Act.

SECTION 1110. EFFECT OF DISSOLUTION ON SERIES.

(a) A dissolved series continues its existence as a series but may not carry on any activities except as is appropriate to wind up and liquidate its activities and affairs, including:

(1) collecting the assets of the series;

(2) disposing of the properties of the series that will not be distributed in kind to persons owning limited liability company interests associated with the series;

(3) discharging or making provisions for discharging the liabilities of the series;

(4) distributing the remaining property of the series in accordance with section 1114; and
(5) doing every other act necessary to wind up and liquidate the series’ activities and affairs.

(b) In winding up a series’ activities, a series may:

(1) preserve the series’ activities and property as a going concern for a reasonable time;

(2) prosecute, defend, or settle actions or proceedings whether civil, criminal or administrative;

(3) make an assignment of the series’ property; and

(4) resolve disputes by mediation or arbitration.

(c) A series’ dissolution, in itself:

(1) is not an assignment of the series’ property;

(2) does not prevent the commencement of a proceeding by or against the series in the series’ name;

(3) does not abate or suspend a proceeding pending by or against the series on the effective date of dissolution; or

[(4) does not abate, suspend, or otherwise alter the application of section 304.]

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 707 of this Act.

To the extent subsection (c)(4) is included in the Act, a similar provision should be inserted in the state's other business entity statutes to avoid the implication that a different result is intended with respect to those other business entities.
SECTION 1111. RIGHT TO WIND UP BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES OF SERIES.

(a) Subject to section 1110(c), after dissolution of a series, the remaining members associated with the series, if any, and if none, a person appointed by all holders of the limited liability company interest last assigned by the last person to have been a member associated with the series, may wind up the series’ activities.

(b) The [appropriate court] may order judicial supervision of the winding up of a dissolved series, including the appointment of a person to wind up the series’ activities:

(1) on application of a member associated with the series, if the applicant establishes good cause;

(2) on the application of an assignee associated with a series, if:

   (A) there are no members associated with the series; and

   (B) within a reasonable time following the dissolution a person has not been appointed pursuant to subsection (a); or

(3) in connection with a proceeding under section 1109(e).

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 708 of this Act.

SECTION 1112. KNOWN CLAIMS AGAINST DISSOLVED SERIES.

(a) A dissolved series may dispose of any known claims against it by following the procedures described in subsection (b), at any time after the effective date of the dissolution of the series.
(b) A dissolved series may give notice of the dissolution in a record to the holder of any known claim. The notice must:

(1) identify the limited liability company and the dissolved series;
(2) describe the information required to be included in a claim;
(3) provide a mailing address to which the claim is to be sent;
(4) state the deadline, which may not be fewer than 120 days from the effective date of the notice, by which the dissolved series must receive the claim; and
(5) state that if not sooner barred, the claim will be barred if not received by the deadline.

(c) Unless sooner barred by any other statute limiting actions, a claim against a dissolved series is barred:

(1) if a claimant who was given notice under subsection (b) does not deliver the claim to the dissolved series by the deadline; or
(2) if a claimant whose claim was rejected by the dissolved series does not commence a proceeding to enforce the claim within 90 days from the effective date of the rejected notice.

(d) For purposes of this section, "known claim" or "claim" includes unliquidated claims, but does not include a contingent liability that has not matured so that there is no immediate right to bring suit or a claim based on an event occurring after the effective date of dissolution.

(e) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to extend any otherwise applicable statute of limitations.
SECTION 1113. OTHER CLAIMS AGAINST DISSOLVED SERIES.

(a) A dissolved series may publish notice of its dissolution and request that persons with claims against the dissolved series present them in accordance with the notice.

(b) The notice authorized by subsection (a) must:

(1) be published at least one time in a newspaper of general circulation in the [county] in which the limited liability company’s principal office is located or, if it has none in this [State], in the [county] in which the limited liability company’s registered office is or was last located;

(2) describe the information that must be included in a claim and provide a mailing address to which the claim is to be sent; and

(3) state that if not sooner barred, a claim against the dissolved series will be barred unless a proceeding to enforce the claim is commenced within [three] years after the publication of the notice.

(c) If a dissolved series publishes a newspaper notice in accordance with subsection (b), unless sooner barred by any other statute limiting actions, the claim of each of the following claimants is barred unless the claimant commences a proceeding to enforce the claim against the dissolved series within [three] years after the publication date of the newspaper notice:

(1) a claimant who was not given notice under section 1112(b);
(2) a claimant whose claim was timely sent to the dissolved series but not acted on by the dissolved series; and

(3) a claimant whose claim is contingent at the effective date of the dissolution of the series, or is based on an event occurring after the effective date of the dissolution of the series.

(d) A claim that is not barred under this section, any other statute limiting actions, or section 1112 may be enforced:

(1) against a dissolved series, to the extent of its undistributed assets associated with the series; and

(2) except as provided in subsection (h), if the assets of a dissolved series have been distributed after dissolution, against a member or assignee associated with the series to the extent of that person’s proportionate share of the claim or of the assets of the series distributed to the member or assignee after dissolution, whichever is less, but a person’s total liability for all claims under this subsection (d) may not exceed the total amount of assets of the series distributed to the person after dissolution of the series.

(e) A dissolved series that published a notice under this section may file an application with the [appropriate court] in the [county] in which the limited liability company’s principal office is located or, if it has none in this [State], in the [county] in which the limited liability company’s registered office is or was last located, for a determination of the amount and form of security to be provided for payment of claims that are contingent or have not been made known to the dissolved series or that are based on an event occurring after the effective date of the dissolution of the series but that, based on the facts known to the dissolved series, are reasonably
estimated to arise after the effective date of the dissolution of the series. Provision need not be made for any claim that is or is reasonably anticipated to be barred under subsection (c).

(f) Within [ten] days after the filing of the application provided for in subsection (e), notice of the proceeding shall be given by the dissolved series to each potential claimant as described in subsection (e).

(g) The [appropriate court] may appoint a guardian ad litem to represent all claimants whose identities are unknown in any proceeding brought under this section. The reasonable fees and expenses of the guardian, including all reasonable expert witness fees, shall be paid by the dissolved series.

(h) Provision by the dissolved series for security in the amount and the form ordered by the [appropriate court] under subsection (e) shall satisfy the dissolved series' obligation with respect to claims that are contingent, have not been made known to the dissolved series, or are based on an event occurring after the effective date of the dissolution of the series, and those claims may not be enforced against a person owning a limited liability company interest to whom assets have been distributed by the dissolved series after the effective date of the dissolution of the series.

(i) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to extend any otherwise applicable statute of limitations.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 710 of this Act.
SECTION 1114. APPLICATION OF ASSETS IN WINDING UP SERIES’ ACTIVITIES.

(a) Upon the winding up of a series, payment, or adequate provision for payment, shall be made to creditors of the series, including, to the extent permitted by law, members who are associated with the series and who are also creditors of the series, in satisfaction of liabilities of the series.

(b) After a series complies with subsection (a), any surplus shall be distributed:

(1) first, to each person owning a limited liability company interest associated with the series that reflects contributions made on account of that limited liability company interest and not previously returned, an amount equal to the value of the person’s unreturned contributions; and

(2) then to each person owning a limited liability company interest associated with the series in the proportions in which the owners of limited liability company interests associated with the series share in distributions prior to dissolution of the series.

(c) If the series does not have sufficient surplus to comply with subsection (b)(1), any surplus must be distributed among the owners of limited liability company interests associated with the series in proportion to the value of their respective unreturned contributions.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 711 of this Act.
SECTION 1115. REINSTATEMENT AFTER DISSOLUTION OF A SERIES.

(a) A series that has been dissolved may be reinstated upon compliance with the following conditions:

(1) the affirmative vote or consent shall have been obtained from the members or other persons associated with the series entitled to vote or consent at the time that is:

   (i) required for reinstatement under its limited liability company agreement; or

   (ii) if its limited liability company agreement does not state the vote or consent required for reinstatement of that series, sufficient for dissolution of a series under this Act, or such greater or lesser vote or consent as is required for dissolution of a series under its limited liability company agreement;

(2) the members and other persons associated with a series having authority under this Act and under its limited liability company agreement to bring about or prevent dissolution of a series shall not have, before or at the time of the vote or consent required by paragraph (1) of this subsection (a), voted against reinstatement of a series or delivered to the limited liability company their written objection to reinstatement of a series; and

(3) in the case of a series dissolved in a judicial proceeding initiated by one or more of the members associated with the series, the affirmative vote or consent of each such member shall have been obtained and shall be included in the vote or consent required by paragraph (1) of this subsection (a).

(b) To the extent that a limited liability company agreement provides for the voting rights of members or other persons associated with a series, for the calling of meetings, for notices of meetings, for consents and actions of members and other persons associated with the series
without a meeting, for establishing a record date for meetings, or for other matters concerning
the voting or consent of members and other persons associated with the series, those provisions
shall govern the vote or consent required by paragraph (1) of subsection (a) of this section with
respect to the series and the vote or objection of members and other persons associated with the
series provided for in paragraph (2) of subsection (a) of this section with respect to the series.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 712 of this Act.

SECTION 1116. EFFECT OF REINSTATEMENT.

(a) Subject to subsection (b) of this section, upon reinstatement, a series shall be deemed
for all purposes to have continued its activities as if dissolution had never occurred; each right
inuring to, and each debt, obligation, and liability incurred by, the series after the dissolution
shall be determined as if the dissolution had never occurred.

(b) The rights of members and other persons associated with a series arising by reason of
reliance on the dissolution of the series before those persons had notice of the reinstatement shall
not be adversely affected by the reinstatement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 715 of this Act.
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PREFACE TO THE
REVISED PROTOTYPE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACT

During the LLC "explosion" of the early 1990s, to provide guidance for the analysis and resolution of issues involved in crafting LLC legislation, a working group of the American Bar Association’s Committee on LLCs, Partnerships and Unincorporated Entities ("LPUE") drafted a "Prototype Limited Liability Company Act" (the "Prototype Act"), which was published in November 1992. Shortly thereafter the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws ("NCCUSL") began work on a Uniform Limited Liability Company Act ("ULLCA") which was adopted in 1994 and subsequently amended in 1995 and 1996. By the end of 1996 LLC Acts had been adopted in all of the states, in the District of Columbia, and in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

On January 1, 1997, the IRS repealed its "Kintner" regulations (classification of business entities as partnerships or corporations for tax purposes) and replaced them with the "check-the-box" classification regime. The Kintner classification regulations were an important and limiting factor in the drafting of LLC legislation. In response to the "check-the-box" changes, ULLCA was revised and many states have amended their LLC Acts. In addition, the LLC has become the fastest growing form of business and investment entity and states have amended their LLC Acts frequently to deal with emerging issues such as single member LLCs, series within an LLC, shelf LLCs, subsidiary style LLCs, conversions, and domestications.

As a result, in early 2000, LPUE undertook the task of updating the Prototype LLC Act. The Revised Prototype LLC Act draws upon a number of sources and is intended to supplement other sources of statutory drafting, including NCCUSL’s Revised Uniform Limited Liability Company Act ("RULLCA"), released in 2006 for adoption by the states, and the LLC Acts of bellwether states such as Delaware, Virginia, and Colorado. The Revised Prototype LLC Act will be an ongoing or "evergreen" project, and will be updated regularly to reflect changes in tax law, developments in case law, changes in the law applicable to other unincorporated business entities, academic commentary, and the adoption by states of innovative and constructive LLC legislation.

LPUE recognizes that most states have developed their LLC statutes over a period of years and that many businesses and practitioners in those states are comfortable with the current law. Over the long term, however, LPUE expects that most jurisdictions will continue their practice of reviewing other legislative models when drafting amendments to their own LLC Acts. The original Prototype Act was used as a drafting base for many of the existing LLC Acts. LPUE encourages state legislative drafting entities to use this Revised Prototype LLC Act as a drafting resource in addition to RULLCA and other states’ legislation. In order to facilitate that process, LPUE has followed the approximate architecture of RULLCA, which is itself based on the architecture of the Revised Uniform Partnership Act ("RUPA") and the Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act ("RULPA"). LPUE believes that, while a state may want to vary from the policy choices made in this or other legislative models, it would generally be in the best
interests of those who use LLC statutes that all state statutes be organized in similar ways so that differences from state to state will be readily apparent.
OVERVIEW

The Revised Prototype Limited Liability Company Act Editorial Board (the "RPLLCA Editorial Board") for the Revised Prototype Limited Liability Company Act (the "Act") is the primary drafter of the Act. Once approved by the RPLLCA Editorial Board, the Act is submitted to the main editorial board (the "LPUE Editorial Board") of the LLCs, Partnerships and Unincorporated Entities Committee ("LPUE") for final non-substantive editing. Once edited and approved by the LPUE Editorial Board, the Act is then submitted to LPUE for a vote to either approve or disapprove the Act. After the approval process is complete, the Act is not subject to review or approval by any other body within the American Bar Association. The RPLLCA Editorial Board in conjunction with LPUE will present programs on the Act at ABA meetings and other state bar meetings.

Evergreen Nature of Drafting Process:

The RPLLCA Editorial Board recognizes that the Act does not address or resolve all questions and concerns currently arising in the limited liability company context, but believes that potential solutions to those issues will develop over time by way of incremental steps and that new issues not yet contemplated will also arise. Thus, the RPLLCA Editorial Board’s drafting process will continue on an “ongoing” or “evergreen” basis in an effort to anticipate and respond to the changing landscape of the laws affecting limited liability companies. By allowing the Act to remain under continual review and scrutiny, the RPLLCA Editorial Board hopes to keep the Act relevant and current. In that regard, the RPLLCA Editorial Board invites interested parties to submit suggestions and comments on the Act.

Major Changes:

1. **Articles of Organization Changed to Certificate of Formation.**

   The term “articles of organization” has been changed to “certificate of formation” to better align the Act with current limited liability company acts.

2. **Operating Agreement Changed to Limited Liability Company Agreement.**

   In an effort to better signify the nature of the agreement among the members by referring to the agreement in a manner consistent with the general and limited partnership statutes (which refer to the agreement of the partners as the “partnership agreement”), the term “limited liability company agreement” has been used in lieu of the term “operating agreement.”

3. **Consolidation of Provisions on Limited Liability Company Agreement Override.**

   Following the RUPA formulation and subsequent uniform act formulations, the Act places in one section (section 110) the various provisions that may not be modified by the limited liability company agreement. This centralization allows for the elimination of the phrase "unless otherwise provided in the limited liability company agreement" or similar phrases throughout the Act and the ambiguity that results in the absence of the proper override language. Therefore, all provisions within the Act are default provisions that may be modified by the limited liability company agreement unless modifications are prohibited under section 110.

4. **Elimination of Manager-Managed and Member-Managed Dichotomy and Statutory Actual and Apparent Authority.**

   The Act changes significantly the original Prototype Act in that it eliminates the member-managed and manager-managed bifurcation of management structures and the statutorily conferred actual and apparent authority of members and managers in those paradigms. Instead, the Act provides that a person’s actual or apparent authority to bind the limited liability company will be determined with reference to the limited liability company agreement, decisions of the members in accordance with the limited liability company agreement or the default rules of the Act, a statement of authority, or law other than the Act such as the common law of agency. This approach allows drafters to provide for managers, officers, boards of directors, and other forms of governance that were difficult if not impossible to accomplish under the original Prototype Act.

5. **Fiduciary Duties or Standards of Conduct; Express Authorization to Eliminate Fiduciary Duties by Agreement.**

   The Act does not specify or define fiduciary duties or standards of conduct. Those matters are determined by the limited liability company agreement and other applicable law. The Act provides great contractual flexibility with respect to these matters by permitting the limited liability company agreement to expand, restrict, or eliminate default fiduciary duties.
The Act does not permit the agreement to eliminate the implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing.


The Act includes a provision specifying limits on distributions and imposing liability on a member to the limited liability company for an improper distribution under specified circumstances. Although the RPLLCA Editorial Board recognized that this matter could be left to the general law of fraudulent conveyance, the RPLLCA Editorial Board included a provision on improper distributions in the Act because most state limited liability company acts include provisions addressing this issue. As is the case in many state limited liability company statutes (e.g., the statutes of Delaware, Virginia, Colorado, and Texas), the Act phrases the limitation on distributions and the liability that may be imposed with respect to an impermissible distribution in terms of distributions to a “member.” The RPLLCA Editorial Board discussed the question of whether the provisions apply to transfers of property to persons who are not members (either dissociated members or assignees) at the time of distribution. The definition of “distribution” (transfer of money or other property from a limited liability company, or series thereof, to another person on account of a limited liability company interest) would clearly apply to a transfer of money or property to an assignee of the member who initially owned the interest or where the member who owned the interest has dissociated. As the RPLLCA Editorial Board considered this issue, it determined that the statutory drafting to clarify the issue of the application of this provision to non-members could be difficult, would require further consideration, including its effect on other parts of the Act, and may be unnecessary. In contrast, the drafting committee of the original Prototype Act concluded that wrongful distributions by a limited liability company should be covered by the general law of fraudulent conveyances, and the original Prototype Act does not include any provisions imposing restrictions on distributions or liability in connection with a wrongful distribution.


The limited liability company interest continues to be personal property under the Act, and the assignment of the limited liability company interest is governed by the default rules that allow for the transfer of the financial rights or the rights of distribution attributable to the limited liability company interest.

8. UCC Considerations.

The Act facilitates the enforceability of transfer restrictions in the limited liability company agreement by specifically overriding § 9-406 and § 9-408 of the Uniform Commercial Code.
9. **Charging Order.**

The charging order provisions have been changed to provide for a charge upon the right to distributions attributable to the limited liability company interest upon which a charge has been made only after the limited liability company is notified of the charging order. The limited liability company may also discharge the liability by depositing any distributions that may have been distributable to the holder of the charged limited liability company interest with the court that issued the charging order. The payment to the court discharges the liability of the limited liability company with respect to the distribution. The charging order provisions also provide for a mechanism to allow the judgment creditor and judgment debtor to resolve disputes over distributions and payments and to eliminate the responsibility of the limited liability company to do anything other than deposit the monies with the court.

In addition, the charging order provision provides that it is the exclusive remedy and the judgment creditor shall have no right to foreclose, under the Act or any other law, upon the charging order, the charging order lien, or the judgment debtor’s limited liability company interest. In addition, no judgment creditor or judgment debtor shall have any right to obtain possession or otherwise exercise legal remedies with respect to the property of the limited liability company.

10. **Dissociation.**

The term "dissociation" has been adopted by the Act in response to utilization of that term under RUPA, ULPA, and other uniform acts. Even though the nomenclature has been changed, the result is the same under the Act in that a person who is dissociated as a member (ceases to be a member) shall have no right to participate in the activities and affairs of the limited liability company and is entitled only to receive the distribution to which that member would have been entitled had that member not been dissociated. Thus, consistent with the original Prototype Act, a person who ceases to be a member is no longer entitled to informational rights or other rights of management.

11. **Delinquency.**

The concept of delinquency is a new concept to the Act. The concept was intended to provide the Secretary of State an efficient mechanism to designate as “delinquent” a limited liability company that has not complied with certain requirements of the Act (e.g., the filing of an annual report). The designation of delinquency does not constitute a dissolution of the limited liability company. This approach was derived from the Colorado Corporations and Associations Act and avoids many of the issues associated with the administrative dissolution provisions in many state limited liability company acts.
12.  **Dissolution.**

The dissolution provisions were modified slightly to align with the typical dissolution provisions provided under other limited liability company acts.

13.  **Reinstatement.**

A new concept of reinstatement after dissolution was added to the Act. While this concept is new to the Act, it is not necessarily new to unincorporated entity acts. For example, RUPA § 802(b) permits the partners to reinstate the dissolved general partnership upon certain actions of the partners and dissociated partners. Likewise, the Act allows the members and/or owners of the limited liability company interests to reinstate the limited liability company with the potential of retroactive effect if it does not interfere with third parties’ rights.

14.  **Foreign Limited Liability Company.**

In order to streamline the application procedure required under the original Prototype Act for a foreign limited liability company to qualify to transact business, the Act simply provides for the delivery of a statement of foreign qualification for filing with the Secretary of State. Thus, the procedure in the Act eliminates any implication that qualification involves approval of an application and discretion on the part of the Secretary of State.

15.  **Derivative Actions.**

The original Prototype Act did not provide for derivative actions. The Act provides an extensive set of provisions dealing with derivative actions derived from the RMBCA and the Colorado Limited Liability Company Act.

16.  **Merger and Conversion.**

More fulsome merger and conversion provisions were added to the Act. Although there are similarities between the merger and conversion provisions in the Act and those of RULLCA, the provisions in the Act merge the concepts of conversion and domestication and leave merger and conversion as the two primary methods for reorganizing the limited liability company and other entities.

17.  **Series.**

Series provisions were provided throughout the Act in an effort to acknowledge a number of jurisdictions that have added series to their statutes. The Act permits a limited liability company to establish, by way of its limited liability company agreement, one or more designated series of assets with which certain members might be associated.
The series provisions were generally derived from and inspired by the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act and the Texas Limited Liability Company Law.

Series provisions are primarily contained in Article 11 but are also included throughout the Act.

18. **Reservation of the Power of the State to Alter or Repeal the Act.**

The Act expressly provides that any provision of the Act may be amended or repealed and that all limited liability companies and their members and agents are subject to those changes. This provision allows the state from time to time to make amendments that would apply to limited liability companies that were formed before the enactment of the amendment. This provision was added in anticipation of thoughtful but regular updates to the Act.
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LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACT

ARTICLE 1

GENERAL PROVISIONS

SECTION 101. SHORT TITLE. This Act shall be known and may be cited as the
“[State] Limited Liability Company Act.”

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from the Prototype Limited Liability Company Act (1992)
(the "Prototype Act") § 101.

All current statutes have short title provisions, so it is appropriate to start the Act in
the same manner.

Reference in the comment sections to "RUPA" refers to the Revised Uniform
Partnership Act (1997); reference to "RULPA" refers to the Revised Uniform Limited
Partnership Act (1985); reference to “ULPA” refers to the Uniform Limited Partnership Act
(2001); reference to "RULLCA" refers to the Revised Uniform Limited Liability Company
Act (2006); and reference to "RMBCA" refers to the Revised Model Business Corporation
Act (2007).

Reference in the comment sections to "Colorado, § ____" refers to a section in the
Colorado Limited Liability Company Act (Colo. Rev. Stat. § 7-80-101, et. seq.) or the
in the comment sections to "Delaware, § ____" refers to a section in the Delaware Limited
Liability Company Act (6 Del. C. § 18-101, et. seq.); reference in the comment sections to
"Tennessee, § ____" refers to a section in the Tennessee Revised Limited Liability Company
Act (Tenn. Code Ann., §48-249-101, et. seq.); reference in the comment sections to "Texas, §
1.001, et. seq.); and reference in the comment sections to "Virginia, § ____" refers to a
seq.).

SECTION 102. DEFINITIONS. As used in this Act, unless the context otherwise
requires:

(1) "Assignment" means a transfer, conveyance, deed, bill of sale, lease, mortgage,
security interest, encumbrance, gift, or transfer by operation of law.

(2) "Certificate of formation" means the certificate described in section 201, and the certificate as amended or restated.

(3) "Constituent limited liability company" means a constituent organization that is a limited liability company.

(4) "Constituent organization" means an organization that is party to a merger.

(5) "Contribution" means anything of value, including cash, property, or services rendered, or a promissory note or other binding obligation to contribute cash or property or to perform services, which a person contributes to a limited liability company, or a series thereof, in the person’s capacity as a member.

(6) "Converted organization" means the organization into which a converting organization converts pursuant to sections 1005 through 1008.

(7) "Converting limited liability company" means a converting organization that is a limited liability company.

(8) "Converting organization" means an organization that converts into a converted organization pursuant to section 1005.

(9) "Debtor in bankruptcy" means a person that is the subject of:

(a) an order for relief under Title 11 of the United States Code or a successor statute of general application; or

(b) a comparable order under federal, state, or foreign law governing insolvency.

(10) "Distribution," except as otherwise provided in section 405(e), means a transfer of money or other property from a limited liability company, or series thereof, to another person on
account of a limited liability company interest.

(11) "Foreign limited liability company" means an organization that is:

(a) an unincorporated association;

(b) organized under laws of a [State] other than the laws of this [State], or under the laws of any foreign country;

(c) organized under a statute pursuant to which an association may be formed that affords to each of its members limited liability with respect to the liabilities of the entity; and

(d) not required to be registered, qualified, or organized under any statute of this [State] other than this Act.

(12) "Governing statute" means the statute that governs an organization’s internal affairs.

(13) "Limited liability company," except in the phrase "foreign limited liability company," means an entity formed or existing under this Act.

(14) "Limited liability company agreement" means any agreement (whether referred to as a limited liability company agreement, operating agreement, or otherwise), written, oral, or implied, of the member or members as to the affairs and activities of a limited liability company and any series thereof. The limited liability company agreement of a limited liability company having only one member shall not be unenforceable by reason of there being only one person who is a party to the limited liability company agreement. The limited liability company agreement includes any amendments to the limited liability company agreement.

(15) "Limited liability company interest" means a member’s right to receive distributions from a limited liability company or series thereof.

(16) "Member" means a person that has been admitted as a member of a limited liability
company under section 401 and that has not dissociated as a member.

(17) "Organization" means a partnership (whether general or limited), limited liability company, association, corporation, professional corporation, professional association, nonprofit corporation, business trust, statutory trust, cooperative association, or [_____________] having a governing statute, in each case, whether foreign or domestic.

(18) "Organizational documents" means:

(a) for a general partnership or foreign general partnership, its partnership agreement;

(b) for a limited partnership or foreign limited partnership, its certificate of limited partnership and partnership agreement;

(c) for a limited liability company or foreign limited liability company, its certificate of formation and limited liability company agreement, or comparable records as provided in its governing statute;

(d) for a business or statutory trust or foreign business or statutory trust, its agreement of trust and declaration of trust, or comparable records as provided in its governing statute;

(e) for a corporation for profit or foreign corporation for profit, its articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other agreements among its shareholders that are authorized by its governing statute, or comparable records as provided in its governing statute;

(f) for a nonprofit corporation or foreign nonprofit corporation, its articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other agreements that are authorized by its governing statute or comparable records as provided in its governing statute;
(g) for a professional corporation or foreign professional corporation, its articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other agreements among its shareholders that are authorized by its governing statute, or comparable records as provided in its governing statute; and

(h) for any other organization, the basic records that create the organization, determine its internal governance, and determine the relations among the persons that own it, are members of it, or govern it.

(19) "Person" means an individual, organization, trust, estate, government (including a country, state, county or any other governmental subdivision, agency or instrumentality), custodian, nominee, trustee, personal representative, fiduciary, or any other individual or entity (or series thereof) in its own or any representative capacity, in each case, whether foreign or domestic.

(20) "Principal office" means the location specified by a limited liability company, foreign limited liability company, or other organization as its principal office in the last filed record in which the limited liability company, foreign limited liability company, or other organization was required to specify a principal office on the records of the Secretary of State. The principal office need not be located in this [State].

(21) "Record" means information that is inscribed on a tangible medium or that is stored in an electronic or other medium and is retrievable in written or paper form through an automated process.

(22) "Sign" means, with the present intent to authenticate or adopt a record:

(A) to execute or adopt a tangible symbol; or

(B) to attach to or logically associate with the record an electronic symbol, sound,
or process.

(23) "Surviving organization" means an organization into which one or more other organizations are merged, whether the organization pre-existed the merger or was created pursuant to the merger.

(24) "State" means a state of the United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the United States Virgin Islands, or any territory or insular possession subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

While some acts use subsidiary definitions (definitions used in different parts of the act and not located in one section) the definitions of this Act are all in one section.

Subsection (2)—"Articles of organization" used in the Prototype Act has been replaced with "certificate of formation." This follows the pattern set forth in the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act, RULPA, and RULLCA.

Subsection (11)—This section is derived from the Prototype Act § 102(E). This section provides for a broader inclusion of foreign organizations and, thus, might be used to allow foreign organizations to file a Statement of Foreign Qualification under this Act if the entity is not already required to file a statement under another statute of the state.

Subsection (14)—The change from "operating agreement" to "limited liability company agreement" reflects a combination of Colorado and Delaware law and conforms the agreement name to that used in other unincorporated entities—i.e., "partnership agreement" and "limited partnership agreement."

Subsection (17) – The definition of "organization" is a list of entities. If the state wants to have additional entities added to the list, the state may add those entities in this definition. If the state wants a catch-all phrase, the state should refer to Colorado, § 7-90-102(13) and (23).

Subsection (19)—The definition of "person" is derived from Delaware, § 18-101(12). Colorado, §§ 7-90-102(13), (23) and (99) were considered.

Subsection (20)—The definition of "principal office" is new. The principal office must be set forth in a limited liability company's certificate of formation and a foreign limited liability company's statement of qualification and in the annual reports required by section 209 of the Act. The principal office of a surviving or converted organization is required to be specified in the statement of merger or statement of conversion in certain circumstances.
SECTION 103. KNOWLEDGE; NOTICE.

(a) A person knows a fact when the person:

(1) has actual knowledge of it; or

(2) is deemed to know it under law other than this Act.

(b) A person has notice of a fact when the person:

(1) knows of it;

(2) receives notification of it;

(3) has reason to know the fact from all of the facts known to the person at the time in question; or

(4) is deemed to have notice of the fact under subsection (d).

(c) A person notifies another of a fact by taking steps reasonably required to inform the other person in ordinary course, whether or not the other person knows the fact.

(d) A person is deemed to have notice of a limited liability company’s:

(1) matters included in the certificate of formation under section 201(a)(1), (a)(2), (a)(3), and (a)(4), upon filing;

(2) dissolution, 90 days after a statement of dissolution under section 707(b)(1) becomes effective;

(3) merger or conversion, 90 days after a statement of merger or statement of conversion under Article 10 becomes effective; and

(4) reinstatement, 90 days after a certificate of reinstatement under section 713 becomes effective.

(e) A member’s knowledge, notice, or receipt of a notification of a fact relating to the
limited liability company is not knowledge, notice, or receipt of a notification of a fact by the
limited liability company solely by reason of the member’s capacity as a member.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsection (b) reflects the broader view of notice as captured by Prototype Act § 1303, RUPA § 102, and RULPA § 103.

Subsection (e) clarifies that a member’s knowledge, notice, or receipt of a notification of a fact in that member’s sole capacity as a member is not imputed to the limited liability company. If the member is an agent of the company, i.e., an officer or other agent, then the notice may be imputed to the limited liability company via the law of agency. Restatement Third, Agency § 5.02(1).

SECTION 104. NATURE AND DURATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY.

(a) A limited liability company is a separate legal entity. A limited liability company's status for tax purposes shall not affect its status as a separate legal entity formed under this Act.

(b) A limited liability company has perpetual duration.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsection (a) is not modifiable by the limited liability company agreement—see section 110 (c)(1). The second sentence of subsection (a) is derived from Virginia, § 13.1-1002.

SECTION 105. POWERS AND PRIVILEGES.

(a) A limited liability company may carry on any lawful activity, whether or not for profit.

(b) A limited liability company shall possess and may exercise all the powers and privileges granted by this Act or by any other law or by its limited liability company agreement,
together with any powers incidental thereto, including those powers and privileges necessary or convenient to the conduct, promotion, or attainment of the business, purposes, or activities of the limited liability company.

(c) Without limiting the general powers enumerated in subsection (b) of this section, a limited liability company shall have the power and authority to make contracts of guaranty and suretyship and enter into interest rate, basis, currency, hedge, or other swap agreements, or cap, floor, put, call, option, exchange, or collar agreements, derivative agreements, or other agreements similar to any of the foregoing.

(d) A series established under this Act has the power and capacity, in the series' own name, to:

(1) sue and be sued;

(2) contract;

(3) hold and convey title to assets of the series, including real property, personal property, and intangible property; and

(4) grant liens and security interests in assets of the series.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Section 105(c) is derived from Delaware, § 18-106(c). The use of limited liability companies for nonprofit activities is authorized by this Act; however, as with all limited liability company acts, careful attention to drafting of the limited liability company agreement will be required to meet the tax requirements of the various taxing authorities.

If a state wants to prohibit or exclude certain activities of a limited liability company, the state should prohibit or exclude those activities in this section.

SECTION 106. GOVERNING LAW. The law of this [State] governs:

(a) the organization and internal affairs of a limited liability company;

(b) the liability of a member as a member for the debts, obligations, or other liabilities of
a limited liability company;

   (c) the authority of the members and agents of a limited liability company; and

   (d) the availability of the assets of a series or the limited liability company for the
obligations of another series or the limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsection (d) clarifies the limitation on the liability of the assets of a series from the
liability or assets of another series or from that of the limited liability company’s commonly
held assets. The scope of the internal affairs doctrine is not free from doubt and, as a result,
this section was added.

SECTION 107. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION.

   (a) It is the policy of this Act and this [State] to give maximum effect to the principles of
freedom of contract and to the enforceability of limited liability company agreements.

   (b) Unless displaced by particular provisions of this Act, the principles of law and equity
supplement this Act.

   (c) Rules that statutes in derogation of the common law are to be strictly construed shall
have no application to this Act.

   (d) Unless the context otherwise requires, as used in this Act, the singular shall include
the plural and the plural may refer to only the singular. The use of any gender shall be applicable
to all genders. The captions contained in this Act are for purposes of convenience only and shall
not control or affect the construction of this Act.

   (e) Sections 9-406 and 9-408 of the Uniform Commercial Code do not apply to any
interest in a limited liability company, including all rights, powers, and interests arising under a
limited liability company agreement or this Act. This provision prevails over sections 9-406 and
9-408 of the Uniform Commercial Code, and is expressly intended to permit the enforcement of the provisions of a limited liability company agreement that would otherwise be ineffective under sections 9-406 and 9-408 of the Uniform Commercial Code.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsections (a) through (c) are derived from Prototype Act § 1304.

Subsections (d) and (e) are derived from Delaware, § 18-1101(f) and (g). Section (e) was further derived from Virginia, § 13.1-1001.1(B).

SECTION 108. NAME.

(a) The name of a limited liability company must contain the words "limited liability company" or "limited company" or the abbreviation "L.L.C.", "LLC", "L.C.", or "LC". "Limited" may be abbreviated as "Ltd.", and "company" may be abbreviated as "Co.".

(b) The name of a limited liability company must be distinguishable on the records of the Secretary of State from:

(1) the name of each person that is not an individual and that is incorporated, organized, or authorized to conduct activities in this [State]; and

(2) each name reserved under section 109 and [cite other [State] laws allowing the reservation or registration of organization names, including fictitious or assumed name statutes].

(c) Subsection (b) shall not apply if a person files with the Secretary of State either of the following:

[(1) consent mechanism for substantially similar names]; or

(2) a certified copy of a final decree of a court of competent jurisdiction
establishing the prior right of the person to the use of the name in this [State].

(d) The name of a delinquent limited liability company or a delinquent foreign limited liability company shall, on the records of the Secretary of State, include the word "delinquent", followed by the effective date of the delinquency of the limited liability company or the foreign limited liability company, after the four-hundredth day after the effective date of its delinquency under section 702.

(e) If a foreign limited liability company’s filed statement of foreign qualification is cancelled by the filing of a statement of cancellation of foreign qualification, the name of the foreign limited liability company shall, on the records of the Secretary of State, include the words "[state] statement of foreign qualification cancelled” followed by the effective date of the statement of cancellation of foreign qualification.

(f) If a limited liability company delivers to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of dissolution, the name of the limited liability company shall, on the records of the Secretary of State, include the word "dissolved" followed by the effective date of the dissolution of the limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

To the extent that other law requires professionals, banks, or other entities or individuals to utilize certain names in the name of the limited liability company to conduct activities in a limited liability company, that other law must be followed in determining the name, but the name must nevertheless comply with section 108(a).

Subsection (d) is derived from Colorado, § 7-90-601.6.

Subsection (e) and (f) are derived from Colorado, § 7-90-601.7.
SECTION 109. RESERVATION OF NAME.

(a) A person may reserve the exclusive use of the name of a limited liability company, including a fictitious or assumed name for a foreign limited liability company whose name is not available, by delivering an application to the Secretary of State for filing. The application must state the name and address of the applicant and the name proposed to be reserved. If the Secretary of State finds that the name applied for is available, the Secretary of State must reserve that name for the applicant’s exclusive use for a 120-day period.

(b) The owner of a reserved limited liability company name may renew the reservation for successive periods of 120 days each by delivering to the Secretary of State for filing, during the 45-day period preceding the date of expiration of the reservation, a renewal application.

(c) The owner of a name reserved for a limited liability company may assign the reservation to another person by delivering to the Secretary of State for filing a signed notice of the assignment that states the name and address of the assignee.

(d) The owner of a reserved limited liability company name may terminate the name reservation by delivering to the Secretary of State for filing a signed notice of withdrawal of name reservation.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsection (b) is derived from Virginia, § 13.1013B. Subsection (d) is derived from Texas, § 5.104(2).
SECTION 110. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY AGREEMENT; SCOPE, FUNCTION, AND LIMITATIONS.

(a) Except as otherwise provided in subsections (b) and (c):

(1) the limited liability company agreement governs relations among the members as members and between the members and the limited liability company; and

(2) to the extent the limited liability company agreement does not otherwise provide for a matter described in subsection (a)(1), this Act governs the matter.

(b) (1) To the extent that, at law or in equity, a member or other person has duties (including fiduciary duties) to the limited liability company, or to another member or to another person that is a party to or is otherwise bound by a limited liability company agreement, the member's or other person's duties may be expanded or restricted or eliminated by the limited liability company agreement, but the implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing may not be eliminated.

(2) A limited liability company agreement may provide for the limitation or elimination of any and all liabilities for breach of contract and breach of duties (including fiduciary duties) of a member or other person to a limited liability company or to another member or to another person that is a party to or is otherwise bound by a limited liability company agreement, but a limited liability company agreement may not limit or eliminate liability for any act or omission that constitutes a bad faith violation of the implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing.

(3) A member or other person shall not be liable to a limited liability company or to another member or to another person that is a party to or is otherwise bound by a limited liability company agreement, or to any person who is not a party to or is not otherwise bound by a limited liability company agreement, for any act or omission that constitutes a bad faith violation of the implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
liability company agreement for breach of fiduciary duty for the member's or other person's good faith reliance on the limited liability company agreement.

(4) A limited liability company agreement may provide that:

(A) a member or assignee who fails to perform in accordance with, or to comply with the terms and conditions of, the limited liability company agreement shall be subject to specified penalties or specified consequences; and

(B) at the time or upon the happening of events specified in the limited liability company agreement, a member or assignee may be subject to specified penalties or specified consequences.

(5) A penalty or consequence that may be specified under paragraph (4) of this subsection may include and take the form of reducing or eliminating the defaulting member's or assignee’s proportionate interest in a limited liability company, subordinating the member's or assignee’s limited liability company interest to that of nondefaulting members or assignees, forcing a sale of that limited liability company interest, forfeiting the defaulting member's or assignee’s limited liability company interest, the lending by other members or assignees of the amount necessary to meet the defaulting member's or assignee’s commitment, a fixing of the value of the defaulting member's or assignee’s limited liability company interest by appraisal or by formula and redemption or sale of the limited liability company interest at that value, or other penalty or consequence.

(c) A limited liability company agreement may not:

(1) vary the nature of the limited liability company as a separate legal entity under
section 104(a);

(2) vary the law applicable under section 106;

(3) restrict the rights under this Act of a person other than a member, dissociated member, or assignee;

(4) vary the power of the court under section 204;

(5) eliminate the implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing as provided under section 110(b)(1);

(6) eliminate or limit the liability of a member or other person for any act or omission that constitutes a bad faith violation of the implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing as provided under section 110(b)(2);

(7) waive the requirements of section 403(a);

(8) vary the law applicable under section 405(c);

(9) reduce the limitations period specified under section 405(d) for an action commenced under other applicable law;

(10) waive the prohibition on issuance of a certificate of a limited liability company interest in bearer form under section 502(d); or

(11) waive the requirements of section 1102(b).

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsections (b)(1), (2), and (3) are derived from Delaware, § 18-1101(c), (e) and (d).

Subsection (b)(4) is derived from Delaware, §§ 18-306 and 18-502(c).

Subsection (c)(7) affirms the requirement that all contribution obligations must be set forth in writing, and that requirement may not be waived by a limited liability company agreement.
SECTION 111. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY AGREEMENT; EFFECT ON LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY AND PERSONS ADMITTED AS MEMBERS; PREFORMATION AGREEMENT.

(a) A limited liability company is bound by and may enforce the limited liability company agreement, whether or not the limited liability company has itself manifested assent to the limited liability company agreement.

(b) A person that is admitted as a member of a limited liability company becomes a party to and assents to the limited liability company agreement except as provided in section 403(a).

(c) Two or more persons intending to be the initial members of a limited liability company may make an agreement providing that upon the formation of the limited liability company the agreement will become the limited liability company agreement. One person intending to be the initial member of a limited liability company may assent to terms providing that upon the formation of the limited liability company the terms will become the limited liability company agreement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

The language specifying that a person is deemed to become a party to the limited liability company agreement upon admission as a member is intended to make clear that the member is bound by and may enforce the agreement.

SECTION 112. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY AGREEMENT; EFFECT ON THIRD PARTIES AND RELATIONSHIP TO RECORDS EFFECTIVE ON BEHALF OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY.

(a) If a limited liability company agreement provides for the manner in which it may be amended, including by requiring the approval of a person who is not a party to the limited liability company agreement, whether or not the limited liability company has manifested assent to the limited liability company agreement.
liability company agreement or the satisfaction of conditions, it may be amended only in that manner or as otherwise permitted by law (except that the approval of any person may be waived by that person and any conditions may be waived by all persons for whose benefit those conditions were intended).

(b) A limited liability company agreement may provide rights to any person, including a person who is not a party to the limited liability company agreement, to the extent set forth in the limited liability company agreement.

(c) The obligations of a limited liability company and its members to a person in the person’s capacity as an assignee or dissociated member are governed by the limited liability company agreement. An assignee and dissociated member are bound by the limited liability company agreement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
Subsection (a) is derived from Delaware, § 18-302(e).

Subsection (b) is derived from Delaware, § 18-101(7).

In connection with subsection (c), see Bauer v. Blomfield Co./Holden Joint Venture, 849 P.2d 1365 (Alaska 1993) (holding that partners owed no duty to an assignee to act in good faith and that the assignee could not challenge the payment of a large commission to a partner that eliminated income payments to the assignee).

SECTION 113. REGISTERED OFFICE AND REGISTERED AGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS.

(a) A limited liability company and a foreign limited liability company that has an effective statement of foreign qualification under section 802 must continuously maintain in this [State]:
(1) a registered office, which need not be a place of its activity in this [State]; and
(2) a registered agent for service of process.

(b) A registered agent of a limited liability company or foreign limited liability company must be an individual who is a resident of this [State] or an organization authorized to conduct activities in this [State], and the registered agent’s office must be identical with the registered office.

(c) A limited liability company or foreign limited liability company may change its registered office, its registered agent, or both by delivering to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of change setting forth:

(1) the name of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company;
(2) the street and mailing addresses of its current registered office;
(3) if the address of its registered office is to be changed, the street and mailing addresses to which the registered office is to be changed;
(4) the name of its current registered agent;
(5) if the registered agent is to be changed, the name of its successor registered agent; and
(6) that after the change or changes are made, the street and mailing addresses of its registered office and the office of the registered agent will be identical.

(d) A registered agent of a limited liability company or foreign limited liability company may change its name, its address as the address of the registered office of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company, or both by delivering to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of change setting forth:
(1) the name of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company represented by the registered agent;

(2) the street and mailing addresses of the registered office of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company as currently shown on the records of the Secretary of State;

(3) if the address of the registered office is to be changed, the street and mailing addresses to which the registered office is to be changed;

(4) the name of the registered agent of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company as currently shown on the records of the Secretary of State;

(5) if the name of the registered agent is to be changed, the new name of the registered agent;

(6) a recitation that notice of the change was given to the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company at least 10 days before the date the statement is delivered for filing; and

(7) that after the change or changes are made, the street and mailing addresses of the registered office and the office of the registered agent will be identical.

(e) A registered agent of a limited liability company or foreign limited liability company may resign as registered agent by delivering to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of resignation setting forth the name of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company and stating that the registered agent is resigning.

(f) The Secretary of State shall file a statement of resignation delivered under subsection (e) and shall mail or otherwise provide or deliver a copy of the statement of resignation to the
registered office of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company and another copy of the statement of resignation to the principal office of the limited liability company if the mailing address of the principal office appears in the records of the Secretary of State and is different from the mailing address of the registered office.

(g) An agency for service of process terminates on the earlier of:

(1) the 31st day after the Secretary of State files the statement of resignation;

(2) when a record designating a new registered agent is delivered to the Secretary of State for filing on behalf of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company and becomes effective.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

The traditional nomenclature of registered agent and registered office were maintained from the Prototype Act. Additionally, the Act drew upon RMBCA §§ 5.01 and 5.02 and Texas, § 5.203. Section 209(e) of the Act provides for the option of allowing a change of registered office or registered agent to be made in the annual report.

SECTION 114. SERVICE OF PROCESS.

(a) A registered agent appointed by a limited liability company or foreign limited liability company is a registered agent of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company for service of any process, notice, or demand required or permitted by law to be served on the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company.

(b) If a limited liability company or foreign limited liability company does not appoint or maintain a registered agent in this [State] or the registered agent cannot with reasonable diligence be found at the registered office, the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company shall be deemed to have consented to service of process by certified mail
addressed to the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company at the principal office of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company with respect to causes of action arising out of the conduct of activities in this [State].

(c) Service is effected under subsection (a) or (b) at the earliest of:

(1) the date the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company receives the process, notice, or demand;

(2) the date shown on the return receipt, if signed on behalf of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company; or

(3) five days after the process, notice, or demand is deposited with the United States Postal Service, if mailed postpaid and correctly addressed.

(d) This section does not affect the right to serve process, notice, or demand in any other manner provided by law.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is new and reflects the thought that service of process directly on the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company is superior to service of process on the [Secretary of State], who would then serve the limited liability company or the foreign limited liability company.
ARTICLE 2
FORMATION; CERTIFICATE OF FORMATION AND OTHER FILINGS

SECTION 201. FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; CERTIFICATE OF FORMATION.

(a) In order to form a limited liability company, one or more authorized persons must execute a certificate of formation and deliver it to the Secretary of State for filing. The certificate of formation shall set forth:

(1) the name of the limited liability company;
(2) the name of the limited liability company’s registered agent and the street and mailing addresses of the limited liability company’s registered office meeting the requirements of section 113;
(3) the street and mailing addresses of the limited liability company’s principal office;
(4) if applicable, a statement as provided in section 1102(b)(3); and
(5) any other matters the members determine to include in the certificate of formation.

(b) A limited liability company is formed when:

(1) a certificate of formation is filed by the Secretary of State or at any later date or time specified in the certificate of formation; and
(2) a limited liability company agreement is in effect in accordance with subsection (d).

(c) The fact that a certificate of formation is on file in the office of the Secretary of State is notice of the matters required to be included by subsections (a)(1), (a)(2), and (a)(3), and, if applicable, (a)(4), but is not notice of any other fact.
(d) A limited liability company agreement shall be entered into either before, after, or at the time of the filing of the certificate of formation and, whether entered into before, after, or at the time of the filing, may be made effective as of the filing of the certificate of formation or at any other time or date provided in the limited liability company agreement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsections (a) and (d) are derived from Delaware, § 18-201(a) and (d). Subsection (b) is new. Subsection (c) is derived from Delaware, § 18-207.

SECTION 202. AMENDMENT OR RESTATEMENT OF CERTIFICATE OF FORMATION.

(a) A certificate of formation may be amended at any time.

(b) A certificate of formation may be restated with or without amendment at any time.

(c) To amend its certificate of formation, a limited liability company must deliver to the Secretary of State for filing an amendment stating:

(1) the name of the limited liability company;

(2) the date of filing of its certificate of formation; and

(3) the changes the amendment makes to the certificate as most recently amended or restated.

(d) A restated certificate of formation must be delivered to the Secretary of State for filing in the same manner as an amendment. A restated certificate of formation must be designated as such in the heading and state in the heading or in an introductory paragraph the limited liability company’s name and the date of the filing of its certificate of formation. Any
amendment or change effected in connection with the restatement of the certificate of formation shall be subject to any other provision of this Act, not inconsistent with this section, which would apply if a separate certificate of amendment were filed to effect the amendment or change.

(e) The original certificate of formation, as theretofore amended or supplemented, shall be superseded by the restated certificate of formation and thenceforth, the restated certificate of formation, including any further amendment or changes made thereby, shall be the certificate of formation of the limited liability company, but the original effective date of formation shall remain unchanged.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

The last sentence of subsection (d) is derived from Delaware, § 18-208(e). Subsection (e) is derived from Delaware, § 18-208(d).

SECTION 203. SIGNING OF RECORDS TO BE DELIVERED FOR FILING TO SECRETARY OF STATE.

(a) A record delivered to the Secretary of State for filing pursuant to this Act must be signed as provided by this section.

(1) A limited liability company’s initial certificate of formation must be signed by at least one authorized person.

(2) A record signed on behalf of a limited liability company must be signed by a person authorized by the limited liability company.

(3) A record filed on behalf of a dissolved limited liability company that has no members must be signed by the person winding up the limited liability company’s activities
under section 708(a) or a person appointed under section 708(b) to wind up those activities.

(4) A statement of denial by a person under section 303 must be signed by that person.

(5) Any other record must be signed by the person on whose behalf the record is delivered to the Secretary of State.

(b) Any record to be filed under this Act may be signed by an agent, including an attorney-in-fact. Powers of attorney relating to the signing of the record need not be delivered to the Secretary of State.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsection (b) is a combination of the Prototype Act § 204 (c) and RULLCA § 203.

SECTION 204. SIGNING AND FILING PURSUANT TO JUDICIAL ORDER.

(a) If a person required by this Act to sign a record or deliver a record to the Secretary of State for filing under this Act does not do so, any other person that is aggrieved by that failure to sign may petition the [appropriate court] to order:

(1) the person to sign the record;

(2) the person to deliver the record to the Secretary of State for filing; or

(3) the Secretary of State to file the record unsigned.

(b) If a petitioner under subsection (a) is not the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company to whom the record pertains, the petitioner shall make the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company a party to the action. A person aggrieved under subsection (a) may seek the remedies provided in subsection (a) in a separate action.
against the person required to sign the record or as a part of any other action concerning the
limited liability company in which the person required to sign the record is made a party.

(c) A record filed unsigned pursuant to this section is effective without being signed.

[(d) A court may award reasonable expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees,
to the party or parties who prevail, in whole or in part, with respect to any claim made
under subsection (a).]

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from RULPA § 205.

Subsection (d) is an attempt to balance the rights of the parties.

SECTION 205. DELIVERY TO AND FILING OF RECORDS BY SECRETARY
OF STATE; EFFECTIVE TIME AND DATE.

(a) Each record authorized or required to be delivered to the Secretary of State for filing
under this Act shall:

(1) contain all information required by the law of this [State] to be contained in
the record but, unless otherwise provided by law, shall not contain other information;

(2) be on or in a medium acceptable to the Secretary of State and from which the
Secretary of State may create a record that contains all of the information stated in the record.
The Secretary of State may require that the record be delivered by any one or more means or on
or in any one or more media acceptable to the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State is not
required to file a record that is not delivered by a means and in a medium that complies with the
requirements then established by the Secretary of State for the delivery and filing of records. If
the Secretary of State permits a record to be delivered on paper, the record shall be typewritten or
machine printed, and the Secretary of State may impose reasonable requirements upon the dimensions, legibility, quality, and color of the paper and typewriting or printing and upon the format and other attributes of any record that is delivered electronically. The Secretary of State shall, at the earliest practicable time, allow for the delivery of a record for filing to be accomplished electronically, without the necessity for the delivery of a physical original record or the image thereof, if all required information is delivered and is readily retrievable from the data delivered. If the delivery of a record for filing is required to be accomplished electronically, that record shall not be accompanied by any physical record unless the Secretary of State permits that accompaniment.

(3) be in English. A person’s name set forth in the record need not be in English if expressed in English letters or Arabic or Roman numerals. Records of a foreign person need not be in English if accompanied by a reasonably authenticated English translation.

(4) be delivered to the Secretary of State for filing and be accompanied by all required fees and penalties.

(b) Unless the Secretary of State determines that a record does not comply with the filing requirements of this Act, the Secretary of State shall file the record and:

(1) for a statement of denial, send a copy of the filed statement and a receipt for the fees to the person on whose behalf the statement was delivered for filing and to the limited liability company;

(2) for all other records, send a copy of the filed record and a receipt for the fees to the person on whose behalf the record was filed.

(c) Upon request and payment of the requisite fee, the Secretary of State shall send to the
requester a certified copy of a requested record.

(d) Except as otherwise provided in sections 113(f) and 206, a record delivered to the Secretary of State for filing under this Act may specify an effective time and a delayed effective date. Subject to sections 113(f) and 206, a record filed by the Secretary of State is effective:

(1) if the record does not specify an effective time and does not specify a delayed effective date, on the date and at the time the record is filed as evidenced by the Secretary of State’s endorsement of the date and time on the record;

(2) if the record specifies an effective time but not a delayed effective date, on the date the record is filed at the time specified in the record;

(3) if the record specifies a delayed effective date but not an effective time, at 12:01 a.m. on the earlier of:

   (A) the specified date; or
   
   (B) the 90th day after the record is filed; or

(4) if the record specifies an effective time and a delayed effective date, at the specified time on the earlier of:

   (A) the specified date; or
   
   (B) the 90th day after the record is filed.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Colorado, § 7-90-301.

SECTION 206. CORRECTING FILED RECORD.

(a) A limited liability company or foreign limited liability company may deliver to the
Secretary of State for filing a statement of correction to correct a record previously delivered by the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company to the Secretary of State and filed by the Secretary of State if at the time of filing the record contained [incorrect or inaccurate] information or was defectively signed.

(b) A statement of correction under subsection (a) may not state a delayed effective date and must:

(1) describe the record to be corrected, including its filing date, or attach a copy of the record as filed;

[(2) specify the incorrect information or the defect in the signing;]

OR

[(2) specify the inaccurate information or the defect in the signing; and]

(3) correct the [incorrect or inaccurate] information or defective signature.

(c) When filed by the Secretary of State, a statement of correction is effective retroactively as of the effective date of the record the statement corrects, but the statement is effective when filed as to persons that previously relied on the uncorrected record and would be adversely affected by the [correction] [retroactive effect].

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Section 206 is derived from RULLCA § 206.

SECTION 207. LIABILITY FOR INCORRECT OR INACCURATE INFORMATION IN FILED RECORD.

(a) A person who signs a record authorized or required to be filed under this Act thereby
affirms under the penalties of perjury [in the third degree (false swearing)] that the facts stated in the record are true [in all material respects].

(b) If a record delivered to the Secretary of State for filing under this Act and filed by the Secretary of State contains [incorrect or inaccurate] information, a person that suffers a loss by reasonable reliance on the information may recover damages for the loss from a person that signed the record, or caused another to sign it on the person’s behalf, and knew the information to be [incorrect or inaccurate] at the time the record was signed.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Section 207 is new and is a combination of provisions from a number of acts.

SECTION 208. CERTIFICATE OF EXISTENCE OR QUALIFICATION.

(a) The Secretary of State, upon request and payment of the requisite fee, shall furnish to any person a certificate of existence for a limited liability company if the records filed in the office of the Secretary of State show that the limited liability company has been formed under the laws of this [State]. A certificate of existence must state:

(1) the limited liability company’s name;

(2) that the limited liability company was formed under the laws of this [State] and the date of formation;

(3) that all fees, taxes, and penalties owed to this [State] have been paid in full, if:

   (i) payment is reflected in the records of the Secretary of State, and

   (ii) nonpayment affects the existence of the limited liability company;

(4) whether the limited liability company’s most recent annual report required by
section 209 has been filed by the Secretary of State;

(5) whether the Secretary of State has determined that the limited liability company is delinquent;

(6) whether the limited liability company has delivered to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of dissolution;

(7) whether the limited liability company has delivered to the Secretary of State for filing a certificate of reinstatement; and

(8) other facts of record in the office of the Secretary of State that are specified by the person requesting the certificate.

(b) The Secretary of State, upon request and payment of the requisite fee, shall furnish to any person a certificate of qualification for a foreign limited liability company if the records filed in the office of the Secretary of State show that the Secretary of State has filed a statement of foreign qualification, has not revoked the statement of foreign qualification, and has not filed a statement of cancellation of foreign qualification. A certificate of qualification must state:

(1) the foreign limited liability company’s name and any alternate name adopted under section 804(a) for use in this [State];

(2) that the foreign limited liability company is authorized to conduct activities in this [State];

(3) that all fees, taxes, and penalties owed to this [State] have been paid in full, if:

(A) payment is reflected in the records of the Secretary of State, and

(B) nonpayment affects the statement of foreign qualification of the foreign limited liability company;
(4) whether the foreign limited liability company’s most recent annual report required by section 209 has been filed by the Secretary of State;

(5) that the Secretary of State has not revoked the foreign limited liability company’s statement of foreign qualification;

(6) that the Secretary of State has not filed a statement of cancellation of foreign qualification;

(7) that the Secretary of State has not determined that the foreign limited liability company is delinquent; and

(8) other facts of record in the office of the Secretary of State that are specified by the person requesting the certificate.

(c) Subject to any qualification stated in the certificate, a certificate of existence or certificate of qualification issued by the Secretary of State is conclusive evidence that the limited liability company is in existence or the foreign limited liability company is authorized to conduct activities in this [State].

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Section 208 is derived from RULLCA § 208.

SECTION 209. ANNUAL REPORT FOR SECRETARY OF STATE.

(a) Each year, a limited liability company or a foreign limited liability company authorized to conduct activities in this [State] shall deliver to the Secretary of State for filing a report that states:

(1) the name of the limited liability company or the foreign limited liability company’s most recent annual report required by section 209 has been filed by the Secretary of State;
company;

(2) the street and mailing addresses of the limited liability company’s or the foreign limited liability company’s registered office and the name of its registered agent at that office in this [State];

(3) the street and mailing addresses of the limited liability company’s or foreign limited liability company’s principal office; and

(4) in the case of a foreign limited liability company, the [State] or other jurisdiction under whose law the foreign limited liability company is formed and any alternate name adopted under section 804.

(b) Information in an annual report under this section must be current as of the date the report is delivered to the Secretary of State for filing.

(c) The first annual report under this section must be delivered to the Secretary of State between [January 1 and April 1] of the year following the calendar year in which a limited liability company was formed or a foreign limited liability company delivered its statement of foreign qualification to the Secretary of State for filing. A report must be delivered to the Secretary of State between [January 1 and April 1] of each subsequent calendar year.

(d) If an annual report under this section does not contain the information required in subsection (a), the Secretary of State shall promptly notify the reporting limited liability company or foreign limited liability company and return the report to it for correction. If the report is corrected to contain the information required in subsection (a) and delivered to the Secretary of State within 30 days after the effective date of the notice, it is timely delivered.

[(e) If an annual report under this section contains an address of a registered office]
or the name of a registered agent that differs from the information shown in the records of the Secretary of State immediately before the annual report becomes effective, the differing information in the annual report is considered a statement of change under section 113.]

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Section 209 is derived from RULLCA § 209.
ARTICLE 3

RELATIONS OF MEMBERS

TO PERSONS DEALING WITH LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

SECTION 301. POWER TO BIND LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY. No person shall have the power to bind the limited liability company, or a series thereof, except:

(a) to the extent the person is authorized to act as the agent of the limited liability company or a series thereof under or pursuant to the limited liability company agreement;

(b) to the extent the person is authorized to act as the agent of the limited liability company or a series thereof pursuant to section 406;

(c) to the extent provided in section 302; or

(d) to the extent provided by law other than this Act.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is new. Nothing in this Act is intended to create any power to bind beyond what is possible under agency law. Theoretically, silence should accomplish the same result as the statements in this section, but the explicit provisions are included to make clear the difference between the approach taken in this Act and the approach taken in the Prototype Act.

SECTION 302. STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY.

(a) A limited liability company, on behalf of itself or a series thereof, may deliver to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of authority. The statement:

(1) must include the name of the limited liability company;

(2) may state the authority of a specific person, or, with respect to any position that exists in or with respect to the limited liability company or series thereof, of all persons
holding the position, to enter into transactions on behalf of the limited liability company or series thereof.

(b) To amend or cancel a statement of authority filed by the Secretary of State, a limited liability company, on behalf of itself or a series thereof, must deliver to the Secretary of State for filing an amendment or cancellation stating:

(1) the name of the limited liability company;
(2) the date the statement was filed; and
(3) the contents of the amendment or a declaration that the statement being affected is canceled.

(c) An effective statement of authority is conclusive in favor of a person that gives value in reliance on the statement, except to the extent that when the person gives value the person has knowledge to the contrary.

(d) Upon filing, a statement of dissolution filed pursuant to section 707(b)(1) operates as a cancellation, under subsection (b) of this section, of each statement of authority.

(e) After a statement of dissolution becomes effective, a limited liability company may, on behalf of itself or a series thereof, deliver to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of authority that is designated as a post-dissolution statement of authority.

(f) Upon filing, a statement of denial filed pursuant to section 303 operates as an amendment, under subsection (b) of this section, of the statement of authority to which the statement of denial pertains.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Section 302 is new and is based on concepts provided in other acts. Although
provisions for a statement of authority or denial were not deemed necessary, the Act provides for these statements to accommodate those in the real estate area who believe the availability of these statements, and a party’s ability to rely on them, in real estate transactions is desirable.

SECTION 303. STATEMENT OF DENIAL. A person named in a filed statement of authority may deliver to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of denial that:

(a) states the name of the limited liability company and the date of filing of the statement of authority to which the statement of denial pertains; and

(b) denies the person’s authority.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is not necessary if the concept of statements in section 302 is not retained. Section 303 is derived from RULLCA § 303.

SECTION 304. LIABILITY OF MEMBERS TO THIRD PARTIES. A person who is a member of a limited liability company is not liable, solely by reason of being a member, for a debt, obligation, or liability of the limited liability company or a series thereof, whether arising in contract, tort, or otherwise or for the acts or omissions of any other member, agent, or employee of the limited liability company or a series thereof.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is derived from Prototype Act § 304.
This section sets forth one of the major characteristics of the limited liability company--a member, as such, is not liable for the debts and obligations of the limited liability company or for the conduct of managers, employees, agents, or members of the limited liability company. Virginia, § 13.1-1019 is consistent.

This section is not intended to relieve a member from liability arising out of the member's own acts or omissions to the extent those acts or omissions would be actionable,
either in contract or in tort, against the member if the member were acting in his individual capacity. For instance, a member may become liable in contract to a third party creditor of the limited liability company through a guarantee or similar arrangement. Accordingly, with respect to a member’s liability for the debts and obligations of the limited liability company, a member is analogous to a limited partner or a stockholder.

This section does not address the liability of a limited liability company’s agent for the debts and obligations of the limited liability company because, like a corporate officer, a limited liability company’s agent serves only as an agent of the limited liability company. Consequently, as a general rule, there should be no grounds for imposing liability on the limited liability company’s agents. See Restatement Third, Agency § 6.01.

Note, by comparison, that members' liability under Article 4 for failure to make agreed contributions and for wrongful distributions is to the limited liability company, rather than to creditors.
ARTICLE 4
RELATIONS OF MEMBERS TO EACH OTHER AND TO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

SECTION 401. ADMISSION OF A MEMBER.

(a) In connection with the formation of a limited liability company, a person is admitted as a member of the limited liability company upon the later to occur of:

   (1) the formation of the limited liability company; or

   (2) the time provided in and upon compliance with the limited liability company agreement or, if the limited liability company agreement does not provide, when the person’s admission is reflected in the records of the limited liability company.

(b) After formation of a limited liability company, a person is admitted as a member of the limited liability company:

   (1) as provided in the limited liability company agreement;

   (2) as the result of a transaction effective under Article 10;

   (3) with the consent of all the members; or

   (4) if, within 90 consecutive days after the occurrence of the dissociation of the last remaining member:

      (A) all holders of the limited liability company interest last assigned by the last person to have been a member consent to the designation of a person to be admitted as a member; and

      (B) the designated person consents to be admitted as a member effective
as of the date the last person to have been a member ceased to be a member.

(c) A person may be admitted as a member without acquiring a limited liability company interest and without making or being obligated to make a contribution to the limited liability company. A person may be admitted as the sole member without acquiring a limited liability company interest and without making or being obligated to make a contribution to the limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
Subsection (a) is derived from Delaware, § 18-301(a).
Subsection (b) is derived from RULLCA § 401(d).
Subsection (c) is derived from Delaware, § 18-301(d).

SECTION 402. FORM OF CONTRIBUTION. A contribution of a member to a limited liability company, or a series thereof, may consist of cash, property, services rendered, or a promissory note or other obligation to contribute cash or property or to perform services.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is derived from Delaware, § 18-501.

SECTION 403. LIABILITY FOR CONTRIBUTIONS.

(a) A promise by a member to make a contribution to a limited liability company, or a series thereof, is not enforceable unless set forth in a writing signed by the member.

(b) A member’s obligation to make a contribution to a limited liability company, or a series thereof, is not excused by the member’s death, disability, or other inability to perform personally. If a member does not make a contribution required by an enforceable promise, the member or the member’s estate is obligated, at the election of the limited liability company, or
series thereof, to contribute money equal to the value of the portion of the contribution that has
not been made. The foregoing election shall be in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other rights,
including the right to specific performance, that the limited liability company, or series thereof,
may have under the limited liability company agreement or applicable law.

   (c) (1) The obligation of a member to make a contribution to a limited liability company
may be compromised only by consent of all the members. A conditional obligation of a member
to make a contribution to a limited liability company may not be enforced unless the conditions
of the obligation have been satisfied or waived as to or by that member. Conditional obligations
include contributions payable upon a discretionary call of a limited liability company before the
time the call occurs.

   (2) The obligation of a member associated with a series to make a contribution to the
series may be compromised only by consent of all the members associated with that series. A
conditional obligation of a member to make a contribution to a series may not be enforced unless
the conditions of the obligation have been satisfied or waived as to or by that member. Conditional obligations include contributions payable upon a discretionary call of that series
before the time the call occurs.

   (3) Subsection (c)(1) shall not apply to a member’s obligation to make a contribution to a
series of a limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsection (a) is derived from Prototype Act § 502(A).

Subsection (b) is a combination of RULLCA 403(a) and Prototype Act § 502(B) and
(C) as well as new provisions.

Subsection (c)(1) is derived from Delaware, § 18-502(b).
Subsection (c)(2) is new, but reflects subsection (c)(1).

SECTION 404. SHARING OF AND RIGHT TO DISTRIBUTIONS.

(a) (1) All members shall share equally in any distributions made by a limited liability company before its dissolution and winding up.

(2) A member has a right to a distribution before the dissolution and winding up of a limited liability company as provided in the limited liability company agreement. A decision to make a distribution before the dissolution and winding up of the limited liability company is a decision in the ordinary course of activities of the limited liability company. A member’s dissociation does not entitle the dissociated member to a distribution.

(3) A member does not have a right to demand and receive a distribution from a limited liability company in any form other than money. Except as otherwise provided in section 711(c), a limited liability company may distribute an asset in kind if each member receives a percentage of the asset in proportion to the member’s share of distributions.

(4) If a member becomes entitled to receive a distribution, the member has the status of, and is entitled to all remedies available to, a creditor of the limited liability company with respect to the distribution.

(b) (1) All members associated with a series shall share equally in any distributions made by the series before its dissolution and winding up.

(2) A member associated with a series has a right to a distribution before the dissolution and winding up of the series as provided in the limited liability company agreement. A decision of the series to make a distribution before the dissolution and winding up of the series is a decision in the ordinary course of activities of the series. A member’s dissociation from a
series with which the member is associated does not entitle the dissociated member to a distribution from the series.

(3) A member associated with a series does not have a right to demand and receive a distribution from the series in any form other than money. Except as otherwise provided in section 1114(c), a series may distribute an asset in kind if each member associated with the series receives a percentage of the asset in proportion to the member’s share of distributions from the series.

(4) If a member associated with a series becomes entitled to receive a distribution from the series, the member has the status of, and is entitled to all remedies available to, a creditor of the series with respect to the distribution.

(c) Subsection (a) shall not apply to a distribution made by a series.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsection 404(a) is derived from RULLCA § 404.

Subsection 404(a)(2) clarifies that the decision to make a distribution before dissolution is a decision in the ordinary course.

Subsection 404(b) is new, but reflects subsection 404(a).

Distributions made pursuant to this section are subject to outstanding charging orders under section 503.

SECTION 405. LIMITATION ON DISTRIBUTION AND LIABILITY FOR IMPROPER DISTRIBUTION.

(a) (1) A limited liability company shall not make a distribution to a member to the extent that at the time of the distribution, after giving effect to the distribution, all liabilities of the limited liability company, other than liabilities to members on account of their limited
liability company interests and liabilities for which the recourse of creditors is limited to specific property of the limited liability company, exceed the fair value of the assets of the limited liability company, except that the fair value of the property that is subject to a liability for which recourse of creditors is limited shall be included in the assets of the limited liability company only to the extent that the fair value of the property exceeds that liability.

(2) A member who receives a distribution in violation of subsection (a)(1) or the limited liability company agreement, and who knew at the time of the distribution that the distribution violated subsection (a)(1) or the limited liability company agreement, shall be liable to the limited liability company for the amount of the distribution. A member who receives a distribution in violation of subsection (a)(1) or the limited liability company agreement, and who did not know at the time of the distribution that the distribution violated subsection (a)(1) or the limited liability company agreement, shall not be liable for the amount of the distribution.

(b) (1) A series shall not make a distribution to a member associated with the series to the extent that at the time of the distribution, after giving effect to the distribution, all liabilities of the series, other than liabilities to members associated with the series on account of their limited liability company interests and liabilities for which the recourse of creditors is limited to specific property of the series, exceed the fair value of the assets of the series, except that the fair value of the property that is subject to a liability for which recourse of creditors is limited shall be included in the assets of the series only to the extent that the fair value of the property exceeds that liability.

(2) A member associated with a series who receives a distribution in violation of subsection (b)(1) or the limited liability company agreement, and who knew at the time of the
distribution that the distribution violated subsection (b)(1) or the limited liability company agreement, shall be liable to that series for the amount of the distribution. A member associated with a series who receives a distribution in violation of subsection (b)(1) or the limited liability company agreement, and who did not know at the time of the distribution that the distribution violated subsection (b)(1) or the limited liability company agreement, shall not be liable for the amount of the distribution.

(3) Subsection (a) shall not apply to a distribution made by a series.

(c) Except as provided in subsection (d) of this section, this section shall not affect any obligation or liability of a member under other applicable law for the amount of a distribution.

(d) An action under this section or other applicable law is barred if not commenced within [two] years after the distribution.

(e) For purposes of sections 405(a) and 405(b), "distribution" does not include amounts constituting reasonable compensation for present or past services or reasonable payments made in the ordinary course of business under a bona fide retirement plan or other benefits program.

(f) This section shall not apply to distributions made in accordance with section 711.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsections 405(a)(1) and (e) are derived from Delaware, § 18-607(a), and subsection 405(a)(2) is derived from Delaware, § 18-607(b). Subsection 405(b) is new, but reflects subsection 405(a).

Section 405 avoids imposing liability based on authorization or consent to a distribution. This section (with the exception of subsection (d)) does not alter fraudulent transfer statutes and other applicable laws.

Subsection (d), like the limited liability company acts of a number of states, including Delaware, § 18-607, provides for a statute of limitations that applies to a claw back under this section or “other applicable law,” e.g., fraudulent transfer statutes. Conflict of laws principles may impact a court’s analysis of the applicable statute of limitations in a fraudulent transfer action brought in a state other than the state adopting the Act. See In re

Subsection (f) is derived from RMBCA § 6.40(h).

SECTION 406. ACTIVITIES AND AFFAIRS OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OR SERIES.

(a) (1) The activities and affairs of the limited liability company shall be under the direction, and subject to the oversight, of its members.

(2) The activities and affairs of a series shall be under the direction, and subject to the oversight, of the members associated with the series.

(3) Subsection (a)(1) shall not apply to the activities and affairs of a series.

(b) (1) Except as provided in subsection (c), a matter in the ordinary course of activities of the limited liability company may be decided by a majority of the members.

(2) Except as provided in subsection (c), a matter in the ordinary course of activities of a series may be decided by a majority of the members associated with the series.

(3) Subsection (b)(1) shall not apply to matters of a series.

(c) (1) The consent of all members is required to:

(A) amend the limited liability company agreement;

(B) file a petition of the limited liability company for relief under Title 11 of the United States Code, or a successor statute of general application, or a comparable federal, state, or foreign law governing insolvency;

(C) undertake any act outside the ordinary course of the limited liability company’s activities; and

(D) undertake, authorize, or approve any other act or matter for which this Act
requires the consent of all members.

(2) The consent of all members associated with a series is required to:

(A) undertake any act outside the ordinary course of the series’ activities; and

(B) undertake, authorize, or approve any other act or matter for which this Act requires the consent of all the members associated with a series.

(d) Any matter requiring the consent of members may be decided without a meeting, and a member may appoint a proxy or other agent to consent or otherwise act for the member by signing an appointing record, personally or by the member’s agent.

(e) This Act does not entitle a member to remuneration for services performed for a limited liability company, except for reasonable compensation for services rendered in winding up the activities of the limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Section 406 is new. Decision making is the focus of this section rather than agency power. Agency power will result from action of the decision makers. Language from the partnership context that arguably implies each member is an agent with authority to act in the absence of reason to know of a disagreement has been avoided.

SECTION 407. INDEMNIFICATION, ADVANCEMENT, REIMBURSEMENT, AND INSURANCE.

A limited liability company, or a series thereof, may indemnify and hold harmless a member or other person, pay in advance or reimburse expenses incurred by a member or other person, and purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of a member or other person.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from the Texas, § 101.402.
SECTION 408. RIGHT OF MEMBERS AND DISSOCIATED MEMBERS TO INFORMATION.

(a) On [ten] days’ notice made in a record received by a limited liability company, a member may inspect and copy during regular business hours, at a reasonable location specified by the limited liability company, any record maintained by the limited liability company, to the extent the information is material to the member’s rights and duties under the limited liability company agreement or this Act.

(b) On [thirty] days’ notice made in a record received by a limited liability company, a dissociated member may inspect and copy, during regular business hours, at a reasonable location specified by the limited liability company, any record maintained by the limited liability company, to the extent the information pertains to the period during which the person was a member, was material to the person’s rights and duties under the limited liability company agreement or this Act when the person was a member, and the person seeks the information in good faith.

(c) A limited liability company may charge a person that makes a demand under this section the reasonable costs of labor and material for copying.

(d) A member or dissociated member may exercise rights under this section through an agent or, in the case of an individual under legal disability, a legal representative. Any restriction or condition imposed by the limited liability company agreement or under subsection (f) applies both to the agent or legal representative and the member or dissociated member.

(e) The rights under this section do not extend to an assignee.
(f) In addition to any restriction or condition stated in its limited liability company agreement, a limited liability company, as a matter within the ordinary course of its activities, may:

(1) impose reasonable restrictions and conditions on access to and use of information to be furnished under this section, including designating information confidential and imposing nondisclosure and safeguarding obligations on the recipient; and

(2) keep confidential from the members and any other persons, for such period of time as the limited liability company deems reasonable, any information that the limited liability company reasonably believes to be in the nature of trade secrets or other information the disclosure of which the limited liability company in good faith believes is not in the best interest of the limited liability company or could damage the limited liability company or its activities, or that the limited liability company is required by law or by agreement with a third party to keep confidential.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
Subsections (a) and (b) are new.

Subsections (c), (d), (e), and (f) are derived from RULLCA § 410(d), (e), (f), and (g).

SECTION 409. RELIANCE ON REPORTS AND INFORMATION.

A member of a limited liability company shall be fully protected in relying in good faith upon the records of the limited liability company and upon information, opinions, reports, or statements presented by another member or agent of the limited liability company, or by any other person as to matters the member reasonably believes are within that other person's
professional or expert competence, including information, opinions, reports, or statements as to the value and amount of the assets, liabilities, profits, or losses of the limited liability company or a series thereof, or the value and amount of assets or reserves or contracts, agreements, or other undertakings that would be sufficient to pay claims and obligations of the limited liability company, or series thereof, or to make reasonable provision to pay those claims and obligations, or any other facts pertinent to the existence and amount of assets from which distributions to members or creditors might properly be paid.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Delaware, § 18-406.
ARTICLE 5
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INTERESTS AND RIGHTS OF ASSIGNEES AND CREDITORS

SECTION 501. MEMBER’S LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INTEREST.

The only interest of a member that is assignable is the member’s limited liability company interest. A limited liability company interest is personal property.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Prototype Act § 703 and RULLCA § 501.

This Act does not include Prototype Act § 701, which provided that "[p]roperty transferred to or otherwise acquired by a limited liability company is property of the limited liability company and not of the members individually.” This language was determined to be unnecessary in the current Act based on the general state of the law of limited liability companies in which it is the common understanding that a limited liability company is an entity and its properties are not owned by its members.

The member's "limited liability company interest" is defined in section 102(15) to mean only the members' financial rights --that is, the member’s right to receive distributions. The member's "limited liability company interest" differs from the member’s broader rights in the limited liability company. A member has both certain governance rights to participate in management and control and financial rights to receive distributions. In order to clarify the rights of members, assignees, creditors, and heirs, the statute defines what a member conveys by assignment in the absence of a contrary agreement. The most important differences between members’ rights and their "limited liability company interests" are that the latter do not include the rights to participate in decision making and to inspect the books and records of the limited liability company.

Whether a "limited liability company interest" pledged as security is governed by Article 8 or Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code depends on the rules stated in those Articles. However, section 107(e) provides that §§ 9-406 and 9-408 of the Uniform Commercial Code do not apply to an interest in a limited liability company, including all rights, powers, and interests assigned under a limited liability company agreement.
SECTION 502. ASSIGNMENT OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INTEREST.

(a) An assignment, in whole or in part, of a limited liability company interest:

(1) is permissible;

(2) (A) does not by itself cause a member to cease to be a member of the limited liability company; and

(B) does not by itself cause a member to cease to be associated with a series of the limited liability company;

(3) does not by itself cause a dissolution and winding up of the limited liability company, or a series thereof; and

(4) subject to section 504, does not entitle the assignee to:

(A) participate in the management or conduct of the activities of the limited liability company, or series thereof; or

(B) have access to records or other information concerning the activities of the limited liability company, or a series thereof.

(b) An assignee has the right to receive, in accordance with the assignment, distributions to which the assignor would otherwise be entitled.

(c) A limited liability company interest may be evidenced by a certificate of limited liability company interest issued by the limited liability company, or a series thereof. A limited liability company agreement may provide for the assignment of the limited liability company interest represented by the certificate and make other provisions with respect to the certificate.
(d) A limited liability company, or a series thereof, shall not issue a certificate of limited liability company interest in bearer form.

(e) A limited liability company, or a series thereof, need not give effect to an assignee’s rights under this section until the limited liability company, or a series thereof, has notice of the assignment.

(f) Except as otherwise provided in sections 602(d)(2), 602(k), and 602(l), when a member assigns a limited liability company interest, the assignor retains the rights of a member other than the right to distributions assigned and retains all duties and obligations of a member.

(g) When a member assigns a limited liability company interest to a person that is admitted as a member with respect to the assigned interest, the assignee is liable for the member’s obligations under sections 403, 405(a)(2), and 405(b)(2) to the extent that the obligations are known to the assignee when the assignee voluntarily accepts admission as a member.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Prototype Act § 704 and RULLCA § 502.

Subsection (a). Unlike a corporate shareholder, as a default rule, a limited liability company member can freely assign only financial rights. Because an assignment of a limited liability company interest assigns only financial rights, it follows that an assignment does not constitute a change in membership. Subsection (a)(4) is intended to deny assignees of limited liability company interests not only voting and decisional rights, but also rights to information. Some limited liability companies may want to give assignees a right to compel winding up to prevent them from being completely locked in, and information rights required for federal and state income tax purposes and to protect them from unfair dealing by the members.

Subsection (b). The Act does not specifically define the "distributions" to which assignees have a right. An assignee would probably expect to receive, in the absence of contrary agreement, a financial interest equal to that of the assignor, including the assignor’s unreturned capital contribution, if any, and residual claim to the assets of the limited liability company after all fixed claims, including debts to members, have been paid. It does not include rights the member has other than on account of the member’s capital investment, such as repayment of loans, indemnification, and accrued salaries.
Subsection (c). This section is a combination of Delaware, § 18-702(c) and Prototype Act § 704(B). Even without this provision, there is arguably no statutory impediment to issuing certificates. Issuing certificates may facilitate the assignment of limited liability company interests and certification may, therefore, be a desirable feature for many limited liability companies; however, the use of certificates can raise issues relating to Article 8 of the Uniform Commercial Code.

Subsection (f). Under this subsection, the assignor retains decisional authority and information rights notwithstanding the assignment. However, under § 602(d)(2) of the Act, the remaining members have the right to expel a member who has assigned all of the member’s interest.

Subsection (g). This subsection clarifies a point that was not explicitly addressed in the Prototype Act and limited liability company statutes based on it, i.e., that an assignee of a limited liability company interest does not have any of the obligations of a member until the assignee is admitted as a member voluntarily, at which point, the assignee acquires obligations as well as rights of membership known to the assignee at the time the assignee voluntarily became a member. This section clarifies that liabilities may not be involuntarily imposed on an assignee by effecting the assignee’s admission as a member without the assignee’s consent.

SECTION 503. CHARGING ORDER.

(a) On application to a court of competent jurisdiction by any judgment creditor of a member or assignee, the court may charge the limited liability company interest of the judgment debtor with payment of the unsatisfied amount of the judgment with interest. To the extent so charged and after the limited liability company has been served with the charging order, the judgment creditor has only the right to receive any distribution or distributions to which the judgment debtor would otherwise be entitled in respect of the limited liability company interest.

(b) After being served with a charging order, the limited liability company shall be entitled to pay to or deposit with the clerk of the court so issuing the charging order any distribution or distributions to which the judgment debtor would otherwise be entitled in respect of the charged limited liability company interest, and the payment or deposit shall discharge the limited liability company and the judgment debtor from liability for the amount so paid or
deposited and any interest that might accrue thereon. Upon receipt of the payment or deposit, the clerk of the court shall notify the judgment creditor of the receipt of the payment or deposit. The judgment creditor shall, after any payment or deposit into the court, petition the court for payment of so much of the amount paid or deposited as may be necessary to pay the judgment creditor’s judgment. To the extent the court has excess amounts paid or deposited on hand after the payment to the judgment creditor, the excess amounts paid or deposited shall be distributed to the judgment debtor, and the charging order shall be extinguished. The court may, in its discretion, order the clerk to deposit, pending the judgment creditor’s petition, any money paid or deposited with the clerk, in an interest bearing account at a bank authorized to receive deposits of public funds.

(c) A charging order constitutes a lien on the judgment debtor’s limited liability company interest.

(d) Subject to paragraph (c) of this section:

(1) a judgment debtor that is a member retains the rights of a member and remains subject to all duties and obligations of a member; and

(2) a judgment debtor that is an assignee retains the rights of an assignee and remains subject to all duties and obligations of an assignee.

(e) This Act does not deprive any member or assignee of the benefit of any exemption laws applicable to the member’s or assignee’s limited liability company interest.

(f) This section provides the exclusive remedy by which a judgment creditor of a member or assignee may satisfy a judgment out of the judgment debtor’s limited liability company interest, and the judgment creditor shall have no right to foreclose, under this Act or any other
law, upon the charging order, the charging order lien, or the judgment debtor’s limited liability company interest. A judgment creditor of a member or assignee has no right to obtain possession of, or otherwise exercise legal or equitable remedies with respect to, the property of a limited liability company. Court orders for actions or requests for accounts and inquiries that the judgment debtor might have made are not available to a judgment creditor attempting to satisfy the judgment out of the judgment debtor's limited liability company interest and may not be ordered by a court.

**Revised Prototype Act Comment**

This section provides that unsecured creditors can obtain from a court a "charging order," which is similar to an attachment or garnishment, against the member's limited liability company interest. Under this section, the charging order is available to judgment creditors of members or assignees. This is a change from Prototype Act § 705, which did not provide for the judgment creditor of an assignee to obtain a charging order against an assignee's limited liability company interest. A charging order is not available to a party with rights against a member or assignee other than a judgment creditor. The phrase "judgment debtor" encompasses both members and assignees. This section attempts to balance the needs of the judgment creditor, the judgment debtor, and the limited liability company. The section achieves that balance by allowing the judgment creditor to collect on the judgment through the limited liability company interest of the judgment debtor while prohibiting interference in the management and activities of the limited liability company. Further, this section provides for a payment mechanism that is intended to protect all parties.

Subsection (a). The Prototype Act provided the judgment creditor with the same rights as an assignee, and the scope of these rights may not be entirely clear. The language in this Act provides the judgment creditor with one specific right. That right is the right to receive any distribution that the judgment debtor would have received, but only after the limited liability company has been served with the charging order. This change was made in an effort to define what the judgment creditor was entitled to receive from the limited liability company and to protect the limited liability company from unknown charging orders.

Subsection (b). This provision provides a method for the limited liability company to pay a distribution that is subject to a charging order to the court. A payment pursuant to this subsection discharges the limited liability company and the judgment debtor to the extent of the payment. Because the judgment creditor may have a number of sources for the payment of its judgment, this subsection provides a mechanism to protect the limited liability company, the judgment debtor, and the judgment creditor in the event a distribution exceeds the amount then owed to the judgment creditor. The judgment creditor has no say in the timing or amount of the distributions. The charging order does not entitle the judgment creditor to accelerate any distributions or otherwise to interfere with the management and activities of the limited liability company.
Subsection (c). This provision provides the judgment creditor with a lien for purposes of the Uniform Commercial Code, the Bankruptcy Code, and general creditor rights laws; however, the lien may not be foreclosed upon. This lien is also important in the context of a merger, conversion, reorganization, or other assignments of limited liability company interests. In the proper circumstances, such an organic change might trigger an order under subsection (f) by the court to enforce its charging order, or might give rise to a separate cause of action against the limited liability company, the judgment debtor, or the other holders of limited liability company interests.

The priority of the lien as to other creditors will be determined under applicable law and is not addressed in this Act. The lien cannot be foreclosed upon as other liens. The limited scope of the remedy provided under this Act eliminates a significant number of issues presented by other statutes that attempt to provide rights of redemption and other pre- and post-foreclosure remedies. Those rights were seen as clumsy and ineffective in assisting the collection of the debt while potentially posing the threat that a judgment creditor might obtain an overly broad court order interfering with the day to day activities of the limited liability company. The inability to foreclose is expressly stated in paragraph (f) of this section.

Subsection (d). This provision clarifies that a member or assignee whose limited liability company interest has been charged does not lose any of the member’s or assignee’s rights, other than the right to receive distributions from the limited liability company to the extent of the charging order.

Subsection (e). This provision gives the judgment debtor the benefit of any exemptions applicable under state law with respect to the limited liability company interest; however, the extent of those exemptions vary from state to state.

Subsection (f). The first two sentences of this provision are derived from Texas, § 101.112 (c), (d), and (f). This provision attempts to eliminate the problems encountered by overly broad court orders. The provision was not intended, nor should it be interpreted, to prevent a court from enforcing its charging order in the event of a violation of the charging order by the judgment debtor or the limited liability company.

SECTION 504. POWER OF PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF DECEASED MEMBER.

If a member dies, the deceased member’s personal representative or other legal representative may, for purposes of settling the estate, exercise the rights of a current member under section 408.
Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Prototype Act § 707 and RULLCA § 504.

This provision differs from Prototype Act § 707 in that Prototype Act § 707 provided guardians of incompetent members information rights as well.
ARTICLE 6
MEMBER'S DISSOCIATION

SECTION 601. MEMBER'S POWER TO DISSOCIATE; WRONGFUL DISSOCIATION.

(a) A person has the power to dissociate as a member.

(b) A person’s dissociation from a limited liability company is wrongful only if:

(1) it is in breach of an express provision of the limited liability company agreement;

(2) the person is expelled as a member by judicial determination under section 602(c); or

(3) the person is dissociated by becoming a debtor in bankruptcy or making a general assignment for the benefit of creditors.

(c) A person that wrongfully dissociates as a member is liable to the limited liability company and, subject to section 901, to the other members for damages caused by the dissociation. The liability is in addition to any other debt, obligation, or liability of the member to the limited liability company or the other members.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from RUPA § 602, ULPA §§ 601 and 604, and RULLCA § 601.

SECTION 602. EVENTS CAUSING DISSOCIATION. A person is dissociated as a member from a limited liability company when:

(a) the limited liability company has notice of the person’s express will to dissociate as a
member, unless the person specifies a dissociation date later than the date the limited liability company had notice, in which case the person is dissociated as a member on that later date;

(b) an event stated in the limited liability company agreement as causing the person’s dissociation occurs;

(c) the person is expelled as a member pursuant to the limited liability company agreement;

(d) the person is expelled as a member by the unanimous consent of the other members if:

(1) it is unlawful to carry on the limited liability company’s activities with the person as a member;

(2) there has been an assignment of all of the person’s limited liability company interest other than an assignment for security purposes;

(3) the person is an organization and, within 90 days after the limited liability company notifies the person that it will be expelled as a member because the person has filed a statement of dissolution or the equivalent, or its right to conduct activities has been suspended by its jurisdiction of formation, the statement of dissolution or the equivalent has not been revoked or its right to conduct activities has not been reinstated; or

(4) the person is an organization and, within 90 days after the limited liability company notifies the person that it will be expelled as a member because the person has been dissolved and its activities are being wound up, the organization has not been reinstated or the dissolution and winding up have not been revoked or cancelled;

(e) on application by the limited liability company, the person is expelled as a member by judicial order because the person:
(1) has engaged, or is engaging, in wrongful conduct that has adversely and materially affected, or will adversely and materially affect, the limited liability company’s activities;

(2) has willfully or persistently committed, or is willfully and persistently committing, a material breach of the limited liability company agreement or the person’s duty or obligation under this Act or other applicable law; or

(3) has engaged, or is engaging, in conduct relating to the limited liability company’s activities that makes it not reasonably practicable to carry on the activities with the person as a member;

(f) in the case of a person who is an individual, the person dies, there is appointed a guardian or general conservator for the person, or there is a judicial determination that the person has otherwise become incapable of performing the person’s duties as a member under this Act or the limited liability company agreement;

(g) the person becomes a debtor in bankruptcy, executes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or seeks, consents, or acquiesces to the appointment of a trustee, receiver, or liquidator of the person or of all or substantially all of the person’s property, but this subsection (g) shall not apply to a person who is the sole remaining member of a limited liability company;

(h) in the case of a person that is a trust or is acting as a member by virtue of being a trustee of a trust, the trust’s entire limited liability company interest in the limited liability company is distributed, but not solely by reason of the substitution of a successor trustee;

(i) in the case of a person that is an estate or is acting as a member by virtue of being a personal representative of an estate, the estate’s entire limited liability company interest in the
limited liability company is distributed, but not solely by reason of the substitution of a successor personal representative;

(j) in the case of a member that is not an individual, the legal existence of the person otherwise terminates;

(k) the assignment of a member's entire remaining limited liability company interest to another member; or

(l) the assignment of a member’s entire remaining limited liability company interest to an assignee upon the assignee's becoming a member.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from RUPA § 602 and RULLCA § 602.

Subsection (a). A state might want to consider not allowing dissociation at will. In recent years, states have reduced the default rules allowing an owner of an unincorporated entity (i.e., a member or partner) to voluntarily liquidate the owner’s interest in the organization. This Act avoids having a default "put" right not by precluding the member from dissociating at will, but by limiting the consequences of dissociation to an elimination of governance rights so that the member does not have the ability, in the default, to force the limited liability company to buy back the member’s interest.

Subsection (k) is new. It is intended to clarify that the assignment of a member’s entire limited liability company interest to another member would cause a dissociation of the assigning member.

Subsection (l) is new. It is intended to clarify that the assignment of a member’s entire limited liability company interest to a person who is not a member would cause dissociation when that person becomes a member.

SECTION 603. EFFECT OF PERSON’S DISSOCIATION AS A MEMBER

(a) A person who has dissociated as a member shall have no right to participate in the activities and affairs of the limited liability company and is entitled only to receive the distributions to which that member would have been entitled if the member had not dissociated.
(b) A person’s dissociation as a member does not of itself discharge the person from any debt, obligation, or liability to a limited liability company or the other members that the person incurred while a member.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsection (a) is derived from Colorado, § 7-80-603. Unlike ULPA § 602 and RUPA § 603(b)(3), which make express references to the effect of dissociation on the partner’s duties, this Act is silent as to the effect of dissociation on the duties of a member.

If a member associated with a series is dissociated as a member of the limited liability company, section 1106(c) provides that the member is also dissociated as a member associated with a series. However, if a member associated with a series is dissociated as a member associated with the series, the member is not necessarily dissociated as a member of the limited liability company. The effects of dissociation are provided for in sections 603 and 1107.
ARTICLE 7

DELINQUENCY, DISSOLUTION, WINDING UP AND REINSTATEMENT

SECTION 701. GROUNDS FOR DELINQUENCY.

(a) A limited liability company may be declared delinquent under section 702 if:

(1) the limited liability company does not pay any fee or penalty imposed by this Act when it is due;

(2) the limited liability company does not comply with the requirements of section 209; or

(3) the limited liability company does not comply with the requirements of section 113.

(b) A foreign limited liability company may be declared delinquent under section 702 if:

(1) the foreign limited liability company does not pay any fee or penalty imposed by this Act when it is due;

(2) the foreign limited liability company does not comply with the requirements of section 209;

(3) the foreign limited liability company does not comply with the requirements of section 113;

(4) the foreign limited liability company does not deliver for filing an appropriate statement of change when necessary to make its statement of foreign qualification true in all respects; or

(5) the Secretary of State receives an authenticated certificate from the Secretary of State or other official having custody of the foreign limited liability company records in the
jurisdiction under the law of which the foreign limited liability company was formed to the effect that the limited liability company no longer exists as the result of a merger or otherwise.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Colorado, § 7-90-901.

SECTION 702. DECLARATION OF DELINQUENCY.

(a) If the Secretary of State determines that one or more grounds exist under section 701 for declaring a limited liability company or a foreign limited liability company delinquent, the Secretary of State shall deliver written notice stating those grounds to the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company at the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company’s principal office address and registered office address. The notice shall state that, if the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company does not correct each ground for declaring it delinquent or demonstrate to the reasonable satisfaction of the Secretary of State that the ground does not exist within 60 days after delivery of the notice, the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company shall be delinquent following the expiration of the 60 days.

(b) If the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company does not correct each ground identified in the notice of the Secretary of State for delinquency or demonstrate to the reasonable satisfaction of the Secretary of State that the ground does not exist within 60 days after delivery of the notice, the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company shall be delinquent following the expiration of the 60 days. Thereafter, the Secretary of State shall deliver notice of the fact of delinquency to the limited liability company or foreign limited
liability company at the principal office address and registered office address of the limited
liability company or foreign limited liability; except that failure to deliver the notice shall not
affect the fact of delinquency, and no person shall have a cause of action if the notice is not
delivered.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Colorado, § 7-90-902.

SECTION 703. EFFECT OF DELINQUENCY.

(a) A delinquent limited liability company or delinquent foreign limited liability company
may not maintain a proceeding in any court in this [State] for the collection of its debts until it
has cured its delinquency pursuant to section 704 (a), (b), or (c).

(b) A court may stay a proceeding commenced by a limited liability company or foreign
limited liability company until it determines whether the limited liability company or foreign
limited liability company is delinquent. If the court determines that the limited liability company
or foreign limited liability company is delinquent, it may further stay the proceeding until the
limited liability company or foreign limited liability company cures its delinquency pursuant to
section 704. If a delinquent limited liability company or delinquent foreign limited liability
company cures its delinquency in accordance with section 704, no proceeding in any court in this
[State] to which that limited liability company or foreign limited liability company is a party
shall thereafter be dismissed by reason of that instance of delinquency.

(c) The delinquency of a limited liability company or foreign limited liability company
does not terminate the authority of the registered agent of the limited liability company or
foreign limited liability company.
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(d) The existence of a limited liability company or foreign limited liability company continues notwithstanding its delinquency.

(e) The delinquency of a limited liability company does not dissolve the limited liability company.

(f) A delinquent limited liability company may be dissolved at any time and by any manner as may be provided or permitted by its limited liability company agreement or this Act and, if it has failed to cure its delinquency for three years or more, the delinquent limited liability company may be dissolved pursuant to section 706.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Colorado, § 7-90-903.

SECTION 704. CURE OF DELINQUENCY.

(a) A delinquent limited liability company or delinquent foreign limited liability company may cure its delinquency by:

   (1) correcting each ground cited by the Secretary of State in the notice delivered to the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company pursuant to section 702; and

   (2) paying all fees and penalties imposed by this Act.

(b) In lieu of curing its delinquency pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, a delinquent foreign limited liability company may cure its delinquency by causing to be delivered to the Secretary of State, for filing pursuant to section 806, a statement of cancellation of foreign qualification.

(c) A delinquent limited liability company may cure its delinquency by dissolving.
(d) (1) Except as provided in paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection (d), the name of a limited liability company or foreign limited liability company following the curing of its delinquency shall be the same as its name, determined without regard to section 108(d), at the time the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company cures its delinquency if the name complies with section 108 and, if applicable, section 804, at the time the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company cures its delinquency. If the name of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company would not be distinguishable on the records of the Secretary of State as contemplated in section 108 and, if applicable, section 804, the name of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company following curing of its delinquency shall be its name followed by the words "delinquency cured" and the year thereof.

(2) In the case of a foreign limited liability company that cures its delinquency pursuant to subsection (b) of this section, the name of the foreign limited liability company shall be its name at the time it cures its delinquency, determined in accordance with section 108(e), without regard to section 108(d).

(3) In the case of a limited liability company that cures its delinquency pursuant to subsection (c) of this section, the name of the limited liability company shall be its name at the time it cures its delinquency, determined in accordance with section 108(f), without regard to section 108(d).

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Colorado, § 7-90-904.
SECTION 705. APPEAL FROM DECLARATION OF DELINQUENCY.

(a) A limited liability company or foreign limited liability company may appeal a declaration under section 702(b) that it is delinquent to the [appropriate court in the county] in which the street address of the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company's principal office is located, or, if the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company has no principal office in this state, to the [appropriate court in the county] in which the street address of its registered office is located or, if the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company has no registered agent, to the [appropriate court in the county of _______] within thirty days after the effective date of its delinquency. The limited liability company or foreign limited liability company shall commence its appeal by petitioning the [appropriate court] to set aside the declaration of its delinquency or to determine that the limited liability company or foreign limited liability company has cured its delinquency and attaching to the petition copies of those records of the Secretary of State's as may be relevant.

(b) The [appropriate court] may summarily order the Secretary of State to take whatever action the [appropriate court] considers appropriate or may take any other action the [appropriate court] considers appropriate.

(c) The [appropriate court's] order or decision may be appealed as in other civil proceedings.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Colorado, § 7-90-905.

SECTION 706. EVENTS CAUSING DISSOLUTION.

A limited liability company is dissolved, and its activities must be wound up, upon the
occurrence of any of the following:

(a) an event or circumstance that the limited liability company agreement states causes dissolution;

(b) the consent of all the members;

(c) a delinquent limited liability company has failed to cure its delinquency for three years or more and any member or person authorized pursuant to section 301 consents to the dissolution;

(d) the passage of 90 consecutive days after the occurrence of the dissociation of the last remaining member; or

(e) on application by a member, the entry by the [appropriate court] of an order dissolving the limited liability company on the grounds that it is not reasonably practicable to carry on the limited liability company’s activities in conformity with the limited liability company agreement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section, with exception of subsection (c), is derived from Prototype Act § 901, RUPA § 801, RULPA § 801, ULPA § 801, and RULLCA § 701.

SECTION 707. EFFECT OF DISSOLUTION.

(a) A dissolved limited liability company continues its existence as a limited liability company but may not carry on any activities except as is appropriate to wind up and liquidate its activities and affairs, including:

(1) collecting its assets;

(2) disposing of its properties that will not be distributed in kind to persons
owning limited liability company interests;

(3) discharging or making provisions for discharging its liabilities;

(4) distributing its remaining property in accordance with section 711; and

(5) doing every other act necessary to wind up and liquidate its activities and affairs.

(b) In winding up its activities, a limited liability company may:

(1) deliver to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of dissolution setting forth:

(A) the name of the limited liability company;

(B) the date of the filing of its certificate of formation;

(C) that the limited liability company has dissolved;

(D) the effective date (which shall be a date certain) of the statement of dissolution if it is not to be effective upon the filing; and

(E) any other information the limited liability company shall deem proper;

(2) preserve the limited liability company’s activities and property as a going concern for a reasonable time;

(3) prosecute, defend, or settle actions or proceedings whether civil, criminal, or administrative;

(4) make an assignment of the limited liability company’s property;

(5) resolve disputes by mediation or arbitration; and

(6) merge or convert in accordance with Article 10.
(c) A limited liability company’s dissolution, in itself:

(1) is not an assignment of the limited liability company’s property;

(2) does not prevent the commencement of a proceeding by or against the limited liability company in its limited liability company name;

(3) does not abate or suspend a proceeding pending by or against the limited liability company on the effective date of dissolution;

(4) does not terminate the authority of its registered agent; or

[(5) does not abate, suspend, or otherwise alter the application of section 304.]

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from RMBCA § 14.05.

To the extent subsection (c)(5) is included in the Act, a similar provision should be inserted in the state's other business entity statutes to avoid the implication that a different result is intended with respect to those other business entities.

SECTION 708. RIGHT TO WIND UP BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES.

(a) [Subject to section 707(c)(5)], after dissolution, the remaining members, if any, and if none, a person appointed by all holders of the limited liability company interest last assigned by the last person to have been a member, may wind up the limited liability company's activities.

(b) The [appropriate court] may order judicial supervision of the winding up of a dissolved limited liability company, including the appointment of a person to wind up the limited liability company’s activities:

(1) on application of a member, if the applicant establishes good cause;

(2) on application of an assignee, if:
(A) the limited liability company does not have any members; and

(B) within a reasonable time following the dissolution a person has not

been appointed pursuant to subsection (a); or

(3) in connection with a proceeding under section 706(e).

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from a combination of Prototype Act § 904 and RUPA § 803.

The designation of the person with authority to wind up the limited liability

company may be determined in the limited liability company agreement. For example, the

parties may agree to have a liquidating trustee take control on dissolution.

SECTION 709. KNOWN CLAIMS AGAINST DISSOLVED LIMITED

LIABILITY COMPANY.

(a) A dissolved limited liability company may dispose of any known claims against it by

following the procedures described in subsection (b) at any time after the effective date of the

dissolution of the limited liability company.

(b) A dissolved limited liability company may give notice of the dissolution in a record
to the holder of any known claim. The notice must:

(1) identify the dissolved limited liability company;

(2) describe the information required to be included in a claim;

(3) provide a mailing address to which the claim is to be sent;

(4) state the deadline, which may not be fewer than 120 days from the effective
date of the notice, by which the dissolved limited liability company must receive the claim; and

(5) state that if not sooner barred, the claim will be barred if not received by the
deadline.

(c) Unless sooner barred by any other statute limiting actions, a claim against a dissolved limited liability company is barred:

(1) if a claimant who was given notice under subsection (b) does not deliver the claim to the dissolved limited liability company by the deadline; or

(2) if a claimant whose claim was rejected by the dissolved limited liability company does not commence a proceeding to enforce the claim within 90 days from the effective date of the rejected notice.

(d) For purposes of this section, "known claim" or "claim" includes unliquidated claims, but does not include a contingent liability that has not matured so that there is no immediate right to bring suit or a claim based on an event occurring after the effective date of dissolution.

(e) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to extend any otherwise applicable statute of limitations.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from RMBCA § 14.06 with certain variations.

Subsection (d) clarifies that "known claim" or "claim" includes unliquidated claims but not contingent liabilities. This clarification can be found in the official comment to the RMBCA.

SECTION 710. OTHER CLAIMS AGAINST DISSOLVED LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY.

(a) A dissolved limited liability company may publish notice of its dissolution and request that persons with claims against the dissolved limited liability company present them in accordance with the notice.
(b) The notice authorized by subsection (a) must:

(1) be published at least one time in a newspaper of general circulation in the [county] in which the dissolved limited liability company’s principal office is located or, if it has none in this [State], in the [county] in which the limited liability company’s registered office is or was last located;

(2) describe the information that must be included in a claim and provide a mailing address to which the claim is to be sent; and

(3) state that if not sooner barred, a claim against the dissolved limited liability company will be barred unless a proceeding to enforce the claim is commenced within [three] years after the publication of the notice.

(c) If a dissolved limited liability company publishes a newspaper notice in accordance with subsection (b), unless sooner barred by any other statute limiting actions, the claim of each of the following claimants is barred unless the claimant commences a proceeding to enforce the claim against the dissolved limited liability company within [three] years after the publication date of the newspaper notice:

(1) a claimant who was not given notice under section 709(b);

(2) a claimant whose claim was timely sent to the dissolved limited liability company but not acted on by the dissolved limited liability company; and

(3) a claimant whose claim is contingent at the effective date of the dissolution of the limited liability company, or is based on an event occurring after the effective date of the dissolution of the limited liability company.

(d) A claim that is not barred under this section, any other statute limiting actions, or
section 709 may be enforced:

(1) against a dissolved limited liability company, to the extent of its undistributed assets; and

(2) except as provided in subsection (h), if the assets of a dissolved limited liability company have been distributed after dissolution, against a member or assignee to the extent of that person’s proportionate share of the claim or of the assets distributed to the member or assignee after dissolution, whichever is less, but a person’s total liability for all claims under this subsection (d) may not exceed the total amount of assets distributed to the person after dissolution of the limited liability company.

(e) A dissolved limited liability company that published a notice under this section may file an application with the [appropriate court] in the [county] in which the dissolved limited liability company’s principal office is located or, if it has none in this [State], in the [county] in which the dissolved limited liability company’s registered office is or was last located, for a determination of the amount and form of security to be provided for payment of claims that are contingent or have not been made known to the dissolved limited liability company or that are based on an event occurring after the effective date of the dissolution of the limited liability company but that, based on the facts known to the dissolved limited liability company, are reasonably estimated to arise after the effective date of the dissolution of the limited liability company. Provision need not be made for any claim that is or is reasonably anticipated to be barred under subsection (c).

(f) Within ten days after the filing of the application provided for in subsection (e), notice of the proceeding shall be given by the dissolved limited liability company to each
potential claimant as described in subsection (e).

(g) The [appropriate court] may appoint a guardian ad litem to represent all claimants whose identities are unknown in any proceeding brought under this section. The reasonable fees and expenses of the guardian, including all reasonable expert witness fees, shall be paid by the dissolved limited liability company.

(h) Provision by the dissolved limited liability company for security in the amount and the form ordered by the [appropriate court] under subsection (e) shall satisfy the dissolved limited liability company’s obligation with respect to claims that are contingent, have not been made known to the dissolved limited liability company, or are based on an event occurring after the effective date of the dissolution of the limited liability company, and those claims may not be enforced against a person owning a limited liability company interest to whom assets have been distributed by the dissolved limited liability company after the effective date of the dissolution of the limited liability company.

(i) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to extend any otherwise applicable statute of limitations.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is derived from RMBCA §§ 14.07 and 14.08.

SECTION 711. APPLICATION OF ASSETS IN WINDING UP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY’S ACTIVITIES.

(a) Upon the winding up of a limited liability company, payment, or adequate provision for payment, shall be made to creditors, including, to the extent permitted by law, members who are creditors, in satisfaction of liabilities of the limited liability company.
(b) After a limited liability company complies with subsection (a), any surplus shall be distributed:

(1) first, to each person owning a limited liability company interest that reflects contributions made on account of the limited liability company interest and not previously returned, an amount equal to the value of the person’s unreturned contributions; and

(2) then to each person owning a limited liability company interest in the proportions in which the owners of limited liability company interests share in distributions before dissolution.

(c) If the limited liability company does not have sufficient surplus to comply with subsection (b)(1), any surplus must be distributed among the owners of limited liability company interests in proportion to the value of their respective unreturned contributions.

**Revised Prototype Act Comment**

This section is derived from Prototype Act § 905(A) and RULLCA § 708 (b) and (c).

Subsection (b)(2) is derived from Virginia, § 13.1-1049.

This Act does not require that distributions in liquidation be made in cash.

Distributions made pursuant to this section are subject to outstanding charging orders under section 503.

**SECTION 712. REINSTATEMENT AFTER DISSOLUTION.**

(a) A limited liability company that has been dissolved may be reinstated upon compliance with the following conditions:

(1) the affirmative vote or consent shall have been obtained from the members or other persons entitled to vote or consent at the time that is:
(i) required for reinstatement under its limited liability company agreement; or

(ii) if its limited liability company agreement does not state the vote or consent required for reinstatement, sufficient for dissolution under this Act, or the greater or lesser vote or consent required for dissolution under its limited liability company agreement;

(2) the members and other persons having authority under this Act and under its limited liability company agreement to bring about or prevent dissolution of the limited liability company shall not have, before or at the time of the vote or consent required by paragraph (1) of this subsection (a), voted against reinstatement or delivered to the limited liability company their written objection to reinstatement; and

(3) in the case of a limited liability company dissolved in a judicial proceeding initiated by one or more of the members, the affirmative vote or consent of each of those members shall have been obtained and shall be included in the vote or consent required by paragraph (1) of this subsection (a).

(b) To the extent that a limited liability company's limited liability company agreement provides for the voting rights of members or other persons, for the calling of meetings, for notices of meetings, for consents and actions of members and other persons without a meeting, for establishing a record date for meetings, or for other matters concerning the voting or consent of members and other persons, those provisions shall govern the vote or consent required by paragraph (1) of subsection (a) of this section with respect to the limited liability company and the vote or objection of members and other persons provided for in paragraph (2) of subsection (a) of this section with respect to the limited liability company.
SECTION 713. CERTIFICATE OF REINSTATEMENT.

(a) In order to reinstate a limited liability company under this Article 7, a certificate of reinstatement shall be delivered to the Secretary of State for filing stating:

(1) the name of the limited liability company before reinstatement;

(2) the name of the limited liability company following reinstatement, which limited liability company name shall comply with section 108;

(3) the date of formation of the limited liability company;

(4) the date of dissolution of the limited liability company, if known;

(5) a statement that all applicable conditions of section 712 have been satisfied; and

(6) the address of the registered office and the name of the registered agent at that address in compliance with section 113.

(b) If the certificate of formation is no longer in the records of the Secretary of State at the time the certificate of reinstatement is delivered to the Secretary of State for filing, the limited liability company shall cause a true and complete copy of its certificate of formation to be attached to its certificate of reinstatement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Colorado, §§ 7-90-1001 and 1002.
SECTION 714. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY NAME UPON REINSTATEMENT.

The name of a limited liability company following reinstatement shall be the limited liability company name, determined without regard to section 108(f), at the time of reinstatement if that limited liability company name complies with section 108 at the time of reinstatement. If that limited liability company name does not comply with section 108, the name of the limited liability company following reinstatement shall be that limited liability company name followed by the word "reinstated" and the effective date of reinstatement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Colorado, § 7-90-1004.

SECTION 715. EFFECT OF REINSTATEMENT.

(a) Subject to subsection (b) of this section, upon reinstatement, the limited liability company shall be deemed for all purposes to have continued its activities as if dissolution had never occurred; each right inuring to, and each debt, obligation, and liability incurred by, the limited liability company after the dissolution shall be determined as if the dissolution had never occurred.

(b) The rights of persons acting in reliance on the dissolution before those persons had notice of the reinstatement shall not be adversely affected by the reinstatement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Colorado, § 7-90-1005. The language of subsection (b) was altered to distinguish the language of subsection (b) from RUPA § 802(b)(2). The drafters of this Act believe that comment 3 to RUPA’s § 802(b)(2) describes an incorrect result. Under subsection (b) of this section, a person must take an affirmative action in reliance upon the dissolution in order for the reinstatement not to be
effective as set forth in subsection (a). Thus, even if the underlying contract provides for a default or termination upon the dissolution of the limited liability company, if the other party to the contract does not attempt to exercise its rights upon such default, and the reinstatement occurs before any action taken by the other party in reliance upon the default, the contract would continue as if no dissolution ever occurred. On the other hand, if a loan was called as a result of the dissolution, then the calling of the loan was an action taken in reliance on the dissolution and cannot be adversely affected by the reinstatement.
ARTICLE 8
FOREIGN LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES

SECTION 801. GOVERNING LAW.

(a) The law of the [State] or other jurisdiction under which a foreign limited liability company is formed governs:

(1) the organization and internal affairs of a foreign limited liability company;

(2) the liability of a member as a member for the debts, obligations, or other liabilities of a foreign limited liability company or a series thereof;

(3) the authority of the members and agents of a foreign limited liability company or a series thereof; and

(4) the liability of the assets of a series or the foreign limited liability company for the obligations of another series or the foreign limited liability company.

(b) A foreign limited liability company’s statement of foreign qualification may not be denied by reason of any difference between the laws of the jurisdiction under which the limited liability company is formed and the laws of this [State].

(c) A foreign limited liability company, including a foreign limited liability company that has filed a statement of foreign qualification, may not engage in any activities in this [State] that a limited liability company is forbidden to engage in by the laws of this [State].

(d) A foreign limited liability company that has filed a statement of foreign qualification shall in this [State] (i) have the same but no greater rights than, (ii) have the same but no greater privileges as, and (iii) except as otherwise provided by this Act, be subject to the same duties, restrictions, penalties, and liabilities now or later imposed on, a limited liability company.
Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Prototype Act § 1001 and Colorado, § 7-90-805(3).

Subsection (d) is derived from RMBCA § 15.05(b).

Under general choice-of-law principles, a court must follow a statutory directive of its own state on choice of law. Restatement Second, Conflict of Laws § 6(1). This section of the Act provides such a statutory directive. Consistent with limited liability company acts around the country, this section specifies that the organization and internal affairs of a foreign limited liability company are governed by the laws of its jurisdiction of formation. To avoid any uncertainty as to whether the “internal affairs” of a limited liability company include the liability of the members for the debts and obligations of the limited liability company and the authority of members and agents, these matters are specified as matters that are governed by the laws of the limited liability company’s jurisdiction of formation. The section also specifically provides that the internal liability shields in a series limited liability company are governed by the laws of the jurisdiction of the limited liability company’s formation.

A foreign limited liability company, irrespective of whether it has filed a statement of foreign qualification or is conducting activities, may not engage in activities that are not permitted for a domestic limited liability company.

SECTION 802. STATEMENT OF FOREIGN QUALIFICATION TO CONDUCT ACTIVITIES REQUIRED

(a) Neither a foreign limited liability company nor any one or more of its series shall conduct activities in this [State] until the foreign limited liability company’s statement of foreign qualification is delivered to the Secretary of State for filing and the foreign limited liability company is otherwise in compliance with this Article 8.

(b) A statement of foreign qualification must state:

(1) the name of the foreign limited liability company and, if the name does not comply with section 108, a fictitious name adopted pursuant to section 804(a);

(2) the name of the [State] or other jurisdiction under whose law the foreign
limited liability company is formed;

(3) the street and mailing addresses of the foreign limited liability company’s principal office;

(4) the name of the foreign limited liability company’s registered agent and street and mailing addresses of the foreign limited liability company’s registered office in this [State] meeting the requirements of section 113;

(5) that the foreign limited liability company is a foreign limited liability company as defined in section 102; and

(6) the information required by section 802(c), if applicable.

(c) If a foreign limited liability company establishes or provides for the establishment of one or more series of assets, that fact shall be so stated in the statement of foreign qualification. In addition, the foreign limited liability company shall state in the statement of foreign qualification whether the debts, liabilities, and obligations incurred, contracted for, or otherwise existing with respect to a particular series, if any, shall be enforceable against the assets of that series only, and not against the assets of the foreign limited liability company generally or any other series thereof, and whether any of the debts, liabilities, obligations, and expenses incurred, contracted for, or otherwise existing with respect to the foreign limited liability company generally or any other series thereof shall be enforceable against the assets of that series.

(d) Upon any change in circumstances that makes any statement contained in its filed statement of foreign qualification no longer true, a foreign limited liability company authorized to conduct activities in this [State] shall deliver to the Secretary of State for filing an appropriate statement of change so that its statement of foreign qualification is in all respects true.
(e) A foreign limited liability company is authorized to conduct activities in this [State] from the effective date of its statement of foreign qualification until the earlier of the effective date of its statement of foreign qualification cancellation or the effective date of the Secretary of State’s revocation of the statement of foreign qualification in accordance with section 805.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

A foreign limited liability company must deliver to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of foreign qualification before conducting activities; otherwise, it will be subject to the penalty provisions of section 807(d). There is no requirement that a certificate of existence from the jurisdiction of formation accompany the application for a certificate of authority. See section 207(b) regarding the effect of a filed document (perjury provision).

Section (c) is derived from Delaware, § 18-215(n). Note that subsection (d) presupposes that the foreign limited liability company in question continues to be a foreign limited liability company. As such, a successor foreign limited liability company to one that is qualified to conduct activities in a foreign jurisdiction may continue to be qualified by amending the statement of foreign qualification. The effective date of the statement of foreign qualification is determined in accordance with section 205(d).

SECTION 803. ACTIONS NOT CONSTITUTING TRANSACTING BUSINESS OR CONDUCTING ACTIVITIES.

(a) A foreign limited liability company shall not be considered to be conducting activities in this [State] within the meaning of this Article by reason of its or any one or more of its series’ carrying on in this [State] any one or more of the following actions:

(1) maintaining, defending, or settling in its own behalf any proceeding or dispute;

(2) holding meetings or carrying on any other activities concerning its internal affairs;

(3) maintaining accounts in financial institutions;
(4) maintaining offices or agencies for the assignment, exchange, and registration of the foreign limited liability company’s or its series’ own securities or interests or maintaining trustees or depositories with respect to those securities or interests;

(5) selling through independent contractors;

(6) soliciting or obtaining orders, whether by mail or electronic means or through employees or agents or otherwise, if the orders require acceptance outside this [State] before they become contracts;

(7) creating, as borrower or lender, or acquiring indebtedness, mortgages, or security interests in real or personal property;

(8) securing or collecting debts in its own behalf or enforcing mortgages or other security interests in real or personal property securing those debts, and holding, protecting, and maintaining property so acquired;

(9) owning, without more, real or personal property;

(10) conducting an isolated transaction that is not one in the course of repeated transactions of a like nature; and

(11) conducting activities in interstate commerce.

(b) A foreign limited liability company shall not be considered to be conducting activities in this [State] solely because it or any one or more of its series:

(1) owns a controlling interest in an organization that is conducting activities in this [State];
(2) is a limited partner of a limited partnership or foreign limited partnership that is conducting activities in this [State]; or

(3) is a member of a limited liability company or foreign limited liability company that is conducting activities in this [State].

(c) This section does not apply in determining the contacts or activities that may subject a foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, to service of process, taxation, or regulation under laws of this [State] other than this Act.

(d) Nothing in this section shall limit or affect the right to subject a foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, to the jurisdiction of the courts of this [State] or to serve upon any foreign limited liability company, or series thereof, any process, notice, or demand required or permitted by law to be served upon a foreign limited liability company, or series thereof, pursuant to any other provision of law or pursuant to the applicable rules of civil procedure.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsection (a) is derived from Colorado, § 7-90-801 and Prototype Act § 1008. In addition, similar language appears in RMBCA § 15.01, RULLCA § 803, and ULPA § 903.

SECTION 804. NONCOMPLYING NAME OF FOREIGN LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY.

(a) A foreign limited liability company whose name does not comply with section 108 may not file a statement of foreign qualification until it adopts, for the purpose of conducting activities in this [State], a fictitious name that complies with section 108. A foreign limited
liability company that adopts a fictitious name under this subsection and then files a statement of foreign qualification under that fictitious name need not comply with the [assumed name statute] when conducting activities under that fictitious name. After filing the statement of foreign qualification under a fictitious name, a foreign limited liability company shall conduct activities in this [State] under the fictitious name unless the foreign limited liability company is authorized under the [assumed name statute] to conduct activities in this [State] under another name.

(b) If a foreign limited liability company to which a statement of foreign qualification has been filed changes its name to one that does not comply with section 108, it may not thereafter conduct activities in this [State] until it complies with subsection (a) by filing an amended statement of foreign qualification.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from ULPA § 905, RULLCA § 805, and Prototype Act § 1004. The name of a foreign limited liability company filing a statement of foreign qualification is subject to the “distinguishable upon the records” standard of section 108. Where the actual name of a foreign limited liability company filing a statement of foreign qualification is not distinguishable, the foreign limited liability company may qualify under a "fictitious" name.

SECTION 805. REVOCATION OF STATEMENT OF FOREIGN QUALIFICATION.

(a) A statement of foreign qualification may be revoked by the Secretary of State in the manner provided in subsections (b) and (c) if the foreign limited liability company does not:
(1) deliver, within 60 days after the due date, its annual report required under section 209;

(2) appoint and maintain a registered agent as required by section 113;

(3) deliver for filing a statement of change under section 113(c) within 30 days after a change has occurred in the name of the registered agent or address of the registered office; or

(4) file an amended statement of foreign qualification as required by section 802(d).

(b) To revoke a statement of foreign qualification of a foreign limited liability company, the Secretary of State shall prepare, sign, and file a notice of revocation and send copies to the foreign limited liability company’s registered agent in this [State] and to the foreign limited liability company’s principal office address, each as last filed by the Secretary of State. The notice must state:

(1) the revocation’s effective date, which must be at least 60 days after the date the Secretary of State sends the copy of the notice of revocation; and

(2) the grounds for revocation under subsection (a).

(c) The authority of a foreign limited liability company, and all series thereof, to conduct activities in this [State] ceases on the effective date of the notice of revocation unless before that date the foreign limited liability company cures each ground for revocation stated in the notice filed under subsection (b). If the foreign limited liability company cures each ground, the Secretary of State shall file a record so stating, in which case the notice of revocation shall not have any further effect.
(d) Revocation of a statement of foreign qualification will not terminate the authority of any registered agent appointed by the foreign limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section was generally derived from RMBCA § 15.30.
The Prototype Act did not address revocation of the authority to conduct activities.
Subsection (d) is derived from RMBCA § 15.31(e).

SECTION 806. STATEMENT OF CANCELLATION OF FOREIGN QUALIFICATION.

(a) A foreign limited liability company that has a statement of foreign qualification in the records of the Secretary of State may cancel its statement of foreign qualification by delivering for filing a statement of cancellation of foreign qualification to the Secretary of State.

(b) A statement of cancellation of foreign qualification shall set forth:

(1) the name of the foreign limited liability company, any fictitious name adopted for use in this [State], and the name of the jurisdiction under whose law it is organized;

(2) the street and mailing addresses of its principal office;

(3) the street and mailing addresses of the registered office and the name of the registered agent at that address or, if a registered agent is no longer to be maintained, a statement that the foreign limited liability company will not maintain a registered agent, and the mailing address to which service of process may be mailed pursuant to section 113;
(4) that the foreign limited liability company, and all series thereof, will no longer conduct activities in this [State] and that it relinquishes its authority to conduct activities in this [State];

(5) that the foreign limited liability company is cancelling its statement of foreign qualification; and

(6) that any statement of fictitious name it has on file in the records of the Secretary of State and any [assumed name] with respect to the foreign limited liability company, are withdrawn upon the effective date of the statement of cancellation of foreign qualification.

(c) The statement of cancellation of foreign qualification shall be effective upon filing by the Secretary of State, whereupon the statement of foreign qualification shall be cancelled and the foreign limited liability company, and all series thereof, will be without authority to conduct activities in this [State].

(d) If a foreign limited liability company causes a statement of cancellation of foreign qualification to be delivered to the Secretary of State for filing before the date on which an annual report is due under section 209, the foreign limited liability company shall be relieved of its obligation to file the annual report or pay the fee therefor.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Prototype Act § 1006 and RMBCA § 15.20.

Under many limited liability company acts, withdrawal entails two steps—a filing of an application to cancel the certificate of authority and the Secretary of State’s issuance of a certificate of cancellation. This Act abandons that two step process, allowing the foreign limited liability company to file a simple statement of cancellation that is effective either immediately or as the Act otherwise provides for delayed effective dates. While state revenue authorities may claim an interest in entities that are withdrawing from the state, the ability to tax a foreign limited liability company is not contingent upon its qualification to
conduct activities (section 803(c)), and those issues appropriately belong in the taxation statutes and not in the organizational law.

SECTION 807. EFFECT OF FAILURE TO HAVE STATEMENT OF FOREIGN QUALIFICATION.

(a) No foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, conducting activities in this [State], nor anyone on its behalf, shall be permitted to maintain a proceeding in any court in this [State] for the collection of its debts unless an effective statement of foreign qualification for the foreign limited liability company is on file in the records of the Secretary of State.

(b) A court may stay a proceeding commenced by a foreign limited liability company, or series thereof, until it determines whether the foreign limited liability company should have a statement of foreign qualification on file in the records of the Secretary of State. If the court determines that the foreign limited liability company should have a statement of foreign qualification on file in the records of the Secretary of State, the court may further stay the proceeding until there is an effective statement of foreign qualification on file in the records of the Secretary of State with respect to the foreign limited liability company. If a court determines that a foreign limited liability company should have a statement of foreign qualification on file in the records of the Secretary of State, and the foreign limited liability company subsequently delivers for filing to the Secretary of State a statement of foreign qualification, no proceeding in any court in this [State] to which the foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, is a party shall, after the effective date of the statement of foreign qualification, be dismissed by reason of the foreign limited liability company’s prior noncompliance with section 802.

(c) If a foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, conducts activities in this
[State] without having on file in the records of the Secretary of State a statement of foreign qualification, the foreign limited liability company shall be liable to this [State] for an amount equal to the fee as prescribed by the Secretary of State from time to time, not to exceed [one hundred dollars] for each calendar year or part of a calendar year during which the foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, conducted activities in this [State] without having on file in the records of the Secretary of State a statement of foreign qualification, plus all penalties and interest imposed by this [State] pursuant to subsection (d) of this section for failure to pay that fee. No statement of foreign qualification shall be filed until payment of the amounts due under this subsection (c) and subsection (d) of this section is made.

(d) If a foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, conducts activities in this [State] without having a statement of foreign qualification on file in the records of the Secretary of State, the foreign limited liability company shall be subject to a civil penalty, payable to this [State], not to exceed [______________].

(e) The amounts due to this [State] under subsection (c) of this section and the civil penalties set forth in subsection (d) of this section may be recovered in an action brought by the Attorney General. Upon a finding by the court that a foreign limited liability company, or series thereof, has conducted activities in this [State] in violation of this Article 8, the court may issue, in addition to or in lieu of the imposition of a civil penalty, an injunction restraining the further conducting of activities by the foreign limited liability company and all of its series, and the further exercise of any rights and privileges of a foreign limited liability company in this [State] until all amounts plus any interest and court costs that the court may assess have been paid, and until the foreign limited liability company has otherwise complied with this Article 8.
(f) Notwithstanding subsections (a) and (b) of this section, the conducting of activities in this [State] by a foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, without having a statement of foreign qualification on file in the records of the Secretary of State does not impair the validity of the acts of the foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, or prevent the foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, from defending any proceeding in this [State].

(g) Neither a member or agent of a foreign limited liability company nor a member associated with a series or agent of a series, is liable for the debts, obligations, or other liabilities of the foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, solely because the foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, conducted activities in this [State] without a statement of foreign qualification being on file in the records of the Secretary of State.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Prototype Act § 1007 and RMBCA § 15.02.

The foreign limited liability company is permitted to defend an action notwithstanding that it does not have a statement of foreign qualification on file with the Secretary of State. An action by a foreign limited liability company may be stayed, as contrasted with dismissed, while the requirement of a statement of foreign qualification is determined and, if necessary, until the statement of qualification is filed. Failure to file the statement of foreign qualification does not invalidate or impair the actions of the foreign limited liability company and does not cause the members to have personal liability for the limited liability company’s debts and obligations.
ARTICLE 9

ACTIONS BY MEMBERS

SECTION 901. RIGHT OF DERIVATIVE ACTION.

(a) A member may commence or maintain a derivative action in the right of a limited liability company to recover a judgment in favor of the limited liability company by complying with this Article 9.

(b) A member associated with a series of a limited liability company may commence or maintain a derivative action in the right of the series to recover a judgment in favor of the series by complying this Article 9.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from RULPA § 1001.

SECTION 902. STANDING.

(a) A member may commence or maintain a derivative action in the right of the limited liability company only if the member:

(1) fairly and adequately represents the interests of the limited liability company in enforcing the right of the limited liability company; and

(2) either:

(A) was a member of the limited liability company at the time of the act or omission of which the member complains; or

(B) acquired a limited liability company interest through assignment by operation of law from a person who was a member at the time of the act or omission of which the member
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complains.

(b) A member associated with a series of a limited liability company may commence or maintain a derivative action in the right of the series only if the member:

(1) fairly and adequately represents the interests of the series in enforcing the right of the series; and

(2) either:

(A) was associated with the series at the time of the act or omission of which the member complains; or

(B) acquired a limited liability company interest through assignment by operation of law from a person who was a member associated with the series at the time of the act or omission of which the member complains.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from RMBCA § 7.41.

SECTION 903. DEMAND. A member may not commence a derivative action in the right of the limited liability company, or a series thereof, until:

(a) a written demand has been made upon the limited liability company or the series, as the case may be, to take suitable action; and

(b) [90] days have expired from the date the demand was made unless:

(1) the member has earlier been notified that the demand has been rejected by the limited liability company or the series, as the case may be; or
(2) irreparable injury to the limited liability company or the series, as the case may be, would result by waiting for the expiration of the [90-day] period.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is derived from RMBCA § 7.42.

SECTION 904. STAY OF PROCEEDINGS. For the purpose of allowing the limited liability company or the series thereof, as the case may be, time to undertake an inquiry into the allegations made in the demand or complaint commenced pursuant to this Article, the court may stay any derivative action for the period the court deems appropriate.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is derived from RMBCA § 7.43 and Colorado, § 7-80-715.

SECTION 905. DISMISSAL.
(a) (1) A derivative action in the right of a limited liability company shall be dismissed by the court on motion by the limited liability company if one of the groups specified in paragraph (2) of this subsection has determined in good faith, after conducting a reasonable inquiry upon which its conclusions are based, that the maintenance of the derivative action is not in the best interests of the limited liability company.

(2) Subject to the requirements of paragraph (3) of this subsection, the determination whether the maintenance of a derivative action in the right of a limited liability company is in the best interests of the limited liability company shall be made by a majority vote of:

(A) the independent members of the limited liability company; or
(B) the committee members of a committee consisting of independent members appointed by a majority of the independent members.

(3) If the determination is not made pursuant to paragraph (1) of this subsection, the determination shall be made by the person, or, in the case of more than one person, by a majority of the persons, sitting upon a panel of one or more persons appointed by a court upon motion filed with the court by the limited liability company for those purposes.

(b) (1) A derivative action in the right of a series of a limited liability company shall be dismissed on motion by the series if one of the groups specified in paragraph (2) of this subsection has determined in good faith, after conducting a reasonable inquiry upon which its conclusions are based that the maintenance of the derivative action is not in the best interests of the series.

(2) Subject to the requirements of paragraph (3) of this subsection, the determination whether the maintenance of a derivative action on behalf of a series of a limited liability company is in the best interests of the series shall be made by a majority vote of:

(A) the independent members associated with the series; or

(B) the committee members of a committee consisting of independent members associated with the series appointed by a majority of the independent members associated with the series.

(3) If the determination is not made pursuant to paragraph (1) of this subsection, the determination shall be made by the person, or, in the case of more than one person, by a majority of the persons, sitting upon a panel of one or more persons appointed by a court upon motion filed with the court by the series for those purposes.
(c) The court shall appoint only independent persons to the panel described in subsection (a)(3) or subsection (b)(3) of this section.

(d) The presence of one or more of the following circumstances, without more, shall not prevent a person from being considered independent for purposes of subsection (a)(2)(A) or subsection (b)(2)(A) of this section:

(1) the naming of the person as a defendant in the derivative action or as a person against whom action is demanded;

(2) the approval by that person of the act being challenged in the derivative action or demand where the act did not result in personal benefit to that person; or

(3) the making of the demand pursuant to section 903 or the commencement of the derivative action pursuant to this Article.

(e) Subject to section 906, a panel appointed by the court pursuant to subsection (a)(3) or subsection (b)(3) of this section shall have the authority to continue, settle, or discontinue the derivative proceeding as the court may confer upon the panel.

(f) The plaintiff in the derivative action shall have the burden of proving that any of the requirements of subsections (a) and (b) of this section have not been met.

**Revised Prototype Act Comment**

This section is derived from RMBCA § 7.44 and Colorado, § 7-80-716.

**SECTION 906. DISCONTINUANCE OR SETTLEMENT.** A derivative action may not be discontinued or settled without the court’s approval. If the court determines that a proposed discontinuance or settlement will substantially affect the interests of members of the
limited liability company, or the interests of members associated with a series of the limited
liability company, the court shall direct that notice be given to the members affected.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from RMBCA § 7.45 and Colorado, § 7-80-717.

SECTION 907. PAYMENT OF EXPENSES. On termination of the derivative action
the court may:

(a) order the limited liability company to pay the plaintiff’s reasonable expenses,
including attorney fees, incurred by the plaintiff in the derivative action if the court finds that the
derivative action has resulted in a substantial benefit to the limited liability company;

(b) order a series to pay the plaintiff’s reasonable expenses, including attorney fees,
incurred by the plaintiff in the derivative action if the court finds that the derivative action has
resulted in a substantial benefit to the series; [or]

(c) order the plaintiff to pay any defendant’s reasonable expenses, including attorney
fees, incurred by the defendant in defending the derivative action if it finds that the derivative
action was commenced or maintained without reasonable cause or for an improper purpose[.] [; or]

[(d) order a party to pay an opposing party’s expenses incurred because of the filing
of a pleading, motion, or other paper, if it finds that the pleading, motion, or other paper
was not well grounded in fact, after reasonable inquiry, or warranted by existing law or a
good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law and was

interposed for an improper purpose, such as to harass or cause unnecessary delay or
needless increase in the cost of litigation.]

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is derived from RMBCA § 7.46 and Colorado, § 7-80-718.
Subsection (c) may not be necessary—see Fed. R. Civ. P. 11.

SECTION 908. APPLICABILITY TO FOREIGN LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANIES. In any derivative action in the right of a foreign limited liability company, or a
series thereof, the right of a person to commence or maintain a derivative action in the right of a
foreign limited liability company, or a series thereof, and any matters raised in the action covered
by sections 901 through 907 shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction under which the
foreign limited liability company was formed; except that any matters raised in the action
covered by sections 904, 906, and 907 shall be governed by the law of this state.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is derived from Colorado, § 7-80-719 and RMBCA § 7.47.

SECTION 909. DIRECT ACTIONS BY MEMBERS.
(a) Subject to subsection (b), a member may maintain a direct action against another
member or members or the limited liability company, or a series thereof, to enforce the
member’s rights and otherwise protect the member’s interests, including rights and interests
under the limited liability company agreement or this Act or arising independently of the membership relationship.

(b) A member maintaining a direct action under subsection (a) must plead and prove an actual or threatened injury that is not solely the result of an injury suffered or threatened to be suffered by the limited liability company, or series thereof.

(c) (1) A member may maintain a direct action to enforce a right of a limited liability company if all members at the time of suit are parties to the action.

(2) A member associated with a series may maintain a direct action to enforce a right of the series if all members associated with the series at the time of suit are parties to the action.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Section 909(c) deals with rights of the limited liability company, while subsections (a) and (b) deal with rights of the individual member. Subsection (c) is a modification of the ALI provision that allows the court to treat an action raising derivative claims as a direct action under certain circumstances. See Principles of Corporate Governance: Analysis and Recommendations § 7.01(d). Having all the members before the court, without the other qualifications, should be a sufficient safeguard against multiple actions. Creditor protection, which is required to be considered by the court in allowing a direct suit under the ALI provision, is inconsistent with the function of litigation by limited liability company members, whether this litigation is "direct" or "derivative" in nature.

As an alternative:

[SECTION 909. CLOSELY HELD LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY.

(a) In this section, "closely held limited liability company" means a limited liability company that has:

(1) fewer than [35] members;

(2) no membership interests listed on a national securities exchange or regularly quoted in an over-the-counter market by one or more members of a national securities association; and

(3) no series.

(b) Except to the extent ordered by the court in an action under subsection (c)(1) of this section, sections 901 through 905 do not apply to a closely held limited liability company.

(c) If justice requires:
a derivative action commenced by a member of a closely held limited liability company may be treated by a court as a direct action brought by the member for the member's own benefit; and

(2) a recovery in a direct or derivative action by a member of a closely held limited liability company may be paid directly (i) to the plaintiff or (ii) to the limited liability company if necessary to protect the interests of creditors or of other members.]

This section is derived from Texas, § 101.463.

OR

SECTION 902. ACTIONS IN THE NAME AND ON BEHALF OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY.

(a) An action may be brought in the name and on behalf of the limited liability company by a member or members of a limited liability company if, and only if, the member or members are authorized to sue by the vote of a majority of the members, but in determining the vote required, the vote of any member who has an interest in the outcome of the suit that is adverse to the interest of the limited liability company shall be excluded.

(b) An action may be brought in the name and on behalf of a series of a limited liability company by a member or members associated with the series if, and only if, the member or members are authorized to sue by the vote of a majority of the members associated with the series, but in determining the vote required, the vote of any member who has an interest in the outcome of the suit that is adverse to the interest of the series shall be excluded.

Section 902 is based on the original Prototype Act. This section deals with actions on behalf of the limited liability company. It does not require that all members be before the court, but instead has the safeguard of a member vote. The provision is modified from the original Prototype Act to reflect the lack of member-managed/manager-managed bifurcation in the current version of the Act.

The proposed provisions assume that the statute will include a Delaware-type freedom of contract provision as currently contemplated in section 110. Under such a provision, the agreement may, for example, provide for a different voting rule on limited liability company actions, arbitration, or other remedies, or even opt into the derivative remedy.

Note that section 902, and particularly the "only if" language, is designed to prevent a Tzolis problem – i.e., a court's implying a derivative remedy despite its non-inclusion in the statute. If the derivative remedy is eliminated, a more explicit negation of the remedy may be in order. See Tzolis v. Wolff, 884 N.E.2d 1005 (N.Y. 2008).

Finally, the proposed language in this alternative assumes that there will also be a judicial dissolution remedy as currently provided in section 706(e).
ARTICLE 10
MERGER AND CONVERSION

SECTION 1001. MERGER.

(a) A limited liability company may merge with one or more other constituent organizations pursuant to this section, sections 1002 through 1004, and a plan of merger, if:

  (1) the governing statute of each of the other organizations authorizes the merger;
  (2) the merger is not prohibited by the law of a jurisdiction that enacted any of the governing statutes; and
  (3) each of the other organizations complies with its governing statute in effecting the merger.

(b) A plan of merger must be in a record and must include:

  (1) the name and form of each constituent organization;
  (2) the name and form of the surviving organization and, if the surviving organization is to be created pursuant to the merger, a statement to that effect;
  (3) the terms and conditions of the merger, including the manner and basis for converting the interests in each constituent organization into any combination of money, interests in the surviving organization, and other consideration as allowed in section 1001(c);
  (4) if the surviving organization is to be created pursuant to the merger, the surviving organization’s organizational documents that are proposed to be in a record; and
  (5) if the surviving organization is not to be created pursuant to the merger, any amendments to be made by the merger to the surviving organization’s organizational documents.
that are, or are proposed to be, in a record.

(c) In connection with a merger, rights or securities of or interests in the constituent organization may be exchanged for or converted into cash, property, or rights or securities of or interests in the surviving organization, or, in addition to or in lieu thereof, may be exchanged for or converted into cash, property, or rights or securities of or interests in another organization or may be cancelled.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is generally derived from and inspired by the Prototype Act, RUPA, ULPA, RULLCA, and RMBCA.

SECTION 1002. ACTION ON PLAN OF MERGER BY CONSTITUENT LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY.

(a) A plan of merger must be consented to by all the members of a constituent limited liability company.

(b) After the plan of merger is approved, and at any time before a statement of merger is delivered to the Secretary of State for filing under section 1003, a constituent limited liability company may amend the plan or abandon the merger:

(1) as provided in the plan; or

(2) except as otherwise prohibited in the plan, with the same consent as was required to approve the plan.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is generally derived from and inspired by the Prototype Act, RUPA, ULPA, RULLCA, and RMBCA.
SECTION 1003. FILINGS REQUIRED FOR MERGER; EFFECTIVE DATE.

(a) After each constituent organization has approved the plan of merger, a statement of merger must be signed on behalf of:

(1) each constituent limited liability company, as provided in section 203(a); and

(2) each other constituent organization, as provided in its governing statute.

(b) A statement of merger under this section must include:

(1) the name and form of each constituent organization and the jurisdiction of its governing statute;

(2) the name and form of the surviving organization, the jurisdiction of its governing statute, and, if the surviving organization is created pursuant to the merger, a statement to that effect;

(3) the date the merger is effective under the governing statute of the surviving organization;

(4) if the surviving organization is to be created pursuant to the merger:

   (A) if it will be a limited liability company, the limited liability company’s certificate of formation; or

   (B) if it will be an organization other than a limited liability company, any organizational document that creates the organization that is required to be in a public record;

(5) if the surviving organization exists before the merger, any amendments provided for in the plan of merger for the organizational document that created the organization that are in a public record;

(6) a statement as to each constituent organization that the merger was approved
as required by the organization’s governing statute;

(7) if the surviving organization is a foreign organization not authorized to conduct activities in this [State], the street and mailing addresses of its principal office for the purposes of section 1004(b); and

(8) any additional information required by the governing statute of any constituent organization.

(c) Each constituent limited liability company shall deliver the statement of merger for filing in the office of the Secretary of State.

(d) A merger becomes effective under this Article:

(1) if the surviving organization is a limited liability company, upon the later of:

(A) compliance with subsection (c); or

(B) as specified in the statement of merger; or

(2) if the surviving organization is not a limited liability company, as provided by the governing statute of the surviving organization.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is generally derived from and inspired by the Prototype Act, RUPA, ULPA, RULLCA, and RMBCA.

Subsection 1003(d)(1)(B) is subject to the timing provisions of section 205(d).

SECTION 1004. EFFECT OF MERGER.

(a) When a merger becomes effective:

(1) the surviving organization continues or comes into existence;
(2) each constituent organization that merges into the surviving organization ceases to exist as a separate entity;

(3) all property owned by each constituent organization, or series thereof, that ceases to exist vests in the surviving organization without reservation or impairment;

(4) all debts, obligations, or other liabilities of each constituent organization, or series thereof, that ceases to exist continue as debts, obligations, or other liabilities of the surviving organization;

(5) an action or proceeding pending by or against any constituent organization, or series thereof, that ceases to exist, continues as if the merger had not occurred;

(6) except as prohibited by other law, all of the rights, privileges, immunities, powers, and purposes of each constituent organization, or series thereof, that ceases to exist vest in the surviving organization;

(7) except as otherwise provided in the plan of merger, the terms and conditions of the plan of merger take effect;

(8) except as otherwise agreed, if a constituent limited liability company ceases to exist, the merger does not dissolve the limited liability company for the purposes of Article 7 and does not dissolve a series for purposes of Article 11;

(9) if the surviving organization is created pursuant to the merger:

   (A) if it is a limited liability company, the certificate of formation becomes effective; or

   (B) if it is an organization other than a limited liability company, the organizational document that creates the organization becomes effective; and
(10) if the surviving organization existed before the merger, any amendments provided for in the statement of merger for the organizational document that created the organization become effective.

(b) A surviving organization that is a foreign organization consents to the jurisdiction of the courts of this [State] to enforce any debt, obligation, or other liability owed by a constituent organization, if before the merger the constituent organization was subject to suit in this [State] on the debt, obligation, or other liability. Service of process on a surviving organization that is a foreign organization and not authorized to conduct activities in this [State] for the purposes of enforcing a debt, obligation, or other liability may be made in the same manner and has the same consequences as provided in section 114 as if the surviving organization was a foreign limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is generally derived from and inspired by the Prototype Act, RUPA, ULPA, RULLCA, and RMBCA.

Under section 1004, the survivor in a merger and the parties that merge into the survivor become one. The survivor automatically becomes the owner of all real and personal property and becomes subject to all the liabilities, actual or contingent, of each party that is merged into it. A merger is not a conveyance, transfer, or assignment. It does not give rise to claims of reverter or impairment of title based on a prohibited conveyance, transfer, or assignment. It does not give rise to a claim or defense on the ground of nonassignability, unless the contract specifically provides that it does not survive a merger. All pending proceedings involving either the survivor or a party whose separate existence ceased as a result of the merger are continued.

SECTION 1005. CONVERSION.

(a) An organization other than a limited liability company may convert to a limited liability company, and a limited liability company may convert to an organization other than a
limited liability company pursuant to this section, sections 1006 through 1008, and a plan of conversion, if:

(1) the governing statute of the organization that is not a limited liability company authorizes the conversion;

(2) the law of the jurisdiction governing the converting organization and the converted organization does not prohibit the conversion; and

(3) the converting organization and the converted organization comply with its respective governing statute and organizational documents in effecting the conversion.

(b) A plan of conversion must be in a record and must include:

(1) the name and form of the converting organization before conversion;

(2) the name and form of the converted organization after conversion;

(3) the terms and conditions of the conversion, including the manner and basis for converting interests in the converting organization into any combination of money, interests in the converted organization, and other consideration allowed in section 1005(c); and

(4) the organizational documents of the converted organization that are, or are proposed to be, in a record.

(c) In connection with a conversion, rights or securities of or interests in the converting organization may be exchanged for or converted into cash, property, or rights or securities of or interests in the converted organization, or, in addition to or in lieu thereof, may be exchanged for or converted into cash, property, or rights or securities of or interests in another organization or may be cancelled.
Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is generally derived from and inspired by the Prototype Act, RUPA, ULPA, RULLCA, and RMBCA.

Subsection (a)(1) is a default provision that attempts to insure that both the laws of this state and, in a case where the converting or converted entity is governed by the law of another jurisdiction, the laws of that other jurisdiction authorize a conversion to allow for the vesting of rights and assets and the continuation of debts and other matters in both jurisdictions. A state considering this provision may choose to delete this provision on the basis that it creates an unnecessary impediment to a conversion in which the governing statute of a converting or converted foreign entity does not authorize the conversion. Removing this provision, however, may result in conversions in which benefits and effects of the conversion under this Act are not recognized under the foreign entity’s governing statute.

SECTION 1006. ACTION ON PLAN OF CONVERSION BY CONVERTING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY.

(a) A plan of conversion must be consented to by all the members of a converting limited liability company.

(b) After a conversion is approved, and at any time before the statement of conversion is delivered to the Secretary of State for filing under section 1007, a converting limited liability company may amend the plan or abandon the conversion:

(1) as provided in the plan; or

(2) except as otherwise prohibited in the plan, by the same consent as was required to approve the plan.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is generally derived from and inspired by the Prototype Act, RUPA, ULPA, RULLCA, and RMBCA.
SECTION 1007. FILINGS REQUIRED FOR CONVERSION; EFFECTIVE DATE.

(a) After a plan of conversion is approved:

(1) a converting limited liability company shall deliver to the Secretary of State for filing a statement of conversion, which must be signed as provided in section 203(a) and must include:

(A) a statement that the converting limited liability company has been converted into the converted organization;

(B) the name and form of the converted organization and the jurisdiction of its governing statute;

(C) the date the conversion is effective under the governing statute of the converted organization;

(D) a statement that the conversion was approved as required by this Act;

(E) a statement that the conversion was approved as required by the governing statute of the converted organization; and

(F) if the converted organization is a foreign organization not authorized to conduct activities in this [State], the street and mailing addresses of its principal office for the purposes of section 1008(b); and

(2) if the converted organization is a limited liability company, the converting organization shall deliver to the Secretary of State for filing a certificate of formation, which must include, in addition to the information required by section 201(a):

(A) a statement that the converted organization was converted from the
converting organization;

(B) the name and form of the converting organization and the jurisdiction of the converting organization’s governing statute; and

(C) a statement that the conversion was approved as required by the governing statute of the converting organization.

(b) A conversion becomes effective:

(1) if the converted organization is a limited liability company, when the certificate of formation takes effect; and

(2) if the converted organization is not a limited liability company, as provided by the governing statute of the converted organization.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is generally derived from and inspired by the Prototype Act, RUPA, ULPA, RULLCA, and RMBCA.

SECTION 1008. EFFECT OF CONVERSION.

(a) When a conversion takes effect:

(1) all property owned by the converting organization, or series thereof, remains vested in the converted organization;

(2) all debts, obligations, or other liabilities of the converting organization, or series thereof, continue as debts, obligations, or other liabilities of the converted organization;

(3) an action or proceeding pending by or against the converting organization, or series thereof, continues as if the conversion had not occurred;
(4) except as prohibited by law other than this Act, all of the rights, privileges, immunities, powers, and purposes of the converting organization, or series thereof, remain vested in the converted organization;

(5) except as otherwise provided in the plan of conversion, the terms and conditions of the plan of conversion take effect;

(6) except as otherwise agreed, for all purposes of the laws of this [State], the converting organization, and any series thereof, shall not be required to wind up its affairs or pay its liabilities and distribute its assets, and the conversion shall not be deemed to constitute a dissolution of the converting organization, or series thereof;

(7) for all purposes of the laws of this [State], the rights, privileges, powers, and interests in property of the converting organization, and all series thereof, as well as the debts, liabilities, and duties of the converting organization, and all series thereof, shall not be deemed, as a consequence of the conversion, to have been assigned to the converted organization;

(8) if the converted organization is a limited liability company, for all purposes of the laws of this [State], the limited liability company shall be deemed to be the same organization as the converting organization, and the conversion shall constitute a continuation of the existence of the converting organization in the form of a limited liability company; and

(9) if the converted organization is a limited liability company, the existence of the limited liability company shall be deemed to have commenced on the date the converting organization commenced its existence in the jurisdiction in which the converting organization was first created, formed, organized, incorporated, or otherwise came into being.

(b) A converted organization that is a foreign organization consents to the jurisdiction of
the courts of this [State] to enforce any debt, obligation, or other liability for which the converting limited liability company, or series thereof, is liable if, before the conversion, the converting limited liability company, or series thereof, was subject to suit in this [State] on the debt, obligation, or other liability. Service of process on a converted organization that is a foreign organization and not authorized to conduct activities in this [State] for purposes of enforcing a debt, obligation, or other liability under this subsection may be made in the same manner and has the same consequences as provided in section 114, as if the converted organization were a foreign limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is generally derived from and inspired by the Prototype Act, RUPA, ULPA, RULLCA, and RMBCA.

[SECTION 1009. RESTRICTIONS ON APPROVAL OF MERGERS AND CONVERSIONS.]

[(a) If a member of a constituent or converting limited liability company will have personal liability with respect to a surviving or converted organization, approval or amendment of a plan of merger or conversion are ineffective without the consent of the member, unless:

(1) the limited liability company’s limited liability company agreement provides for approval of a merger or conversion with the consent of fewer than all the members; and

(2) the member has consented to the provision of the limited liability
company agreement.

(b) A member does not give the consent required by subsection (a) merely by consenting to a provision of the limited liability company agreement that permits the limited liability company agreement to be amended with the consent of fewer than all the members.]

OR

[(a) If a member of a converting or constituent limited liability company will have personal liability with respect to a converted or surviving organization, approval and amendment of a plan of conversion or plan of merger are ineffective without that member’s consent to the plan.

(b) A member does not give the consent required by subsection (a) merely by consenting to a provision of the limited liability company agreement that permits the limited liability company agreement to be amended with the consent of fewer than all the members.]

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is generally derived from and inspired by the Prototype Act, RUPA, ULPA, RULLCA, and RMBCA.

SECTION 1010. ARTICLE NOT EXCLUSIVE. This Article does not preclude an entity from being merged or converted under law other than this Act.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is generally derived from and inspired by the Prototype Act, RUPA, ULPA, RULLCA, and RMBCA.
ARTICLE 11
SERIES PROVISIONS

SECTION 1101. SERIES OF ASSETS.

(a) A limited liability company agreement may establish or provide for the establishment of one or more designated series of assets that has:

(1) (A) separate rights, powers, or duties with respect to specified property or obligations of the limited liability company or profits and losses associated with specified property or obligations; or

(B) a separate purpose or investment objective; and

(2) at least one member associated with each series.

(b) A series established in accordance with subsection (a) may carry on any activity, whether or not for profit.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Article 11 is new. Given the contractual flexibility provided by section 110, members would have the ability to establish series of assets of the types described in section 1101 without the explicit authorization of section 1101; however, compliance with the provisions of section 1102 is necessary to limit liabilities to the assets of a particular series. This “internal” liability shield and certain entity-like powers and characteristics are features of series that would not be available absent the provisions of the Act specifically addressing series.

The series provisions in Article 11 and throughout the Act are generally derived from and inspired by the Texas Limited Liability Company Law and the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act.
SECTION 1102. ENFORCEABILITY OF OBLIGATIONS AND EXPENSES OF SERIES AGAINST ASSETS.

(a) Subject to subsection (b):

(1) the debts, liabilities, obligations, and expenses incurred, contracted for, or otherwise existing with respect to a series shall be enforceable against the assets of that series only, and shall not be enforceable against the assets of the limited liability company generally or any other series thereof; and

(2) none of the debts, liabilities, obligations, and expenses incurred, contracted for, or otherwise existing with respect to the limited liability company generally or any other series thereof shall be enforceable against the assets of a series.

(b) Subsection (a) applies only if:

(1) the records maintained for that series account for the assets of that series separately from the other assets of the company or any other series;

(2) the limited liability company agreement contains a statement to the effect of the limitations provided in subsection (a); and

(3) the limited liability company's certificate of formation contains a statement that the limited liability company may have one or more series of assets subject to the limitations provided in subsection (a).

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is new.
SECTION 1103. ASSETS OF SERIES.

(a) Assets of a series may be held directly or indirectly, including being held in the name of the series, in the name of the limited liability company, through a nominee, or otherwise.

(b) If the records of a series are maintained in a manner so that the assets of the series can be reasonably identified by specific listing, category, type, quantity, or computational or allocational formula or procedure, including a percentage or share of any assets, or by any other method in which the identity of the assets can be objectively determined, the records are considered to satisfy the requirements of section 1102(b)(1).

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is new.

SECTION 1104. STATEMENT OF LIMITATION ON LIABILITIES OF SERIES.

The statement of limitation on liabilities of a series required by section 1102(b)(3) is sufficient regardless of whether:

(a) the limited liability company has established any series under this subchapter when the statement of limitations is contained in the certificate of formation; and

(b) the statement of limitations makes reference to a specific series of the limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is new.
SECTION 1105. MEMBER'S POWER TO DISSOCIATE AS A MEMBER ASSOCIATED WITH A SERIES; WRONGFUL DISSOCIATION.

(a) A person has the power to dissociate as a member associated with a series.

(b) A person’s dissociation from a series is wrongful only if:

(1) it is in breach of an express provision of the limited liability company agreement; or

(2) the person is expelled as a member associated with the series by judicial determination under section 1106(f); or

(3) the person is dissociated as a member associated with a series by becoming a debtor in bankruptcy or making a general assignment for the benefit of creditors.

(c) A person that wrongfully dissociates as a member associated with a series is liable to the series and, subject to section 901, to the other members associated with that series for damages caused by the dissociation. The liability is in addition to any other debt, obligation, or liability of the member associated with a series to the series or the other members associated with that series.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 601 of this Act.

SECTION 1106. EVENTS CAUSING DISSOCIATION OF A MEMBER ASSOCIATED WITH A SERIES. A person is dissociated as a member associated with a series when:

(a) the series has notice of the person’s express will to dissociate from the series, unless
the person specifies a dissociation date later than the date the series had notice, in which case the person is dissociated from the series on that later date;

(b) an event stated in the limited liability company agreement as causing the person’s dissociation from the series occurs;

(c) the person is dissociated as a member of the limited liability company pursuant to section 602;

(d) the person is expelled as a member associated with that series pursuant to the limited liability company agreement;

(e) the person is expelled as a member associated with the series by the unanimous consent of the other members associated with that series if:

(1) it is unlawful to carry on the series’ activities with the person as a member associated with that series;

(2) there has been an assignment of all of the person’s limited liability company interest other than an assignment for security purposes;

(3) the person is an organization and, within 90 days after the series notifies the person that it will be expelled as a member associated with that series because the person has filed a statement of dissolution or the equivalent, or its right to conduct activities has been suspended by its jurisdiction of formation, the statement of dissolution or the equivalent has not been revoked or its right to conduct activities has not been reinstated; or

(4) the person is an organization and, within 90 days after the series notifies the person that it will be expelled as a member associated with that series because the person has been dissolved and its activities are being wound up, the organization has not been reinstated or
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the dissolution and winding up have not been revoked or cancelled;

(f) on application by the series, the person is expelled as a member associated with that series by judicial order because the person:

(1) has engaged, or is engaging, in wrongful conduct that has adversely and materially affected, or will adversely and materially affect, that series’ activities;

(2) has willfully or persistently committed, or is willfully and persistently committing, a material breach of the limited liability company agreement or the person’s duty or obligation under this Act or other applicable law; or

(3) has engaged, or is engaging, in conduct relating to that series’ activities that makes it not reasonably practicable to carry on the activities with the person as a member associated with that series;

(g) in the case of a person who is an individual, the person dies, there is appointed a guardian or general conservator for the person, or there is a judicial determination that the person has otherwise become incapable of performing the person’s duties as a member associated with a series under this Act or the limited liability company agreement,

(h) the person becomes a debtor in bankruptcy, executes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or seeks, consents, or acquiesces to the appointment of a trustee, receiver, or liquidator of the person or of all or substantially all of the person’s property but this subsection (h) shall not apply to a person who is the sole remaining member associated with a series;

(i) in the case of a person that is a trust or is acting as a member associated with a series by virtue of being a trustee of a trust, the trust’s entire limited liability company interest associated with the series is distributed, but not solely by reason of the substitution of a successor
trustee;

(j) in the case of a person that is an estate or is acting as a member associated with a series by virtue of being a personal representative of an estate, the estate’s entire limited liability company interest associated with the series is distributed, but not solely by reason of the substitution of a successor personal representative;

(k) in the case of a member associated with a series that is not an individual, the legal existence of the person otherwise terminates;

(l) the assignment by a member associated with a series of a member's entire remaining limited liability company interest associated with the series to another member associated with the series; or

(m) the assignment by a member associated with a series of the member’s entire remaining limited liability company interest associated with the series to an assignee upon the assignee’s becoming a member associated with the series.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 602 of this Act.

SECTION 1107. EFFECT OF PERSON’S DISSOCIATION AS A MEMBER

(a) A person who has dissociated as a member associated with a series shall have no right to participate in the activities and affairs of that series and is entitled only to receive the distributions to which that member would have been entitled if the member had not dissociated from that series.
(b) A person’s dissociation as a member associated with a series does not of itself discharge the person from any debt, obligation, or liability to that series, the limited liability company or the other members that the person incurred while a member associated with that series.

(c) A member’s dissociation from a series does not, in itself, cause the member to dissociate from any other series or require the winding up of the series.

(d) A member’s dissociation from a series does not, in itself, cause the member to dissociate from the limited liability company.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsection (a) is derived from Colorado, § 7-80-603. Unlike ULPA § 602 and RUPA § 603(b)(3), which make express references to the effect of dissociation on the partner’s duties, this Act is silent as to the effect of dissociation on the duties of a member.

SECTION 1108. DISSOLUTION AND WINDING UP OF SERIES. A series may be dissolved and its activities and affairs may be wound up without causing the dissolution of the limited liability company. The dissolution and winding up of a series does not abate, suspend, or otherwise affect the limitation on liabilities of the series provided by section 1102.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is new.

SECTION 1109. EVENTS REQUIRING DISSOLUTION. A series is dissolved and its activities and affairs shall be wound up upon the first to occur of the following:
(a) the dissolution of the limited liability company under section 706;

(b) an event or circumstance that the limited liability company agreement states causes dissolution of the series;

(c) the consent of all of the members associated with the series;

(d) the passage of 90 days after the occurrence of the dissociation of the last remaining member associated with the series; or

(e) on application by a member associated with the series, the entry by the [appropriate court] of an order dissolving the series on the grounds that it is not reasonably practicable to carry on the series’ activities in conformity with the limited liability company agreement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 706 of this Act.

SECTION 1110. EFFECT OF DISSOLUTION ON SERIES.

(a) A dissolved series continues its existence as a series but may not carry on any activities except as is appropriate to wind up and liquidate its activities and affairs, including:

(1) collecting the assets of the series;

(2) disposing of the properties of the series that will not be distributed in kind to persons owning limited liability company interests associated with the series;

(3) discharging or making provisions for discharging the liabilities of the series;

(4) distributing the remaining property of the series in accordance with section 1114; and
(5) doing every other act necessary to wind up and liquidate the series’ activities and affairs.

(b) In winding up a series’ activities, a series may:

(1) preserve the series’ activities and property as a going concern for a reasonable time;

(2) prosecute, defend, or settle actions or proceedings whether civil, criminal or administrative;

(3) make an assignment of the series’ property; and

(4) resolve disputes by mediation or arbitration.

(c) A series’ dissolution, in itself:

(1) is not an assignment of the series’ property;

(2) does not prevent the commencement of a proceeding by or against the series in the series’ name;

(3) does not abate or suspend a proceeding pending by or against the series on the effective date of dissolution; or

[(4) does not abate, suspend, or otherwise alter the application of section 304.]

*Revised Prototype Act Comment*

This section is derived from section 707 of this Act.

To the extent subsection (c)(4) is included in the Act, a similar provision should be inserted in the state's other business entity statutes to avoid the implication that a different result is intended with respect to those other business entities.
SECTION 1111. RIGHT TO WIND UP BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES OF SERIES.

(a) Subject to section 1110(c), after dissolution of a series, the remaining members associated with the series, if any, and if none, a person appointed by all holders of the limited liability company interest last assigned by the last person to have been a member associated with the series, may wind up the series’ activities.

(b) The [appropriate court] may order judicial supervision of the winding up of a dissolved series, including the appointment of a person to wind up the series’ activities:

(1) on application of a member associated with the series, if the applicant establishes good cause;

(2) on the application of an assignee associated with a series, if:

   (A) there are no members associated with the series; and

   (B) within a reasonable time following the dissolution a person has not been appointed pursuant to subsection (a); or

(3) in connection with a proceeding under section 1109(e).

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 708 of this Act.

SECTION 1112. KNOWN CLAIMS AGAINST DISSOLVED SERIES.

(a) A dissolved series may dispose of any known claims against it by following the procedures described in subsection (b), at any time after the effective date of the dissolution of the series.
(b) A dissolved series may give notice of the dissolution in a record to the holder of any known claim. The notice must:

(1) identify the limited liability company and the dissolved series;

(2) describe the information required to be included in a claim;

(3) provide a mailing address to which the claim is to be sent;

(4) state the deadline, which may not be fewer than 120 days from the effective date of the notice, by which the dissolved series must receive the claim; and

(5) state that if not sooner barred, the claim will be barred if not received by the deadline.

(c) Unless sooner barred by any other statute limiting actions, a claim against a dissolved series is barred:

(1) if a claimant who was given notice under subsection (b) does not deliver the claim to the dissolved series by the deadline; or

(2) if a claimant whose claim was rejected by the dissolved series does not commence a proceeding to enforce the claim within 90 days from the effective date of the rejected notice.

(d) For purposes of this section, "known claim" or "claim" includes unliquidated claims, but does not include a contingent liability that has not matured so that there is no immediate right to bring suit or a claim based on an event occurring after the effective date of dissolution.

(e) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to extend any otherwise applicable statute of limitations.
SECTION 1113. OTHER CLAIMS AGAINST DISSOLVED SERIES.

(a) A dissolved series may publish notice of its dissolution and request that persons with claims against the dissolved series present them in accordance with the notice.

(b) The notice authorized by subsection (a) must:

(1) be published at least one time in a newspaper of general circulation in the [county] in which the limited liability company’s principal office is located or, if it has none in this [State], in the [county] in which the limited liability company’s registered office is or was last located;

(2) describe the information that must be included in a claim and provide a mailing address to which the claim is to be sent; and

(3) state that if not sooner barred, a claim against the dissolved series will be barred unless a proceeding to enforce the claim is commenced within [three] years after the publication of the notice.

(c) If a dissolved series publishes a newspaper notice in accordance with subsection (b), unless sooner barred by any other statute limiting actions, the claim of each of the following claimants is barred unless the claimant commences a proceeding to enforce the claim against the dissolved series within [three] years after the publication date of the newspaper notice:

(1) a claimant who was not given notice under section 1112(b);
(2) a claimant whose claim was timely sent to the dissolved series but not acted on by the dissolved series; and

(3) a claimant whose claim is contingent at the effective date of the dissolution of the series, or is based on an event occurring after the effective date of the dissolution of the series.

(d) A claim that is not barred under this section, any other statute limiting actions, or section 1112 may be enforced:

(1) against a dissolved series, to the extent of its undistributed assets associated with the series; and

(2) except as provided in subsection (h), if the assets of a dissolved series have been distributed after dissolution, against a member or assignee associated with the series to the extent of that person’s proportionate share of the claim or of the assets of the series distributed to the member or assignee after dissolution, whichever is less, but a person’s total liability for all claims under this subsection (d) may not exceed the total amount of assets of the series distributed to the person after dissolution of the series.

(e) A dissolved series that published a notice under this section may file an application with the [appropriate court] in the [county] in which the limited liability company’s principal office is located or, if it has none in this [State], in the [county] in which the limited liability company’s registered office is or was last located, for a determination of the amount and form of security to be provided for payment of claims that are contingent or have not been made known to the dissolved series or that are based on an event occurring after the effective date of the dissolution of the series but that, based on the facts known to the dissolved series, are reasonably
estimated to arise after the effective date of the dissolution of the series. Provision need not be
made for any claim that is or is reasonably anticipated to be barred under subsection (c).

(f) Within [ten] days after the filing of the application provided for in subsection (e),
notice of the proceeding shall be given by the dissolved series to each potential claimant as
described in subsection (e).

(g) The [appropriate court] may appoint a guardian ad litem to represent all claimants
whose identities are unknown in any proceeding brought under this section. The reasonable fees
and expenses of the guardian, including all reasonable expert witness fees, shall be paid by the
dissolved series.

(h) Provision by the dissolved series for security in the amount and the form ordered by
the [appropriate court] under subsection (e) shall satisfy the dissolved series’ obligation with
respect to claims that are contingent, have not been made known to the dissolved series, or are
based on an event occurring after the effective date of the dissolution of the series, and those
claims may not be enforced against a person owning a limited liability company interest to
whom assets have been distributed by the dissolved series after the effective date of the
dissolution of the series.

(i) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to extend any otherwise applicable statute of
limitations.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is derived from section 710 of this Act.
SECTION 1114. APPLICATION OF ASSETS IN WINDING UP SERIES’ ACTIVITIES.

(a) Upon the winding up of a series, payment, or adequate provision for payment, shall be made to creditors of the series, including, to the extent permitted by law, members who are associated with the series and who are also creditors of the series, in satisfaction of liabilities of the series.

(b) After a series complies with subsection (a), any surplus shall be distributed:

(1) first, to each person owning a limited liability company interest associated with the series that reflects contributions made on account of that limited liability company interest and not previously returned, an amount equal to the value of the person’s unreturned contributions; and

(2) then to each person owning a limited liability company interest associated with the series in the proportions in which the owners of limited liability company interests associated with the series share in distributions prior to dissolution of the series.

(c) If the series does not have sufficient surplus to comply with subsection (b)(1), any surplus must be distributed among the owners of limited liability company interests associated with the series in proportion to the value of their respective unreturned contributions.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 711 of this Act.
SECTION 1115. REINSTATEMENT AFTER DISSOLUTION OF A SERIES.

(a) A series that has been dissolved may be reinstated upon compliance with the following conditions:

(1) the affirmative vote or consent shall have been obtained from the members or other persons associated with the series entitled to vote or consent at the time that is:

   (i) required for reinstatement under its limited liability company agreement; or

   (ii) if its limited liability company agreement does not state the vote or consent required for reinstatement of that series, sufficient for dissolution of a series under this Act, or such greater or lesser vote or consent as is required for dissolution of a series under its limited liability company agreement;

(2) the members and other persons associated with a series having authority under this Act and under its limited liability company agreement to bring about or prevent dissolution of a series shall not have, before or at the time of the vote or consent required by paragraph (1) of this subsection (a), voted against reinstatement of a series or delivered to the limited liability company their written objection to reinstatement of a series; and

(3) in the case of a series dissolved in a judicial proceeding initiated by one or more of the members associated with the series, the affirmative vote or consent of each such member shall have been obtained and shall be included in the vote or consent required by paragraph (1) of this subsection (a).

(b) To the extent that a limited liability company agreement provides for the voting rights of members or other persons associated with a series, for the calling of meetings, for notices of meetings, for consents and actions of members and other persons associated with the series
without a meeting, for establishing a record date for meetings, or for other matters concerning the voting or consent of members and other persons associated with the series, those provisions shall govern the vote or consent required by paragraph (1) of subsection (a) of this section with respect to the series and the vote or objection of members and other persons associated with the series provided for in paragraph (2) of subsection (a) of this section with respect to the series.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 712 of this Act.

SECTION 1116. EFFECT OF REINSTATEMENT.

(a) Subject to subsection (b) of this section, upon reinstatement, a series shall be deemed for all purposes to have continued its activities as if dissolution had never occurred; each right inuring to, and each debt, obligation, and liability incurred by, the series after the dissolution shall be determined as if the dissolution had never occurred.

(b) The rights of members and other persons associated with a series arising by reason of reliance on the dissolution of the series before those persons had notice of the reinstatement shall not be adversely affected by the reinstatement.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from section 715 of this Act.
ARTICLE 12

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SECTION 1201. RELATION TO ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES IN GLOBAL AND NATIONAL COMMERCE ACT. This Act modifies, limits, and supersedes the federal Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act, 15 U.S.C. Section 7001 et seq., but does not modify, limit, or supersede section 101(c) of that Act, 15 U.S.C. Section 7001(c), or authorize electronic delivery of any of the notices described in section 103(b) of that Act, 15 U.S.C. Section 7003(b).

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is derived from RUPA, ULPA and RULLCA.

SECTION 1202. INTERSTATE APPLICATION. A limited liability company formed and existing under this Act may conduct its activities and affairs, carry on its operations, and have and exercise the powers granted by this Act in any state, foreign country, or other jurisdiction.

Revised Prototype Act Comment
This section is derived from Prototype Act § 1307. Although the provisions are not necessarily binding on other states, they may be helpful for purposes of applying choice of law and constitutional principles in establishing the legislature’s intent that the law be applied extraterritorially.

SECTION 1203. SAVINGS CLAUSE. The repeal of a statute by this Act does not affect an action commenced, proceeding brought, or right accrued before this Act takes effect.
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), the repeal of a statute by this Act does not affect:

(1) the operation of the statute or any action taken under it before its repeal;

(2) any ratification, right, remedy, privilege, obligation, or liability acquired, accrued, or incurred under the statute before its repeal;

(3) any violation of the statute, or any penalty, forfeiture, or punishment incurred because of the violation, before its repeal; or

(4) any proceeding, reorganization, or dissolution commenced under the statute before its repeal, and the proceeding, reorganization, or dissolution may be completed in accordance with the statute as if it had not been repealed.

(b) If a penalty or punishment imposed for violation of a statute repealed by this Act is reduced by this Act, the penalty or punishment if not already imposed shall be imposed in accordance with this Act.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

The alternative language is derived from RMBCA § 17.03.

SECTION 1204. APPLICATION TO EXISTING RELATIONSHIPS.

(a) Before [all-inclusive date], this Act governs only:

(1) a limited liability company formed on or after [the effective date of this Act]; and
(2) except as otherwise provided in subsection (c), a limited liability company formed before [the effective date of this Act] that elects, in the manner provided in its limited liability company agreement or by law for amending the limited liability company agreement, to be subject to this Act.

(b) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (c), on and after [all-inclusive date] this Act governs all limited liability companies.

(c) For purposes of applying this Act to a limited liability company formed before [the effective date of this Act] the limited liability company’s (1) articles of organization are deemed to be the limited liability company’s certificate of formation, and (2) the operating agreement is deemed to be the limited liability company’s limited liability company agreement.

(d) This Act applies to each foreign limited liability company that does not have a [certificate of authority] in effect on the [effective date of this Act]. The [old Act] shall apply to each foreign limited liability company with a [certificate of authority] in effect on [the effective date of this Act] until the due date of the first annual report required to be filed by the foreign limited liability company on or after [the effective date of this Act], after which due date this Act shall apply to that foreign limited liability company, and the [certificate of authority] shall for purposes of this Act constitute a statement of foreign qualification.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

Subsections (a), (b), and (c) are derived from RUPA, ULPA, and RULLCA.

Subsection (d) is derived from Tennessee, § 48-249-1002.
SECTION 1205. RESERVED POWER OF THE STATE TO ALTER OR REPEAL ACT. All provisions of this Act may be altered from time to time or repealed and all rights of members and agents are subject to this reservation. Unless expressly stated to the contrary in this Act, all amendments of this Act shall apply to limited liability companies and members and agents whether or not existing as such at the time of the enactment of any such amendment. Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from Delaware, § 18-1106.

SECTION 1206. SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Act or its application to any person or circumstance is held invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, the invalidity does not affect other provisions or applications of the Act that can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of the Act are severable.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This section is derived from RMBCA § 17.04.

SECTION 1207. REPEALS. Effective [all-inclusive date], the following acts and parts of acts are repealed: [the [State] limited liability company Act], as amended, and in effect immediately before the effective date of this Act.

Revised Prototype Act Comment

This is a standard provision.

SECTION 1208. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Act takes effect on . . . .
Revised Prototype Act Comment

This is a standard provision.